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Abstract

Technology trends suggest that the fastest networks will continue to provide link bandwidths close to the memory and I/O subsystem limits. Because of these trends and the inevitable overhead in the TCP/IP stack implementations, an increasing share of a host’s capacity is dedicated to pure network I/O and therefore unavailable to application processing. In this thesis, we assess the benefit of applying Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) as a means to mitigate the shortcomings of TCP/IP-based communication on high-performance interconnects. With RDMA, data is placed directly in the application memory of a remote computer. In bypassing the operating system and eliminating intermediate copying, RDMA promises to reduce the host overhead of large data transfers significantly, thereby making it attractive for implementing distributed applications. In a nutshell, RDMA over Ethernet (also known as iWARP) is a TCP/IP offload engine plus direct memory access from the network interface card to the application memory.

In the first part of this thesis, we analyze why offloading the TCP stack to the network adapter alone is not sufficient for significant host overhead reduction—a zero-copy mechanism, like the one offered by iWARP/RDMA is required. We do not discuss how to implement iWARP/RDMA as this has been done by many researchers and the industry. Rather, the objective is to assess its benefits and implications with regard not only to user applications but also to the whole operating system which has not been done yet. To that end, we perform a thorough study and identify the hidden costs of iWARP/RDMA in terms of performance as well as programming- and protocol design complexity. Finally, we provide a set of optimizations without which RDMA loses all its advantages.

The goal of the second part is to show by example how applications can leverage the potential of iWARP/RDMA when adhering to the conditions and optimizations presented in the first part of the thesis. We demonstrate the performance advantages in different application domains like high-definition media dissemination or distributed databases. Thanks to the host overhead elimination, we achieve unprecedented performance. Finally, we illustrate the inevitable programming- and protocol complexity, due to the new interface and semantics, by enhancing a legacy sockets-based application with the RDMA abstraction and provide an assessment of when such a complex transformation is worthwhile.
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Introduction

We start this thesis by giving the motivation for the work at hand, followed by a summary of the contributions and a brief overview of the content of the subsequent chapters.

1.1 Motivation:

Network Communication Revisited

Following “Moore’s Law”, computing power per machine doubles every two years on average. However, network technology performance has recently grown at a much faster pace (e.g., Ethernet technology has evolved from 100 Mb/s to 10 Gb/s in a much shorter time frame). Technology trends suggest that the fastest networks will continue to provide link bandwidths close to the memory and I/O subsystem limits on most hosts. Because of this trend and the unavoidable overhead in common TCP/IP stack implementations such as application data copying, context switches and protocol processing, an increasing share of a host’s processing power is dedicated to pure network I/O and therefore unavailable to application processing [CJRS89]. Hence, end systems that use TCP sockets are likely to remain the bottleneck in high-speed data communication performance in current as well as in future hardware.

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is an alternative mechanism to TCP sockets. With RDMA, data is placed directly in the application memory of a remote computer [HCPR]. In bypassing the operating system and eliminating
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: CPU load distribution for bulk data transfers across a high-speed network. At the far left, all tasks are performed by the host CPU. In the middle, the TCP/IP stack processing is offloaded to the network adapter. On the far right, the TCP/IP offloading is extended with RDMA capabilities.

intermediate copying across buffers (zero copy), RDMA significantly reduces the CPU cost of large data transfers as well as the end-to-end latency, thereby making it very attractive for implementing distributed applications [LWK+03, NCTP07, KCH+07]. Having the CPU available for computation while receiving and sending data at a very high rate is important for various applications such as a distributed real-time analysis of large scientific experiments or high-definition video streaming to a substantial number of clients. Although the ideas behind RDMA are not new [Dav91, DWB+93, ST93, DP93, CCC97, CGY01], it has only been with the constant increase in network bandwidth that they have become a necessity not only for proprietary high-bandwidth fabrics such as InfiniBand [ibt] but also for Ethernet based TCP/IP [CJRS89]. Early attempts to reduce the CPU load caused by high-bandwidth TCP/IP communication, offloaded the entire TCP/IP stack onto the network interface card (NIC). This proved not to be enough [Mog03]. Today, the approach most favored is a TCP/IP offload engine (TOE) plus direct memory access (DMA) from the NIC to application memory [RB03, BC02]. In a nutshell, this is what RDMA over Ethernet [RMTB05] (also known as iWARP) provides.

The advantages of RDMA over plain TCP/IP offloading can be demonstrated with a simple experiment [MNF]. Transferring bulk data as fast as possible over a standard TCP/IP connection reveals a CPU load distribution like the one shown in Figure 1.1. Most CPU cycles are spent on data copying within the local host (leftmost chart). Although offloading the TCP/IP stack onto the NIC shows some
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

improvement (middle), only the TOE in combination with RDMA reduces the CPU load significantly by eliminating the data copying (rightmost chart). This is the reason why RDMA is being looked at with increasing interest as a key design element of future distributed systems [DW07a,NSL+08,Pak08]. Nevertheless, it is also facing a lot of criticism [Geo06,MSG04].

1.2 Problem Statement

RDMA usage is nowadays limited to high-performance computing and storage applications. Its deployment in other application domains is still due. We have added RDMA support to a number of those applications and were disappointed to find that the performance benefit was not always significant.

We argue, that a profound investigation is needed in order to gain the necessary insight and understanding of the technology at hand. Only this will enable us to rigorously characterize the circumstances under which the benefit of RDMA becomes substantial. In a second step, we want to show the obtainable benefit by means of real-world applications which clearly go beyond micro benchmarks.

In essence, we look for an answer to the following question: “What do we gain with RDMA and which are the ideal circumstances of its deployment?”.

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

In short, we first identify the sweet spots of iWARP/RDMA through a set of experiments and ease the application development by providing a more intuitive consumer interface. Based on that, we then present a number of real-world RDMA applications which we have built on one hand to confirm our findings and on the other hand to demonstrate the advantage of iWARP/RDMA for applications outside the high-performance computing (HPC) domain. In more detail, the contributions are the following:

- Even though, iWARP/RDMA promises a significant performance potential, it is not widely deployed today. One reason for that is the complicated and error prone interface on which the industry has agreed. We hence present a library with a simpler interface to facilitate iWARP application development. Nevertheless, we are able to preserve the performance and flexibility of the original interface. In-depth understanding of the inner workings of RDMA is hence no longer required. The library code has been returned to the industry alliance\(^1\) where it was well received.

\(^1\)http://www.openfabrics.org
Another reason for the limited deployment of iWARP is the necessary hardware which is still quite expensive (around $800 per adapter) and which has only become available on the mass market in late 2007. In order to bridge the gap between the expensive but powerful iWARP and the ubiquitous but lower-performance TCP, we have implemented an iWARP/RDMA software adapter which extends ordinary Ethernet NICs with iWARP capabilities. This allows for machines, which do not have RDMA hardware installed, to be integrated into iWARP/RDMA networks. Furthermore, as we will see, the expensive hardware is not always necessary. Details on our early version, termed SoftRDMA, are published in:


A more recent version, termed Softiwarp, has been presented at:


A third reason for the low acceptance of iWARP/RDMA is the uncertainty about the performance benefit for a given application. Throughout various experiments, we have been able to identify the sweet spots of the technology and, based on our findings, present a metric which allows for a more accurate assessment of the performance potential at hand. Furthermore, we suggest a number of application optimizations that can be applied when designing the explicit memory management as required by RDMA. The original work is published in:


Based on the findings mentioned above, we have implemented a number of real-world applications. First, we have transformed the distributed C/C++ compiler extension *distcc* from the sockets abstraction to the iWARP/RDMA interface. While the performance advantage is not substantial, the work describes the steps required to replace the legacy socket interface with iWARP and reasons about the various design decisions. Furthermore, a solution is provided for making files, residing on secondary storage, RDMA-accessible. The work is published in:
1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS


- The second application, high-definition multimedia data dissemination, matches the sweet spot of iWARP/RDMA. We have built an iWARP-capable video server, which is able to serve the content in real-time to a substantial number of clients at a negligible CPU load. In this work, we provide a one-on-one comparison of our solution against HTTP/TCP as well as RTP/UDP and are able to show the superiority of RDMA. In particular, we highlight the benefits of the one-sided, asynchronous operations offered by iWARP. Furthermore, this application serves as an excellent use case for the aforementioned software iWARP adapter as we cannot require each client to be equipped with RDMA hardware. The original work can be found in:


- Finally, we have built a novel distributed database architecture which operates on rotating data sets. In particular, our architecture, termed Data Roundabout, is able to exploit all computing resources at hand offering good performance and scalability characteristics. Thanks to iWARP/RDMA, we no longer have to avoid network communication at all cost but can leverage the potential provided by the communication hardware. This allows us to spend more CPU cycles on the actual data processing. We show the performance benefit through a set of join algorithms implemented on top of the Data Roundabout. Furthermore, we compare the iWARP results with plain TCP. The work has been published in the following two places:


1.4 Overview of this Thesis

The thesis consists of two parts:

Part I
The first part starts with background information on TCP and iWARP/RDMA which is required to follow the argumentation presented subsequently. As part of the related work, the history of iWARP is outlined (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3, we look at a real iWARP system in full detail. In particular, we present the requirements for enabling RDMA/iWARP from an operating system (OS) as well as from a user application perspective. A demonstration of the system in practice together with a set of initial benchmarks concludes the chapter. Subsequently, in Chapter 4, we point out the issues with regard to the explicit memory management required by RDMA. Also, we suggest a number of optimizations to make RDMA more efficient with regard to real-world applications. Finally, the critical parameters for unleashing the full performance potential as well as for assessing the potential benefit of iWARP are presented.

Part II
In the second part, we present applications which are more than just micro benchmarks. In Chapter 5, we illustrate the steps necessary to transform a legacy application from the socket interface to iWARP at the example of the distributed C/C++ compiler distcc. In particular, we will demonstrate the benefit of the asynchronous API offered by RDMA. In Chapter 6, we build an RDMA-based high-definition media dissemination platform that outperforms HTTP/TCP and RTP/UDP by far not only in terms of serviceable clients but also in terms of the induced server load. Here, we focus particularly on the one-sided semantics of the RDMA operations. In Chapter 7, we move on to the database domain and suggest a novel database architecture based on rotating data sets—the Data Roundabout. iWARP/RDMA allows us to ship large amounts of data without incurring any significant cost on the hosts. We thus do not have to avoid network communication and can use the CPU cycles for the data processing which results in a most efficient utilization of the resources at hand. Chapter 8 finally concludes this thesis.
Part I

iWARP/RDMA
Communication Principles
2 RDMA Background

The first part of this thesis provides background information required to follow the techniques and argumentation presented subsequently. Before we introduce and discuss the Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) communication model, we briefly review the issues encountered when applying the classical socket interface to high-speed\(^1\) interconnects such as 10 Gigabit Ethernet [inta].

2.1 TCP Sockets - The Classical Communication Interface

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [Pos81, Ste94, Tan02] is one of the universally accepted transport layer protocols today. In this section, we revise some of the inner workings of TCP. This is necessary in order to understand why the socket interface is limited with regard to multi-gigabit interconnects. The TCP/IP performance issues on high-speed interconnects have been documented by various researchers [CJRS89, KP93, KP96, FHH+03, BSP04, FBB+05] and we thus restrict ourselves to the most apparent ones.

The TCP protocol specification [Pos81] dates back to 1981 and has not changed significantly since then. However, the infrastructure on which the protocol operates has changed dramatically in the last thirty years. As a consequence, the protocol

\(^1\)High-speed refers to conditions in which the network bandwidth is high relative to the bandwidth of the host memory and CPU.
in its original form does no longer yield the most efficient resource utilization. Yet, the performance limitations imposed by TCP are not primarily a result of the network protocol itself. Rather they are a consequence of the in-host data path imposed by the socket abstraction.

One major problem is the indirect data placement as shown, in a simplified version, in Figure 2.1. On the transmit path, when the write() operation is issued, the data is first copied by the CPU from its location in the application buffer (user space) into a temporary socket buffer (kernel space). Thereafter, the TCP/IP stack implementation (running in the kernel) puts the data into an appropriate TCP packet by adding control information such as the ports, sequence numbers, checksum etc. Finally, the packet is brought to the network interface controller by a DMA copy. On the receive path, the procedure is the same but in reverse order. First, the data is DMA’ed from the NIC into the socket buffer from where it is then copied by the CPU into the application address space. The last step is triggered by the application issuing a read() command.

Already in this simplified illustration, the overhead caused by the intermediate copying through kernel space is apparent. As we will show in a moment, this copying causes an even larger overhead in reality. With network bandwidth still increasing exponentially, shipping data using TCP/IP over recent high-speed inter-connects (i.e., 10 Gigabit Ethernet and newer) induces a non-negligible overhead on the end-hosts mainly due to the intermediate copying described above which results in a reduction of the available compute resources. As a consequence, the applications running on the end-hosts are not able to realize the full potential of the underlying network infrastructure.

In the following, we demonstrate the problems of socket-based communication by means of a simple experiment: we transfer bulk data as fast as possible over

Figure 2.1: Simplified, logical in-host data path for TCP transfers. The data is intermediately stored in the kernel socket buffer before it is either sent out by the network interface controller (TX) or copied into the user space buffer (RX).
a standard TCP/IP connection. Our setup for that consists of two HS21 IBM BladeServers. Each of them is equipped with a quad core Intel Xeon CPU running at 2.33 GHz, 32 KB L1 data cache and 32 KB L1 instruction cache, 4 MB unified L2 cache and 8 GB of main memory.

2.1.1 CPU Overhead

First, we demonstrate the implications, with regard to the CPU, when transferring data at a bandwidth of 1 Gbps and compare the result with 10 Gbps. To that end, we exchange random bulk data over the network using increasing buffer sizes from 1 B to 1 GB. Figure 2.2 reveals the following:

- The network link can be saturated with moderate CPU load for 1 Gbps (Figure 2.2(a)).
- For the 10 Gbps link, this is no longer true (Figure 2.2(b)). The receive-side CPUs are running under full load but the link can still not be fully utilized. There are virtually no CPU cycles left for application processing.
- The receive side (RX) induces more CPU load than the transmit side (TX) in both cases.
- The achieved throughput generally depends on the message size. For the 1 Gbps link this means larger is better. For the 10 Gbps case, the cache sizes have to be taken into account. There, the throughput also depends on whether the data fits into L1 cache (32 KB in our case), L2 cache (4 MB) or none of them.

Our analysis on how the CPU cycles are spent confirm earlier findings [FHH+03]: most of the cycles are spent on data touching operations such as copying and checksum calculation given that the messages are sufficiently large (Figure 2.2(c)). Further CPU cycles are spent on the TCP/IP stack processing, on system calls and context switches as well as on the NIC driver itself. We are thus bound by the per-byte cost. For small messages, on the other hand, we are bound by the per-packet cost and the protocol processing dominates. For more details, refer to [KP93] and [FHH+03].

An early, generally accepted rule of thumb states that about 1 Hz of CPU power is required for utilizing 1 bps of the network link. However, the CPU speeds have been increasing faster than the memory bus speeds which causes the CPU to spend more time waiting for the memory bus [CGY01]. As these waiting times are often too short for a context switch, the CPU cycles are essentially lost causing a shift in the above rule of thumb meaning that with recent architectures, 1 bps on
the network requires even more than 1 Hz of CPU power. Assuming a 10 Gbps interconnect, at least 10 GHz of CPU power would hence be required to utilize the link.

Furthermore, we see a trend in the evolution of processors away from increasingly faster single cores towards multiple cores per machine, today. Unfortunately, this does not solve the TCP/IP overhead problem because the network stack processing can not be parallelized easily [NBF07]. In addition to that, the CPU is not the only bottleneck as we will illustrate in the next section.

### 2.1.2 Memory Bus Traffic

A second, less apparent but equally important problem of the socket abstraction is the high memory bus traffic caused by the intermediate copying [FHH+03, BSP04, RB03].

While Figure 2.1 has shown a simplified version of the actual data path, Figure 2.3 shows a more complete picture for outbound data. Looking closely at the data path on the transmit side, we find that the following steps are performed:

1. CPU reads data from the application buffer.
2. CPU writes the data to the socket buffer.
3. NIC performs a DMA read from the socket buffer.

In practice, this means that for every byte we transfer over the network, 2-4 bytes cross the memory bus (depending on whether the data fits into the cache [FHH+03]). In order to perform a data transfer over the network at 10 Gbps we hence require a memory bus that can sustain up to 40 Gbps (or even 80 Gbps if we communicate in full-duplex mode). This does not yet include normal memory bus traffic unrelated to the network transfers. The issue is aggravated when moving to higher bandwidths, for instance, by using multiple NICs per node in parallel [PMB09].

It should now be evident that increasing the CPU speed or adding more CPUs to the system is not enough to be able to sustain the increasing, aggregate throughput—only the elimination of the unnecessary copy operations is [Mar02].

### 2.1.3 Context Switches

In addition to the CPU load and memory bus traffic caused by the TCP stack processing and data copy operations, the socket-based communication also causes

---

2The receive path is essentially the same but in reverse order.
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Figure 2.2: In-kernel TCP is able to fully saturate the 1 Gbps network link but not the 10 Gbps one due to its expensive in-host data path.
a large number of context switches when running at the aforementioned, high data rates. Context switches do not only interrupt the currently running task but also cause cache-pollution which can result in a non-negligible slowdown of the whole system [MB91]. The frequent context switches are mainly due to interrupts raised by the NIC to signal updates in the data propagation. This is particularly problematic at the receive side as the NIC raises a lot of interrupts in order to notify the kernel about new inbound data being present. In Chapter 6, we will present an example which shows the negative impact of the high context switch rate in practice.

2.2 Reducing the Communication Overhead

In the previous section, we have identified the major cost factors for TCP data transfers over high-speed Ethernet as being the high CPU load and memory bus traffic. The overhead is caused not only by the intermediate data copies and the protocol processing but also by the numerous context switches and interrupts. In the following, we discuss proposed solutions to reduce this overhead.

2.2.1 Offloading the TCP Stack is not Enough

Traditionally, the TCP/IP protocol stack is implemented as part of the operating system (OS) kernel which implies that it runs on the host CPU(s). As we have
discussed in the preceding section, processing the stack requires a non-negligible share of CPU cycles when handling large data throughput as seen in high-speed networks.

In order to reduce the load on the CPU, researchers have proposed to offload (some of) the TCP stack processing to the NIC. Early implementations have focused on offloading only the compute-intensive parts, such as the checksum calculation. With the ongoing bandwidth increase, eventually the whole stack including all protocol layers below TCP were offloaded to specialized NICs, called TCP Offload Engines (TOE).

Even though the TOE approach sounds promising and is able to outperform in-kernel TCP/IP [FBB+05], it has never been widely adopted. The reason for this is two-fold [Mog03]: first, there are still fundamental performance issues. A TOE can reduce the unnecessary intermediate copies (which are responsible for the majority of the CPU cost) but is not able to fully eliminate them. Furthermore, it fails at significantly reducing the context switch rate. Second, its deployment in practice proved to be more complex than anticipated for a number of reasons [Mog03].

### 2.2.2 The RDMA Idea

The TCP offloading approach illustrated above operates on the socket abstraction and thus cannot avoid the intermediate copying through the kernel socket buffer. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), on the other hand, introduces a radically different interface (discussed in detail in Section 3) which allows a system to place the communicated data directly into its final memory location (in user space) without any additional or intermediate data copies through kernel space. This zero-copy or direct data placement capability provides the most efficient network communication possible. An RDMA-enabled network interface controller (RNIC) provides a hardware accelerated RDMA-ed network stack instance in addition to the conventional network stack in the operating system.

RDMA, thus, enables transferring data from the memory of one host directly into the memory of another with minimal involvement of the CPUs in the transfer and thereby essentially extends the well-known local DMA model with network capabilities.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the basic idea at the example of a single data transfer: first, the CPUs program their RNICS with the necessary data placement information which consists of the memory addresses, the length of the data to be exchanged as well as an ID which uniquely identifies the buffer (called Steering Tag, or STag). Second, the sending RNIC fetches the data (without involvement of the OS kernel) from the local application source buffer using DMA and moves the data across the network to the receiving RNIC which places the inbound data directly into its final location at the destination buffer of the application. Finally,
the RNICs notify their CPUs when the data transfer has completed. Note that there is no intermediate buffering of the data in kernel space on either side.

In order to fully bypass the OS and to avoid temporary buffering and associated memory bus transfers (as it is done in sockets), the RDMA programming interface requires applications to explicitly manage their communication buffers. Using RDMA’s clear communication buffer ownership rules, the application temporarily passes control over its buffers to the RNIC for direct data placement. This allows for a true zero-copy data transfer while avoiding all in-host copy operations. Only such zero-copy architectures can deliver the entire available network bandwidth up to the application without causing heavy local traffic on the memory bus and CPU as the link speed of the interconnect technologies available today (i.e., 10 Gigabit Ethernet [inta]) have caught up with the memory bandwidth available in modern architectures. While initially based on proprietary network technologies such as InfiniBand, the advent of TCP/IP-based RDMA, called iWARP [RB03,RMTB05] (see Chapter 3), and the standardization of RDMA APIs make RDMA suitable for legacy applications.

With iWARP/RDMA, we hence have a suitable communication mechanism that allows us to fully utilize the high-speed interconnect while inducing only a minimal overhead on the end-hosts (illustrated in Figure 2.5). This is mainly attributed to the avoidance of intermediate copies thanks to the direct data placement and OS bypassing capabilities which not only require almost no CPU cycles during data transfers but also significantly reduce the memory bus traffic. As most systems, also RDMA is by no means perfect. We will carefully examine its practical limitations in Chapter 4.

In the following, we are going to discuss related research projects focusing on host-efficient network communication before we discuss in detail how RDMA can be enabled on the ubiquitous Ethernet using the iWARP protocol stack and illustrate the application programming interface offered by iWARP/RDMA.
2.2. REDUCING THE COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD

(a) CPU-driven, host-local data copying induces an overhead which prevents the hosts from fully utilizing the available link bandwidth.

(b) Thanks to the direct data placement mechanism provided by RDMA-enabled NICs (RNIC), the network can be fully utilized with minimal overhead on the end-hosts.

Figure 2.5: Avoiding host-local overheads like intermediate copying is key to fully leverage the bandwidth provided by high-speed networks.
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2.3 Related Work

This section presents work related to network optimizations in general and RDMA in particular. We start with a selection of interesting, early approaches which aim at reducing network communication overhead in general and the cost of TCP in particular. Among others, they have led to what is known today as the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA), a specification describing user level access to network resources. InfiniBand is an early implementation of these VIA principles and is hence discussed subsequently followed by iWARP which implements the VIA principles on the IP suite. The work related to the individual application use cases presented in Part II of this thesis can be found in their respective chapters.

2.3.1 TCP/IP Optimizations

Various optimizations of TCP/IP based communication were proposed after Clark et al. [CJRS89] observed and documented some fundamental performance limitations. The limitations they found were mainly due to data touching operations such as checksum calculations and data copying for large transfers rather than the protocol processing itself. Kay and Pasquale [KP96] argued in their work, that the cause of the TCP/IP overhead depended on the size of the data to be exchanged. For small messages—typically used for control messages targeting low latency—the non-data touching operations, such as protocol processing, consumed a majority of the total processing time [KP93] while on larger data transfers, most of the overhead was caused by checksum calculations and intermediate copying which hindered a high throughput.

Various design features [WM87, ST93, Dav91] allow for improved efficiency in communication. The three main options are to

- optimize the processing of the protocol architecture [Bla96],
- optimize the OS support for the data transport [DP93] and
- carefully utilize hardware acceleration and function offloading [DWB+93].

Several suggestions were made to reduce the number of times, application data had to be accessed [DAPP93]. On the transmit side, the copy-on-write scheme was proposed [DWB+93] to reduce data touching: when a program wanted to send data, the system set the state of the memory pages to read-only until the network interface had completed the data transmission. The data was directly read from its original location in memory (without intermediate copying). If, however, the application wrote to these pages, the memory manager interrupted the program and copied the data into a temporary buffer in order to guarantee correctness of the
transfer. This approach required changes to the memory manager of the operating system. Furthermore, the application had to be aware of this mechanism in order to achieve good performance—it should not write the pages while they were being transmitted. Also, this mechanism was limited to the transmit side even though the larger overhead typically incurs on the receiver side.

Chase et al. [CGY01] discussed a number of TCP optimizations which allowed for an overhead reduction on both sides. In terms of end system optimizations, they distinguished between per-packet and per-byte overheads. To reduce the former, they proposed extended frames (larger packets) and interrupt coalescing to amortize the packet handling costs across multiple packets. The latter was tackled with zero-copy networking based on the copy-on-write approach in combination with page remapping. Furthermore, they offloaded the checksum calculation to the network interface controller and pursued an integrated copy/checksum calculation strategy. The shortcomings of their system, especially with respect to the zero-copy aspect were that the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the underlying network had to be equal to the page size used. Furthermore, the application buffers were required to be page aligned so that the network interface could deposit inbound packet data at page boundary.

In order to reduce the TCP/IP overhead [CGY01,KP96], concepts were developed to avoid redundant copies not only on the operating system [kJC96,ST93], but also on the application level [RAC97,DIFL96] as well as on the network interface [DWB+93,LC95,vEBBV95,PF01]. In terms of the network interface, various systems have been built and were attached to the host on different buses [LC95]. The SUN SAHI, Fore SPA-200, Myrinet LANai as well as the IBM SP2 were attached to the I/O bus of the host and therefore quite far away from the CPU. Others like the Cray T3D, the Meiko CS-2 and the Intel Paragon were directly coupled to the memory bus and thus much closer to the processor. The HP Medusa and Afterburner are examples of controllers attached to the graphics bus. Detailed discussions on the host interface attachment can be found in the work by Smith et al. [ST93] or by B. Davie [Dav90].

The Afterburner network card [DWB+93] which supported a single-copy stack at rates up to 1 Gbps was proposed by Dalton et al. The idea behind their single-copy mechanism\(^3\) was to have a dedicated area of memory on the card itself which was shared between the processor and the network interface. The communication between the OS and the card happened through FIFO queues. A big advantage of Afterburner was that it could offer performance improvements for the sender as well as for the receiver without changing the application interface.

A different approach to address the copy overhead issue with respect to high bandwidth I/O was taken by Druschel and Peterson [DP93]. They proposed a fa-

\(^3\)We would refer to this mechanism as zero-copy in today’s terminology.
cility termed fast buffers (or fbufs), which combined virtual page remapping with shared virtual memory thereby enabling an efficient cross-domain buffer management. In contrast to the Afterburner, the (shared) data buffers were located in the main memory of the host and not on the NIC. Remapping pages, however, required several physical page table updates which could result in substantial overhead.

Blackwell [Bla96] suggested a technique to improve protocol performance for protocols that used small messages rather than bulk data transfers. He argued that the main overhead incurred with small messages was due to poor locality in protocol processing code which meant that the processor spent more time loading protocol code from memory than moving packet contents. To mitigate that problem, he proposed to reschedule the protocol layer processing based on a (generally applicable) locality driven layer processing scheme (LDLP).

Menon and Zwaenepoel [MZ08] reviewed the TCP performance issues with regard to small messages for recent systems that feature not only uniprocessors but also Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) environments and virtualized hosts. According to their findings, reducing the communication overhead for small messages becomes even more important with recent systems. Their work illustrated the effects of new hardware on the per-packet overhead and suggested optimizations for the receive path. The sending side was not considered.

Due to the different pace in the evolution of processors and the host bus system, particularly the memory bus, faster processors will not be able to solve the TCP issues as documented by Markatos [Mar02]. As TCP/IP performance does not scale linearly with processor speeds, communication abstractions which are not based on sockets have to be considered.

### 2.3.2 User Level Networking

Already in the early 90s, various research groups advocated the so-called user level networking principle [Dav91,ST93,vEBBV95] for systems then termed clusters of workstations.

The goal of user level networking was two-fold. First, it aimed at offloading the packet processing tasks to dedicated devices in order to save compute resources on the host which were scarce at that time. Second, user level networking promised to lower communication latency considerably compared to socket implementations. Common arguments for implementing network functionality in user space included increased flexibility, easier maintenance, and the possibility to allow optimizations which were specific to the applications and could improve their performance [TNML93,EM95].

The above goals of the proposed user level communication were tackled by avoiding system calls, allowing the network interface controller to directly access the user application payload in memory and by improving the notification process.
on reception of network data as well as on completion of data transfers. These techniques are today summarized as kernel-bypassing: the OS is only involved in control tasks and taken out of the critical data path (the data follows a so-called fast path).

Von Eicken et al. [vEBBV95] built upon the user level networking idea and suggested U-Net, a communication architecture built on off-the-shelf communication hardware that provided processes with a virtual view of the network interface. In their system, every application was given the illusion of having its own, private network interface. They argued, that the entire protocol stack should be placed at user level and that the operating system and hardware should allow protected user level access directly to the network whereby the kernel must be removed from the critical path and the applications were allowed to customize their communication layers as needed. All buffer management and processing tasks were thus moved to user space which enabled data to be sent directly out of the application data structures. U-Net offered support not only for traditional inter-networking protocols but also for novel communication abstractions like Active Messages [vECGS92]. The basic idea behind Active Messages was that each message had a header containing the address of a user space handler to be executed upon message arrival. The contents of the message would then be passed as an argument to the handler thereby exploiting the performance and flexibility of modern interconnects.

In user level networking, systems calls were often avoided by offering hardware support for user level memory-mapped message passing. Systems that had incorporated this technique included the Connection Machine CM-5 supercomputer [LAD+92], the MIT J-Machine multicomputer [NWD93], the MIT Alewife [ABC+98] which was a large-scale multiprocessor that integrated both cache-coherent, distributed shared memory and user level message-passing in a single integrated hardware framework and last but not least the Cray T3E [ABGS97]. All of them either offered device interfaces located in memory or dedicated memory-mapped processors for performing the message passing. Joerg et al. [HJ92] proposed an improvement on the memory mapped network interface design through a tighter, more optimized coupling of network and processor by utilizing processor-mapped registers. The motivation behind it was the following: in order to send a message, the processor had to execute a series of store operations to the memory mapped network interface and to receive a message, a series of load operations was required. These load and store operations could be eliminated with processor-mapped registers.

The Hamlyn interface architecture [BJM+96] proposed by HP labs, described another efficient interface between multicomputer interconnection fabrics and the host processors. It used sender-based memory management to eliminate receive buffer overruns and software-induced packet loss, provided applications with direct
hardware access in the user level networking spirit and offered protection between applications running on a host. The setup consisted of standard HP workstations connected through a Myrinet interconnection fabric.

Other projects used the processor address translation mechanism to enable transmission of physical addresses from user space to the network interface thereby allowing direct memory access (DMA) transfers of the payload data to and from memory [Dav91]. This allowed for larger data transfers while preserving memory protection. In those systems, the network interface typically had a (number of) shared message queue(s) through which data transfer requests were communicated from the application to the NIC. The messages on the queues contained at least the start address of the data as well as the length.

Examples of this are the SHRIMP [BDFL96, DIFL96], FLASH [KOH+98] or Tempest and Typhoon [RLW94] projects. The SHRIMP (Scalable High Performance Really Inexpensive Multi-Processor) project from Princeton aimed at building high-performance servers from a network of commodity PCs and commodity operating systems. As its name suggests, the primary motivation was that such a system was significantly cheaper than a custom-designed multicomputer. As a novel way of communication, Dubnicki et al. [DIFL96] suggested in the context of the SHRIMP project to map remote memory into the local application address space thereby enabling direct data transfers between the sender’s and receiver’s virtual address spaces. Before such a data transfer could take place, the receiver had to export a region of its memory which the sender had to import. Support from the hardware side as well as from the OS was required. The data transfers within the hosts were realized through DMA operations. The Stanford FLASH (Flexible Architecture for SHared memory) was a single-address space machine consisting of a large number of processing nodes connected by a low-latency, high-bandwidth interconnection network. FLASH utilized a custom-designed node controller to achieve cache-coherent shared memory and low-overhead user level message passing. Tempest was a novel interface proposed by Reinhardt et al. that exposed low-level communication and memory-system mechanisms allowing application performance improvements. These mechanisms were implemented by the Typhoon hardware platform which incorporated a fully-programmable user level processor in the network interface.

A large part of the efforts for tighter and more efficient integration of the network interface with the processor(s) presented above, eventually resulted in the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) [CCC97] specification jointly proposed by Compaq, Intel and Microsoft in December 1997.
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2.3.3 The Virtual Interface Architecture

Clusters of standard servers were becoming cost-effective alternatives to expensive, large-scale mainframes. In order to achieve a good overall performance, efficient communication between these servers was crucial. Through the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) [CCC97], the industry had provided a standard for efficient cluster communication. VIA’s main concern was the interface between the network and the application(s) running on top of it.

In the time before VIA, various System Area Networks (SAN) were developed for building high performance clusters. The interfaces to these SANs were proprietary and unique, however. The lack of standardization limited the number of applications that were developed for them. On the other side, system designers started to use Ethernet as basis for building cluster networks due to its standardization, wide availability and relatively low cost. Unfortunately, Ethernet failed to realize the performance potential of the underlying network hardware. Cluster computing therefore faced a trade-off between performance and standardization. VIA aimed at filling this gap while being independent of the underlying network infrastructure, processor architecture and operating system [CR02].

Design challenges of virtual networks as described by the VIA specification were addressed by Mainwaring and Culler [MC99]. The work investigated the effectiveness of network virtualization at scale and demonstrated that it was feasible but challenging because virtual networks required dealing with the interaction between layers of the system and across nodes in the network. In that context, they illustrated design considerations with regard to naming and protection, delivery and error model as well as communication events and threads from an application and OS perspective.

VIA Communication Principles

In the following, we briefly outline the system principles as defined in the Virtual Interface Architecture Specification.

Like many of the research projects mentioned before, VIA aimed at reducing the magnitude of the software overhead incurred during network data exchanges. A fundamental design principle is the bypassing of the OS kernel on the performance critical data path. Furthermore, as the name suggests, VIA provides the applications running on top of it with the illusion of having a dedicated network interface. In terms of the user level spirit, VIA provides the user application with the facility to create and directly manipulate communication endpoints (VI’s).

Figure 2.6 shows a high level perspective of the VIA architecture. In contrast to the socket abstraction where all communication functionality is provided by the OS, VIA splits the functions between a VI consumer (the users of the VI) and the
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VI provider (the kernel implementation of the Virtual Interface Architecture as well as the hardware). The VI provider is responsible for the protected sharing of the network controller, virtual to physical buffer address translations and the like. Furthermore, it provides a reliable transport service. Within the VI provider, the control path (to allocate or change the state of resources) is separated from the performance critical data path which bypasses the OS kernel completely.

An important design decision in that respect is that in the VIA, the buffer allocation and management is performed by the user rather than by the OS. The user must explicitly register virtual Memory Regions which can thereafter be used as buffers for transmitting and receiving data. As the network interface controller accesses these user buffers through DMA operations (for zero-copy data transfers), the virtual addresses have to be translated to physical ones. Furthermore, the underlying pages must be pinned to prevent the data from being swapped out to secondary storage in case of memory pressure—this is a major differentiator compared with TCP/IP stacks.

VIA is designed with an asynchronous communication model between the application and the network controller (Figure 2.7). A virtual interface consists of a pair of Work Queues (WQ): a Send Queue and a Receive Queue. VI consumers post Work Requests (WR) to these queues to send and receive data. Such a Work Request contains all the information needed by the VI provider to execute the data transfer (i.e., address of the communication buffer, offset, length of the data...
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Figure 2.7: The VI consumer posts data transfer operations in terms of Work Requests (WR) onto queues managed by the VI provider. Doorbells are used to notify the NIC about new WRs being present on the respective queues.

transfer as well as a buffer identifier). The VI provider asynchronously reaps WRs from the WQs, processes them and updates their status upon completion. The consumer thereafter removes the completed WRs from the queues. Each queue has an associated Doorbell through which the consumer notifies the provider that new WRs have been posted to the queue.

The WRs can be used to issue one of the following communication operations:

Send/Receive: The Send and Receive operations are well known operations from message passing systems. Each Send operation must have a matching Receive operation at the remote end. In VIA terms, these operations are called two-sided because the data exchange naturally involves both ends of the communication channel. A Send WR specifies where the data should be taken from (on the local machine) and the Receive WR on the remote machine specifies where the inbound data is to be placed.

RDMA: On the other hand, there are the one-sided Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) operations including RDMA Write and (optionally) RDMA Read. For these RDMA operations, only the application issuing the operation is actively involved in the data transfer. At the remote end, the data is placed by the NIC without involvement of the application logic. An RDMA Write WR, for instance, therefore not only specifies where the data should be taken from (locally) but also where it is to be placed (remotely). RDMA operations require a buffer advertisement prior to the data exchange.
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Figure 2.8: Top500 Supercomputer Sites—Interconnect family history. Today, Ethernet has a share of over 50%, followed by InfiniBand with slightly more than 36%.

VIA Implementations

The Virtual Interface Architecture is an abstract specification that does neither define an exact API nor any implementation details with respect to the verbs provider—these are left open for the vendors.

As of today, there are two predominant implementations of the VIA specification: the proprietary InfiniBand and the Ethernet-based iWARP (see Figure 2.8). In the following, we briefly outline some implementation aspects of these two. The rest of this thesis will then focus and be based on iWARP only. More details on iWARP, its API and enablement options are presented in the next chapter.

InfiniBand. InfiniBand (IB) is the result of merging two competing connection standards, Future I/O by Compaq, HP as well as IBM and Next Generation I/O developed by Intel, Microsoft and Sun Microsystems. The InfiniBand Trade Association (IBTA) [ibt] maintains the InfiniBand Architecture (IBA). The first IBA specification was released in 2000. InfiniBand is based on a point-to-point switched I/O fabric and intended for connections within systems (module-to-module) as well as for data center environments (chassis-to-chassis). It provides both, reliable messaging (Send/Receive) as well as RDMA operations (RDMA Write/RDMA Read). Its main application is as a low latency, high bandwidth interconnect in data centers and High Performance Computing (HPC) environments today. Because IB was designed from ground up, it implements state-of-the-art mechanisms which make it the current leader in terms of network bandwidth and communication la-
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tency. A side effect of this approach is that the specification seems over-engineered in various aspects—a lot of the features are defined as optional and hardly ever implemented in practice. InfiniBand specifies a set of verbs [HCPR] that describe the semantics of the interface without defining a precise API (this is again left to be defined by the vendors).

iWARP. With the recent advent of 10 Gigabit Ethernet [inta], this low-cost, switched-fabric interconnect used primarily for general purpose communication and storage networking is advancing into the HPC space. Ethernet was originally defined in 1975 running at 1 Mbps over copper. During the last 20 years, its bandwidth has steadily increased to 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps. 40 Gbps Ethernet is on the horizon and a standard for 100 Gbps is already under development. Even though it cannot quite offer the performance of proprietary interconnects like IB or Myrinet [RA07], its standards-based interface, support for legacy Ethernet fabrics and lower cost provide significant customer benefits. IB and Myrinet on the other hand require new infrastructure to be developed, deployed and managed [Rec03].

The Internet protocol (IP) suite defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is ubiquitous today. The IP suite (commonly known as TCP/IP) specifies management, network and transport protocols. Recently, the IETF has specified a set of companion protocols for RDMA communication over TCP/IP [RMTB05]: MPA [CER+07], DDP [SPRC07] and RDMAP [RMC+07]. The topmost protocol, RDMAP, defines the high-level semantics. The DDP protocol then constitutes how the RDMA payload is to be tagged, transferred to and placed at the communication buffers of an application (zero-copy). MPA finally serves as an auxiliary layer that transports the discrete DDP packets over a TCP stream. This so called iWARP stack enables RDMA connectivity over low-cost, Ethernet-based network infrastructures. Think of iWARP as Ethernet extended with the features of InfiniBand.

Based on the economies of scale, multi-gigabit Ethernet [inta] together with iWARP have the potential to become the unifying interconnect in the data center, relegating proprietary technologies such as InfiniBand, Myrinet, and Quadrics to niche markets [RA07]. The prices for previous Ethernet adapters have been dropping fast and it is probably safe to expect the same for the 10 Gigabit models. Major server vendors already include 10 GbE per default. Also the prices per switch port are tumbling. In terms of physical connections, optical standard interfaces, 10GBase-T (i.e., Cat5 and RJ45) as well as CX4 are currently available leaving the choice to the customers. Adaptation to existing infrastructure compo-

---

4 The provenance of “iWARP” is controversial. One convincing explanation is to read it as an acronym for “Internet Wide Area RDMA Protocol”.

5 Quadrics fell victim to the global recession in June 2009
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/tag/quadrics
Figure 2.9: T3 Unified Wire Adapter by Chelsio Communications. It is built around a data flow protocol processing engine with high bandwidth external memory interfaces.

The long term vision of iWARP is to be able to provide a fabric convergence (unified wire) across data centers. While traditionally, different interconnects were used for LAN/NAS, SAN and HPC, moving everything to Ethernet has a number of advantages: it simplifies data center wiring (no gateways, single switch type, etc.), lowers maintenance and operating costs (single admin, fewer licenses, etc.) and still provides a high enough performance. Another very promising property of 10 Gigabit Ethernet is its extended operating distance of 40 km, which allows a complete rethinking of physical data-center layout and its integration with the Internet. A thorough comparison between InfiniBand and iWARP in the context of server I/O networks and data center consolidation was presented by R. Recio [Rec03].

Some vendors already offer complete 10 Gigabit iWARP hardware solutions (e.g., Chelsio Communications or NetEffect\(^6\)), termed RDMA-enabled NICs or RNICs. While these adapters follow the VIA specification (zero-copy based data transfers on RDMA), they can also be used as simple, high bandwidth Ethernet adapters which are fully compatible with legacy Ethernet components. An RNIC offers full offload of the whole protocol stack (RDMAP all the way down to Ethernet) and thus essentially consists of an extended TCP offload engine together with a DMA engine [Mog03]. Figure 2.9 shows the internal block level architecture of the Terminator 3 Unified Wire Engine by Chelsio\(^7\) which was used throughout this

---

\(^{6}\)NetEffect was bought by Intel in October 2008.

\(^{7}\)http://chelsio.com/unifiedwire_eng.html
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thesis. We will discuss iWARP in detail in Chapter 3.

The idea of combining the VIA principles with the IP suite was proposed by Buonadonna and Culler [BC02]. Their system, called Queue Pair IP, implemented Queue Pair operations over a subset of TCP, UDP and IPv6 protocols on a programmable NIC. They could show that QP-based communication over IP has a potential similar to InfiniBand but would run on a legacy infrastructure. With that, they provided a proof-of-concept for the iWARP approach.

2.3.4 iWARP/RDMA Applicability

Research, and later also the industry, have largely focused on the enablement of efficient user level networking in general and iWARP/RDMA in particular. However, there are still very few real applications out there that directly leverage the performance potential. As we will illustrate in the following chapters, iWARP/RDMA is best suited for applications that operate on large amounts of data such as real-time high-definition video dissemination (see Chapter 6), digital image retrieval or applications which are accessing and processing large scientific data sets (see Chapter 7).

As a consequence, research has focused a lot on performance evaluations of these new RDMA network interface controllers [DW05, BcFB+07, DWM06, FBB+05]. Liu et al. have also investigated their impact with respect to power consumption [LPA09] and could show that RDMA requires less power than comparable TCP/IP-based communication. A thorough study and comparison of different high-performance networks was presented by Bell et al. [BBC+03].

RDMA Application Obstructions

Even though the performance improvement, overhead reduction and power efficiency have shown to be promising, there are a number of reasons for the limited application of RDMA so far. The most important issue is the lack of a generally accepted API. Today, there are two competing proposals: the Interconnect Transport API (IT-API) [The] proposed by the Interconnect Software Consortium which is part of the Open Group and the OpenFabrics API [ofe] proposed by the OpenFabrics Alliance which stems from Open InfiniBand. Currently, the OpenFabrics API seems more popular because, unlike the IT-API, it supports RDMA over InfiniBand and iWARP. Furthermore, it has become part of the vanilla Linux kernel. Also, the OpenFabrics Alliance receives significant support from and is collaborating with important OS vendors (Novel, Red Hat and Microsoft) and leading chip manufacturers.

Another obstacle for a broad acceptance of RDMA is the API itself. It is not only radically different from the socket interface but also much more complex to
program (see Section 3.3). This implies that enabling an application for RDMA is coupled with a significant amount of non-trivial recoding. There is no straightforward mapping from socket-based to RDMA-based communication because of the explicit communication buffer management required by RDMA (cf. Chapter 5).

To mitigate the problem of application transformation, the InfiniBand Trade Association has proposed the Sockets Direct Protocol (SDP). It provides a standard wire protocol to support the socket abstraction over RDMA and thus eliminates the need for application redesign. While it was originally limited to InfiniBand, it has become transport agnostic and hence can also be used on top of iWARP. As was shown by Balaji et al. [BNV+04], SDP improves the performance compared to standard TCP sockets but is not able to realize the full potential of InfiniBand. The applications running on SDP are not RDMA-aware and thus utilize their buffers in a way which is not optimal for RDMA—we will discuss this in detail in Chapter 4. In a follow-up paper, Balaji et al. [BBJP06] propose Asynchronous Zero-Copy SDP, a mechanism with which allows the approaches for asynchronous sockets to be used with ordinary (synchronous) sockets. This, however, works only with InfiniBand because their design relies on atomic remote operations which are not supported on iWARP.

A third reason for the lack of applications is that InfiniBand requires special, expensive equipment and 10 Gbps iWARP RNICs have not been commercially available until recently.

**Explicit Memory Registration**

A fundamental difference between user level networking and sockets is the explicit buffer management. For socket-based communication, the kernel provides intermediate buffers to store the communication data. In the case of RDMA, the user application itself is responsible for providing the necessary buffers. As we will see in Chapter 4, the way these buffers are managed has a significant impact on the overall application performance. Furthermore, not every application can be tailored such that it can realize the potential of RDMA due to the overhead of registering Memory Regions for holding the buffers. Based on our findings, we will present some optimizations in terms of buffer management and memory registration (Chapter 4).

The fact that RDMA requires an explicit communication buffer management has been identified as a drawback before. A detailed analysis of the memory registration cost in the Mellanox InfiniBand software stack was presented by Mietke et al. [MRB+06]. Even though it was not iWARP and not based on the OpenFabrics RDMA stack (as in our case), the issues were similar. Unlike in this work, however, the only optimization put forward was to use large pages which resulted in a cost reduction of 15%. Arbitrarily increasing the page size is not suitable in many
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contexts and has nonnegligible side effects. Our proposed solution (Chapter 4) is less intrusive and over all more effective. Also Nieplocha et al. [NTSP02] have documented the memory (de-)registration overhead and even suggested to stream data via preallocated registered memory buffers in a pipelined fashion. However, they focus on small data sets only and do not take memory bus limitations into consideration. Furthermore, their pipelined streaming is not generally applicable as it requires dedicated threads and processes on the communicating hosts as well as a custom protocol between them.

Bell and Bonachea [BB03] proposed a novel DMA registration strategy termed Firehose. They aimed at using one-sided RDMA operations in the general case which might necessitate the registration of a significant portion of the total physically available memory. Their approach targeted Global Address Space (GAS) languages based on a globally-shared memory across clusters. While their experiments were based on Myrinet, they also hinted at other similar approaches based on Quadrics. Firehose seems well-suited for the GAS case but lacks general applicability.

The idea to deregister buffer memory lazily was proposed by Tezuka et al. [TOHI98]. Upon receiving a deregistration request from the application, the subsystem would not actually remove the registered segment but keep it in a cache to reduce future buffer registration costs. The memory was unpinned only when the cache exceeded a certain limit. Also Ou et al. [OHH09] propose a sophisticated cache for registered Memory Regions that is slightly more efficient than the Pin-down Cache by Tezuka et al. Most popular RDMA subsystems as well as the Linux kernel do not support MR caching yet. Even though it sounds like a good idea, kernel support is required to keep the cache consistent since the user has access to a variety of operating system calls to alter the memory layout and thereby potentially destroying earlier cached registrations. A detailed description of the issues can be found in the work by Wyckoff and Wu [WW05]. Our proposed optimizations do not require a modified kernel and are therefore more generally applicable.

Woodall et al. [WSBM06] propose a pipelined memory registration approach which is application agnostic. They propose to split large messages into a number of small ones. For each message, an individual Memory Region is registered on-demand before the data transfer. If this is done in a pipelined fashion, the registration process can be hidden behind the actual data transfer. However, the depth of the pipeline is bound by the number of available network adapters because each adapter can only handle one registration at a time—at least two adapters are thus needed to lower the overall registration latency. Furthermore, as we will illustrate in Section 3.4, RDMA performs best if the buffers exchanged are large contradicting the split approach. The performance of this approach (even if many network
adapters are available) suffers when the data to be exchanged is small, due to the constant registration overhead (Chapter 4).

An important detail of the memory registration is that, once registered, each MR has a fixed size. This is particularly critical on the receive side of a connection where the Receive Work Queue elements are consumed from the Receive Queue (RQ) in FIFO order by the RDMA adapter—they are not matched to the appropriate size. Thus, a data transmission fails if an inbound Send is too large for the next pending Receive Work Queue element. Shipman et al. [SBB+07] have suggested a combination of the Shared Receive Queue (SRQ) mechanism and several parallel connections to mitigate this problem. While their approach allows the sender to choose the size of the remote receive buffer, it requires several simultaneous RDMA connections for a single, logical application channel which severely limits the scalability for upper level applications. Last but not least, with multiple connections in parallel, the message ordering guarantee is lost which might lead to race conditions.

Existing Applications

The iWARP/RDMA application domain is fairly narrow to-date. There are, however, some experimental implementations and even a small number of proposals for protocol extensions to leverage this novel networking facility on a broader scale.

Storage. Despite RDMA being designed for offering I/O overhead reduction in terms of memory access, there exist a number of suggestions for applying the RDMA/VIA principles and features to network-attached storage applications operating on to disks. In their work, Dalessandro and Wyckoff [DW07b] discussed a number of alternative approaches for shipping data—stored in files—using RDMA. In particular, they pointed out the issue of bringing the data from disk into a user buffer only to transmit it again through the OS kernel. They found that the most efficient way for transmitting data was to apply the kernel sendfile mechanism in a pipelined fashion.

Callaghan et al. [CLRC+03] proposed an RDMA extension for the Network File System (NFS) version 4 [SCR+03]. They suggested a subtle enhancement of NFS with RDMA in a way which did not require changes in the applications running on top of it: RDMA was to be used as the transport for the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) messages which are ubiquitous in NFS. They distinguished between large (data) and small (control) messages. As the direct data placement functionality is only beneficial for large messages, they used conventional send operations for control message exchanges. Noronha et al. [NCTP07] have recently documented shortcomings of the original proposal and suggested some optimizations focusing on the memory management as well as the NFS RPC control message sequence.

Another proposal in the area of Network Attached Storage (NAS), that tried to
leverage user level networking features was the Direct Access File System (DAFS) by Magoutis et al. [MAF+02]. The file system was implemented in user space rather than in kernel for the same arguments brought forward by the VIA community: flexibility, ease of maintenance and customization potential for individual applications. In their paper, Magoutis et al. provided an extensive comparison between DAFS and NFS and were able to show low latency, good bandwidth utilization and low CPU overhead through a number of experiments and benchmarks. In a later study [MAFS03], Magoutis et al. proposed an alternative to their original DAFS which could offer the same performance but was simpler in design (however not as portable). They presented optimizations to RPC-based data transfers by using RDMA and pre-posting of application receive buffers. Furthermore, they suggested Optimistic RDMA (ORDMA) as an alternative to RPC in order to improve throughput for small messages. By extending DAFS with ORDMA, they could again improve the performance of the system. While this optimization showed an improved performance for small RPC I/Os due to the reduced response time, it breaks compliance with the RDMA verbs on which the industry has agreed.

In the space of Storage Area Networks (SAN), providing a block abstraction to clients, iSCSI [SMS+04] has emerged which provides the hosts with the illusion of having disks locally attached where in reality they are distributed across an IP-based SAN. Recently, the IETF has proposed a standard for improving iSCSI performance with iWARP/RDMA in their iSCSI extension for RDMA (iSER) [KCH+07, DDW07]. The motivation was to utilize iWARP as a transport for iSCSI in order to achieve direct, in-order as well as out-of-order placement of SCSI data into pre-allocated buffers while maintaining in-order data delivery. Similar to the NFS over RDMA approach presented before, iSER has also utilized RDMA Read and RDMA Write operations for large data transfers and send operations for control information.

A radically different suggestion for SAN over RDMA was brought forward by Narasimhamurthy et al. [NGSH05]. They proposed the Quanta Data Storage (QDS), a novel architecture for SANs, as an alternative to iSCSI and argued that the iSCSI and iSER stacks had grown too large with the consequence that some of the compute intensive functionality (e.g., checksum calculation) was duplicated and the header overhead had become significant. Therefore they collapsed the whole stack into their Effective Cross Layer (ECL) which incorporated ideas from iSCSI, iWARP and TCP but was optimized for data storage. Their main principle was to deal with the data in fixed blocks (quanta) rather than treat them as a byte stream which seemed more natural for storage class applications. In contrast to the other solutions, they implemented their ECL completely in software. An interesting design decision was to create an asynchronous protocol in which most
of the compute intensive tasks were performed on the client in order to take load off the server. In Chapter 5, we have pursued a similar approach and designed an asynchronous, RDMA-based protocol for distributed source code compilation.

**High Performance Computing.** Another prominent use case for RDMA is the Message Passing Interface (MPI) ubiquitously used by large-scale scientific applications running on clusters [VM03, SBM+05, TG03, BSL07, LWK+03]. We will not go into details of MPI over RDMA here, though.

**Java.** Today, a substantial fraction of the applications are written in Java. Therefore, also the Java community has shown interest in efficient, high performance communication promised by the user level networking principles. The need for Java InfiniBand support in particular and low overhead, high performance communication in general was expressed by Zhang et al. [ZHH+07]. Java can only compete with C/C++ in the HPC market if it offers support for efficient I/O.

However, Java is not a good fit for the VIA paradigms. First of all, Java is not designed for explicit user level buffer management. There is, for instance, the garbage collector which frees buffers which are no longer in use. With the user level networking principle, however, a buffer might not be in use by the application but the ownership might have been transferred to the underlying NIC—garbage collector modifications would be required to handle that case. Furthermore, due to the indirect buffer layout used in Java VMs (JVM), the data is (in most cases) not directly accessible by the NIC—a fundamental assumption of the VIA principles. So the fundamental challenge in combining Java and RDMA is how and where to manage the buffers. The two apparent options (that do not require changes to the JVM) are:

- Keep the buffers on the Java heap. This strategy allows seamless and efficient access for Java applications but due to the indirect nature of the internal Java buffer structure, they are not directly accessible by the NIC. The Java Native Interface (JNI) can be used to make the buffers accessible by the NIC. However, moving the data between the Java heap and the native code requires a copy for all but the primitive data types.

- Manage the buffers in the native code. In this scenario, the buffers are easily accessible by the NIC but Java applications must access them through JNI calls. We would face the same copy issue as before and are not transparent to the applications.

Baker et al. [BCS06] reasoned about the buffer management in the context of High Performance Computing in Java. While they did not discuss user level networking, their work suggested that an intermediate buffering layer for an efficient HPC messaging system in Java could be realized through direct buffers provided
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by the Java New I/O (Java NIO). Also, they highlighted the memory management issues with regard to the Java garbage collector (constant creation and destruction of buffers is expensive). Their findings can directly be applied for efficient I/O in the communication context as well. The problem with the direct buffers, however, is that they are outside the scope of the Java garbage collector.

An early proposal for a VIA-aware RPC mechanism, called J-RPC, was presented by Chang et al. [CvE98]. In their work, they illustrated (un-)marshalling problems and pointer issues which stem from the indirect buffer management scheme of Java. Furthermore, they came to the conclusion that true zero-copy communication was only possible for arrays of primitive types unless the JVM was modified.

Despite all this, it is tempting to use the Java Native Interface to implement an API for user level networking. JNI allows a Java application to be extended with functionality which cannot entirely be implemented in Java. Unfortunately, the JNI requires a data copy for all but the primitive types which limits its zero-copy suitability as illustrated by Welsh and Culler [WC00]. The authors presented a detailed overhead comparison between the JNI path and comparable C code and showed the limitations of JNI. Therefore, they suggested Jaguar [WC00] as a remedy. Jaguar was a mechanism which offered efficient access to system resources for high performance I/O (not limited to communication) while preserving the protection of the Java environment. In particular, Welsh and Culler demonstrated a way to offer efficient user level networking for Java applications by translating Java byte code to inlined machine code sequences at compile time. Even though their experiments looked promising, they were limited to as little as a few 100 Mbps.

At the same time, Javia [CvE00] was presented. Javia was designed as a Java interface customized for the VI architecture (not a general I/O interface like Jaguar). Chang and von Eicken addressed the buffer management issues and suggested two approaches. The first one used JNI and thus required copying. The buffers were managed in the native code. The second approach introduced a special buffer class in Java in combination with an extension of the garbage collector. While this approach required a custom JVM, it was able to avoid the intermediate copy step between the Java heap and the native interface.

Recently, Huang et al. [HZH+07] have proposed the Java Direct InfiniBand (Jdib). Their solution aimed at exploiting the RDMA capabilities of InfiniBand by offering the IB verbs API to Java applications. In their work, they confirmed the difficulty of passing data between the Java heap and JNI. Nevertheless, they utilized JNI and even achieved decent performance. However, it was not quite clear how they have implemented the mapping between the VIA principles (direct data access) and JVM (indirect buffer scheme). Also, it was not clear what kinds of Java objects they have used for their experiments. This is vital because, as
stated above, transferring primitive types can be done by reference in JNI; all the rest requires copying.

Summary and Outlook.

So even though IB and iWARP promise a significant overhead reduction, improved latency and higher throughput due to the VIA principles, they require applications to be re-written in order to realize the full potential. In some cases, this is not possible or the performance benefit is not large enough to justify the effort. In the upcoming chapter, we will illustrate the iWARP host integration as well as the proposed API with its implications in detail. A thorough assessment of when the application of RDMA-based communication is beneficial is then provided in Chapter 4.
While we have hinted at RDMA over Ethernet (also known as iWARP) in the previous chapter (Section 2.3.3), we will now discuss what is necessary to ultimately enable an application for iWARP/RDMA. The approach taken to do this is bottom-up: we start by looking at the wire protocol and move up to the application level.

First, we will illustrate the iWARP protocol stack as proposed by the IETF. In that context, we will discuss our extension to the Wireshark [wir] network protocol analyzer which allows the inspection and dissection of iWARP traffic. Thereafter, we will look at the host system integration of the iWARP/RDMA subsystem. In particular, we will describe our software-based iWARP solution which enables iWARP communication on hosts without RDMA hardware. Next, we discuss interfaces offered to the RDMA consumer (the user application). As we will see, the general interface is rather cumbersome to program and error prone. Therefore, we suggest a simplified API which allows the fast development of iWARP-based applications while conserving the performance and flexibility of the original interface. Also, we will experiment with a radically different interface to RDMA: the well-known UNIX file abstraction. Last, we will see iWARP in action: we first show a simple but complete iWARP application based on our lightweight library to give future programmers a head start and then present a suite of micro benchmarks to visualize the performance of RDMA over Ethernet.
### 3.1 The Protocol Stack

In order to enable RDMA over Ethernet, the IETF has standardized three companion protocols over TCP/IP [RMTB05]. These are, from bottom up, the **Marker PDU Aligned Framing for TCP** (MPA) [CER+07], the **Direct Data Placement over Reliable Transports** (DDP) [SPRC07] and finally the **Remote Direct Memory Access Protocol** (RDMAP) [RMC+07]. Figure 3.1 depicts the whole stack. In the following, we focus only on the Network Protocol Stack part of the figure. The API will be discussed in Section 3.3 and applications are presented in Part II of this thesis.

The three iWARP building blocks depicted in the figure provide the following functionality:

**MPA** Marker PDU Aligned Framing acts as a data adaptation layer between TCP (stream-based) and DDP (packet-based). It keeps the reliable, in-order delivery of TCP while adding the preservation of higher-level protocol record boundaries. In other words, it preserves the header alignment for DDP. To
that end, MPA splits the outbound data into Framed Protocol Data Units (FPDUs) and (optionally) inserts Markers into the byte stream at fixed intervals to recover from header misalignment on reception. Each marker contains the offset to the previous header. Being able to locate the header of the upper layer protocol (DDP) is useful to hardware network adapters that use DDP to directly place inbound data into the user buffer without requiring that the packets arrive in order. Additionally, MPA appends an (optional) Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC32c) to each FPDU to prevent data corruption [SP00]. Last but not least, MPA is used to signal the transition from normal TCP stream mode to full RDMA operation of the connection. For detailed information see RFC 5044.

**DDP** The Direct Data Placement layer provides information for directly placing inbound data (which potentially arrives out of order) in the appropriate user level application buffer. This is the core protocol for enabling zero-copy data transfers over Ethernet. As we have discussed earlier, avoiding the intermediate copies (through the kernel) is highly desirable as it leads not only to a reduced memory bus traffic but also to a lower CPU load and fewer context switches. DDP operates on messages and can either run over MPA plus TCP or the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [SXM+00]. MPA was mainly introduced because TCP is much more wide spread than SCTP which makes RDMA-style communication over TCP more desirable. DDP distinguishes between the *tagged* and *untagged* buffer model. The tagged model allows the local peer to advertise a named buffer to the remote peer. Such a buffer is assigned a unique tag, called *Steering Tag* or *STag* which enables the remote peer to specify where the data is to be placed at the local peer. In the untagged model, on the other hand, the local buffer is kept anonymous and the local peer specifies where inbound data is to be placed. Reliable, in-order delivery is provided for both, the tagged and untagged buffer model. The additional information provided by DDP allows the user level buffer to be used as reassembly buffer even in the case where the MPA or SCTP messages arrive out of order. More information on the exact delivery semantics, the packet format and the like can be found in RFC 5041.

**RDMAP** The Remote Direct Memory Access Protocol, finally, provides the data transfer semantics over DDP that enable a kernel bypass implementation. RDMAP distinguishes between *one-sided* (RDMA Write and RDMA Read) and *two-sided* (Send/Receive) operations. With one-sided operations, only the application layer of the peer issuing the operation is involved. At the other peer, the data transfer is handled entirely by the RDMA hardware (i.e.,
Figure 3.2: RDMA operations. The *untagged* model is used for the *Send* and *RDMA Read Request* messages whereas the *tagged* model is used for *RDMA Write* and *RDMA Read Response* messages.

the RNIC). With two-sided operations, on the other hand, the application layers of both peers are involved. The one-side operations require a prior buffer advertisement and thus utilize the tagged buffer model from DDP whereas the two-sided operations follow the untagged buffer model. RDMAP is described in full detail in *RFC 5040*.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the use of the tagged and untagged buffer model. The topmost data transfer represents the two-sided *Send/Receive* operation. The Send Queue Element (SQE) on the Send Queue (SQ) contains the location of the source buffer. At the remote peer, the destination buffer is identified by the corresponding Receive Queue Element (RQE) of the Receive Queue (RQ). Note, that the message on the wire does not contain any source or destination buffer information—tags—and is thus called *untagged*. For a formal introduction of the queue-based interaction, see Section 3.3.

The data transfer in middle represents a one-sided *RDMA Write* operation. Here, the SQE not only contains the location of the source buffer (like in the case of a *Send* operation) but also the sink buffer tag ($T_a$). As the local peer is able to steer the data directly into a given (pre-advertised) named buffer at the remote end, this operation follows the *tagged* buffer model. On the remote peer, the incoming data is verified against the Translation and Protection Table (TPT)
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but there is no corresponding RQE.

The last operation depicted is the RDMA Read. In contrast to the other two operations, the RDMA Read consists of a ping-pong message exchange on the wire. The local peer starts by sending a RDMA Read Request carrying the source (remote) and destination (local) tags $T_c$ and $T_b$. The remote peer then replies with a RDMA Read Response message containing the actual data as well as the destination buffer information supplied with the RDMA Read Request ($T_b$). The RDMA Read Response is essentially an inverse RDMA Write. As with all named buffers, the data exchange is verified against the respective TPTs.

3.1.1 Protocol Analyzer Extension

In order to visualize the iWARP traffic on the wire, we have extended the well-known Wireshark network protocol analyzer [wir]. Without our extension, Wireshark displays all iWARP/RDMA data simply as payload of the TCP protocol. Having the iWARP protocol header fields in a human readable format aided not only in the task of verifying our software iWARP implementation (see Section 3.2.2) but also helps in tracing iWARP applications. Furthermore, it is helpful in understanding the inner workings of the iWARP protocol suite from a wire perspective. We have chosen Wireshark because it is open source software and has an active developer community.

Figure 3.3 displays a sample packet dissection done by our iWARP aware Wireshark. The packet displayed is an MPA connection request frame—we are thus in the process of establishing an iWARP connection. As we can see, the connection initiator does not want to use markers (Marker flag: False) but will attach a valid CRC to each FPDU (CRC flag: True). Without our extension, Wireshark would stop dissecting the data at TCP level and display the MPA request frame as a series of octets which would then have to be analyzed by hand.

Support for new protocols is added to Wireshark by means of dissectors. We have thus added dissectors for for full MPA, DDP and RDMAP inspection. Our implementation features reassembly of individual MPA FPDUs into full DDP/RDMAP messages. Furthermore, we are able to verify the attached CRC, provide filtering capabilities for packets of interest and detect protocol discrepancies. Dissecting iWARP traffic is a non-trivial task for a number of reasons: first, the protocol headers are interleaved (see below). Second, MPA optionally inserts markers within the byte stream. These have to be tracked because they can end up not only in the payload but also within the header of a message. Third, individual FPDUs must be reassembled to reconstruct meaningful, complete DDP/RDMAP messages. Our code has become part of the official Wireshark release (since version 1.2.0).

Figure 3.4 shows the complete iWARP headers for Send (3.4(a)), RDMA Write (3.4(b)), RDMA Read Request (3.4(c)) and RDMA Read Response (3.4(d))
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Frame 671 (78 bytes on wire, 78 bytes captured)
- Ethernet II, Src: ChelsioC_05:65:e1 (00:07:43:05:65:e1), Dst: ChelsioC_05:70:97 (00:07:43:05:70:97)
- 802.1Q Virtual LAN, PRI: 0, CFI: 0, ID: 1

**Transmission Control Protocol, Src Port: 34595 (34595), Dst Port: norton-lambert (2338)**

- Seq: 1, Ack: 1, Len: 20
- Source port: 34595 (34595)
- Destination port: norton-lambert (2338)
- [Stream index: 1]
- Sequence number: 1 (relative sequence number)
- [Next sequence number: 21 (relative sequence number)]
- Acknowledgement number: 1 (relative ack number)
- Header length: 20 bytes
- [SEQ/ACK analysis]
  - [Number of bytes in flight: 20]

**iWARP Marker Protocol data unit**

- **Aligned framing**
- Request frame header
  - ID Req frame: 4D5041204944204672616D65
  - 0... .... = Marker flag: False
  - .1... .... = CRC flag: True
  - ...0 .... = Connection rejected flag: False
  - ...0 0000 = Reserved: 0x00
  - Revision: 1
  - Private data length: 0 bytes

Figure 3.3: Wireshark protocol analyzer. iWARP traffic is dissected into a human readable format rather than just being displayed as an array of octets.
Figure 3.4: iWARP protocol FPDUs. MPA, DDP and RDMAP protocol headers are transported as TCP payload. DDP and RDMAP headers are interleaved.
which are recognized and dissected by our extension. The black pieces belong to MPA, the white ones to DDP and the light gray ones to RDMAP. Each of the four messages represents an FPDU. Each FPDU encapsulates a DDP segment with RDMAP information. One or several of these segments form a DDP/RDMAP message. The respective fields of each FPDU are described in the following.

The MPA information contains the Upper Layer Protocol Data Unit (ULPDU) Length in number of bytes (not including the MPA information itself), potential markers, padding at the end of the ULP payload and the CRC.\(^1\)

The first octet of the DDP header is referred to as the control field. It states whether the message follows the tagged or untagged buffer model (T) and whether this is the last segment of a DDP message (L). The rest of the DDP message depends on the buffer model. For an untagged message (i.e., either Send or RDMA Read Request), the queue number of the data sink’s untagged buffer queue (constant across all DDP messages for a given connection), the message sequence number (increased by one for each new message) as well as the message offset of the current segment (relative to the beginning of the whole DDP message) are specified. In other words, the queue number specifies the connection (like a port in TCP), the sequence number enables order preservation between individual DDP messages and the message offset enables order preservation among individual segments within a DDP message. This allows data to be placed directly in the application buffer even if it arrives out of order (for an RNIC). The tagged DDP messages (i.e., RDMA Write and RDMA Read Response)\(^2\) are a bit simpler and shorter. They contain the STag of the data sink (destination buffer) as well as the offset within that buffer. The offset can be specified either relative to the beginning of the buffer or as an absolute virtual address. As we will see later in this chapter, the performance and overhead are nearly equivalent for the tagged and untagged buffer model. The differences are mainly relevant in terms of the semantic for upper layer application protocols.

Also RDMAP starts with a single octet of control information which primarily contains the operation code (Opcode) indicating the data transfer type (Send, RDMA Write, etc.). For the Send, RDMA Write and RDMA Read Response\(^2\), the RDMAP does not add further information. Only the application payload is inserted. For the RDMA Read Request, however, the source and destination information as well as the length of the data transfer are specified. Note that there is no payload attached to that message.

A simplified view of these operations was provided in Figure 3.2. Further protocol details can be found in the respective RFC documents (see beginning of Section 3.1).

\(^1\)The CRC is filled with zeros if it is disabled.

\(^2\)The RDMA Read Response is essentially an inverse RDMA Write.
3.1.2 Security Considerations

The iWARP stack does not provide any security features to prevent spoofing, tampering and information disclosure attacks. As it is based on TCP/IP, however, standard security services such as IPsec (network) or SSL/TLS (transport) can be applied without modification.

In terms of remote memory access, the RDMA enabled NIC (RNIC) is responsible to verify a number of things before fetching or placing data. First of all, the STag (buffer ID) must be valid which means that the buffer must exist and have been registered with the RNIC. Second, the address specified by the operation must be within the address range of the buffer referenced by the STag—the address cannot be beyond the end or before the start address of the buffer. Furthermore, the end of the data transfer operation must not exceed the available, registered buffer space. If these criteria are not met, a so-called base-and-bounds exception is thrown and the data transfer fails. Also, each iWARP object lives within a Protection Domain (PD) for resource isolation. The RDMA enabled NIC must assure that data transfers execute only within their respective PD. By this mechanism, it is possible to isolate buffers of different processes from each other: it is not possible to access a buffer of a foreign PD. We will look into more details of the iWARP object management later in the context of the RDMA API.

3.2 Host System Integration

In the previous section, we have seen the wire protocol of iWARP. Now it is time to look into the integration of iWARP/RDMA into the host system. As we have outlined in Section 2.3, there are different ways of doing this. In the following, we will focus on the method chosen by the OpenFabrics Alliance within their OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED) on which all our work is based. As mentioned earlier, OFED is the most widespread RDMA software stack thanks to the strong participation from various important players of the industry\(^3\), its dual support for InfiniBand (IB) as well as iWARP and its availability for Linux and Windows.

3.2.1 The OpenFabrics Software Stack

The OpenFabrics software stack (OFED)\(^4\) provides the necessary software support by means of user level libraries and kernel extensions to bridge RDMA enabled hardware (i.e., IB and iWARP adapters) with user applications. While it was

\(^3\)Intel, AMD, Cisco, IBM, Chelsio, Sun Microsystems, Oracle, Microsoft and others.

\(^4\)http://www.openfabrics.org/downloads/OFED/
originally designed exclusively for InfiniBand, support for RDMA over Ethernet was added with the standardization of the iWARP stack by the IETF and the emergence of RNICs. The benefit of this duality is that OFED can be used to run applications (unmodified) on IB as well as iWARP fabrics—the API and thus also the user applications have become transport agnostic. In particular, legacy InfiniBand applications from the HPC corner can now also run on Ethernet. However, the stack has grown quite large and complex. To make matters worse, there is no real documentation because too many parties work on the stack in parallel. As we will discuss in the following section, also the API has demanded compromises when iWARP support was added—particularly the connection management is rather laborious. For these reasons and the ones mentioned in Section 2.3.4, developers are still reluctant to move TCP/IP-based applications to RDMA despite the potential for significant performance improvement.

Figure 3.5 depicts selected aspects of the OFED stack which are relevant for this discussion. The left side of the illustration shows aspects more specific to IB while the right side focuses on iWARP. At the very top, we have the user space with the application level and the user libraries (to be discussed in Section 3.3.2). In the center, the kernel space is shown including some upper layer protocols mentioned earlier and the mid layer hosting the core functionality of the stack. This includes not only the RDMA object management but also the connection management...
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(CM) for IB and iWARP. Thanks to the CM abstraction, user applications are agnostic to the connection establishment and teardown details of the respective fabrics. The hardware specific device drivers finally conclude the kernel code. At the bottom, RDMA hardware such as an InfiniBand Host Channel Adapter (HCA) or an RDMA enabled NIC (RNIC) is shown. As described in the virtual interface architecture, a fast path bypassing the operating system kernel is provided for an efficient data propagation between the network adapter and the application layer.

The stack further distinguishes between general access functionality and vendor specific libraries and drivers. In the user API of Figure 3.5, we find a general purpose OFED user level verbs library which implements the API provided to applications according to the RDMA verbs specification [HCPR]. Below that, there are verbs provider (VP) specific libraries (e.g., for the Chelsio T3 adapter) that map the general functions to device specific ones. Like this, each vendor can implement its private fast path to the hardware, for instance. The same functional division is found in kernel space where the OFED core contains the general access functionality (e.g., for a kernel verbs consumer) which then invokes the individual device drivers.

Further details on the OpenFabrics stack can be found on their website or in the tour through the OFED stack provided by J.George [Geo].

3.2.2 Softiwarp: iWARP Communication without an RNIC

The OFED stack is open source software and therefore extensible. We have made use of that and developed Softiwarp—an iWARP verbs provider implemented entirely in software. The benefit of Softiwarp is that any ordinary NIC can now be used for iWARP communication. From an application point of view, it is simply another verbs provider. Within the OFED stack, Softiwarp is realized as an additional hardware specific driver, targeting legacy Ethernet NICs that are not RDMA-capable by themselves.

The implementation of Softiwarp follows the standard design of the OFED stack: it consists of a user library attached to the general OFED verbs library and a device driver (kernel module) which plugs into the OFED core (see Figure 3.6). Even though our module uses unmodified kernel sockets for the data exchange, Softiwarp allows for the same communication semantics as an RNIC (e.g., asynchronous interface, one-sided operations, etc.) because it maps the whole RDMA object hierarchy in software which is otherwise implemented in hardware. In contrast to the hardware solutions, however, Softiwarp does not provide a fast path.

---

5http://www.openfabrics.org
6In the course of my thesis, I have been co-developing this software RDMA solution under the lead of B.Metzler (see http://www.zurich.ibm.com/sys/software).
7Currently, there is only a Linux version of Softiwarp.
between the user library and the device.

For obvious reasons, we do not achieve the same performance and overhead reduction as a true RNIC (cf. Section 3.4). However, hardware support is not always necessary and often too expensive. Softiwparp therefore makes RDMA attractive for a whole range of applications for which RDMA would otherwise not be an option. Since it is wire-compatible with an RNIC, Softiwparp allows for mixed setups consisting of hardware- and software enabled RDMA. Typical examples for this are client/server scenarios (e.g., video streaming, Chapter 6) where a single server must be able to sustain a high aggregate throughput while the clients are numerous and only require a small fraction of the total bandwidth for which hard-
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Figure 3.8: Different offloading options. From the conventional TCP/IP stack (a) over iWARP in software without (b) and with (c) TCP/IP offloading to full hardware offload (d).

ware acceleration and zero-copy are not required (Figure 3.7). In such a setup, the server can be equipped with a real RNIC (for performance) while the clients run Softiwarp (for cost reasons). It is important to understand that both sides of the connection must have iWARP/RDMA capabilities or else the server cannot perform zero-copy RDMA data transfers and has to fall back to ordinary TCP communication inducing the well-known overhead. Another interesting use case for Softiwarp is to have it as a fallback option within a server in case the real RNIC fails.

In contrast to the function offloading principle followed by RNICs, we on-load the iWARP processing onto the general purpose CPU(s), see Figure 3.8. With today’s multicore systems, dedicating a CPU core to iWARP processing can be a cost-effective alternative [RMI+04]. Furthermore, techniques such as the Intel I/O Acceleration Technology [ioa] allow network data to be moved more efficiently through recent CPUs. Additionally, a TCP offload engine (TOE) could be used to take the TCP/IP stack processing load off the CPU. Still, Softiwarp is unlikely to replace RNICs in the near future due to the remaining memory bus limitation. An experimental evaluation of the performance offered by Softiwarp based on micro benchmarks vis a vis real RNICs is presented in the upcoming Section 3.4.

Softiwarp, was first presented by B.Metzler et al. [MNF09] at the 2009 International Sonoma Workshop where the transmit and receive path within the kernel module were discussed. The feedback was positive and we thus have returned the code to OpenFabrics for Softiwarp to become part of the standard Linux kernel. Before we had the OFED-based Softiwarp, the kernel module (then called SoftRDMA) was standalone and featured a different API, the IT-API [The]. Details on SoftRDMA, which eventually led to Softiwarp, were published by Neeser et al. [NMF10].
Related Projects

The Ohio Supercomputer Center has presented an alternative software implementation of the iWARP protocol stack [DDW05]. They provided a kernel-space and a user-space version together with a set of wrapper functions that followed the OpenFabrics verbs. The implementation itself was not designed within the OFED framework, however. The Ohio stack suggested its own, non-standardized API which made applications that were built on it less portable and fabric-aware. Concerning the performance, CRC calculation in software resulted in a latency increase by a factor of two. The maximum throughput on 1 Gigabit Ethernet of about 920 Mb/s could only be reached with packets of size 16 KB or larger and with CRC disabled. Our previous implementation, SoftRDMA, on the other hand achieved the same throughput already with 2 KB packets (or 4 KB if CRC was enabled). The CPU load induced by the Ohio stack was also considerably higher than that of SoftRDMA, especially at the receiver side. For results on the current implementation, see Section 3.4.

Balaji et al. [BJVP05] have addressed the lack of backwards compatibility of iWARP communication by introducing yet another software stack to emulate iWARP. Their stack was enhanced with a so-called extended socket interface which could provide the necessary backwards compatibility for socket based applications by overloading the standard socket implementation. Furthermore, they claimed to have exposed the richer feature set of iWARP (i.e., asynchronous interface, zero-copy and one-sided operations) to be used by the applications with minimal modifications. However, they did not provide any details on what that meant in practice and how large these minimal modifications really were. Furthermore, they did not address the important discrepancy between the implicit and explicit buffer management from an application perspective. Performance wise, their iWARP stack with the extended sockets lagged significantly behind plain TCP in terms of latency and throughput due to the slow inter process channel (IPC) between the threads which they used for enabling asynchronous processing. Also locking of the shared queues seemed to be a problem. As in the case of the Ohio stack [DDW05], their kernel implementation outperforms the user space implementation.

A thorough comparison between host-based, host-offloaded (RNIC) and partially offloaded iWARP processing was performed by Balaji et al. [BcFB+07]. In particular, they focused on iWARP specific aspects like support for out-of-order data placement, MPA marker handling and CRC calculation. They showed that CRC calculation was one of the most expensive tasks in the iWARP stack. Furthermore, they pointed out the importance of having a true scatter/gather DMA engine on the NIC for efficient marker handling and out-of-order data placement. While they were able to outperform their RNIC—which did not have a true scatter/gather DMA engine—by offloading only parts of the functionality, this is no
longer likely to be possible with today’s hardware.

An even more radical approach was proposed by Binkert et al. [BSR06]. In order to meet the needs of future high performance TCP/IP networking, they suggested the integration of the NIC with the CPU for backwards compatibility. Their novel NIC design strove at being simpler while providing a performance equivalent to a conventional DMA-based NIC. Instead of creating the usual overhead and complexity of DMA descriptor management, they exposed a raw FIFO interface to the device driver. With that, they were able to avoid the copy overhead on the receive side and could decouple packet header inspection from payload copying.

3.3 Consumer Interfaces

After having presented the common option for integrating RDMA into today’s computer systems, we will now discuss how this iWARP/RDMA subsystem is accessed from a user application perspective. To that end, we start with a short overview of the RDMA verbs [HCPR] on which the industry has agreed. As the verbs only provide the semantics but no concrete interface, we will thereafter continue our journey with the API exported by the OpenFabrics stack. Finally, we will present two alternative interfaces with the potential for simplifying application development.

3.3.1 RDMA Verbs

The RDMA Protocol Verbs Specification [HCPR] describes the interface semantics that build the basis for the interaction between applications and the RDMA subsystem. Every RDMA enabled NIC (RNIC)\textsuperscript{9} has to follow them for compliance. However, the exact details of the implementation are left open to the RNIC vendors. In this section, we will highlight the key aspects of the verbs which are relevant for the subsequent discussion. For that, we start by looking at the defined RDMA programming abstractions.

RDMA Object Overview

Before RDMA operations can be executed, we not only need to establish the connection but also have to create a number of programming objects. These objects live within the RNIC. The verbs consumer merely holds references to them. Figure 3.9 depicts the main objects described by the verbs in a resource creation

\textsuperscript{8}Even though it is possible to access the RDMA subsystem also as a kernel consumer, we restrict the discussion to the user level.

\textsuperscript{9}This also includes software implementations like Softiwp
dependency diagram. The complete diagram can be found in the verbs specification [HCPR] on page 26.

**PD** The root object is the *Protection Domain* (PD), which provides a security mechanism for mutual resource isolation between different processes. Upon creation of the PD, an ID is returned which is used to refer to the PD and create further objects within it.

**CQ** Then comes the *Completion Queue* (CQ) which acts as a container for *Work Completions* (WC). If requested, WCs are generated by the verbs provider (RNIC) whenever an RDMA operation has terminated in order to signal completion and indicate the status of the operation (error or success) to the application level.

**QP** With the PD and CQ in place, a *Queue Pair* (QP) can be created which is used by the application to post requests for RDMA operations to the verbs provider. It consists of two queues (hence the name): the *Send Queue* (SQ) and the *Receive Queue* (RQ). The SQ is used for send type messages such as Send, RDMA Write and RDMA Read as well as for local operations. The RQ, on the other hand, holds Receive Work Requests which are consumed on inbound Send messages. Think of a QP as a connection endpoint abstraction similar to TCP sockets.\(^\text{10}\) Each QP lives within a PD and has an associated CQ for completion reporting.

**MR** Within the PD, user communication buffers, termed *Memory Regions* (MRs), can be created. A Memory Region is essentially a user buffer which is registered with the verbs provider. After such a registration, the MR is identified

\(^{10}\)Like a socket, the QP also has different states depending on the lower-layer connection status.
within the RDMA subsystem by its unique Steering Tag (STag). Furthermore, it has a (user virtual) starting address and a size. Like the QP, each MR lives within a PD for protection against access from processes running in different PDs.\textsuperscript{11}

**WR** In order to execute an RDMA operation, we finally need to create a *Work Request* (WR). WRs are used to describe the operation to be executed (i.e., operation type, address(es), STag(s), length, etc.). Send WRs are appended to the Send Queue and Receive WRs to the Receive Queue (see upcoming section on Work Request Processing).

Now that the programming abstractions are in place, we can look closer into the consumer/provider interaction.

**Queue-based Consumer/Provider Interface**

Following the Virtual Interface Architecture, the RDMA verbs propose a queue-based communication between the verbs consumer (application) and the verbs provider (RNIC) which allows for an *asynchronous interaction* enabling the overlap of communication and computation. The value of this feature will be discussed throughout the examples presented in Part II of this thesis. Figure 3.10 depicts the communication scheme for sending (3.10(a)) and receiving (3.10(b)) data.

\textsuperscript{11}It is possible use the same PD for different QPs to allow sharing of MRs.
As mentioned previously, the application posts Work Requests (WR) onto the Work Queues of its Queue Pair (QP) to submit operations to the RNIC (step 1 in Figure 3.10). For sending data, the application creates a Send Work Request (Send WR) and posts it onto the Send Queue (SQ). The processing engine of the RNIC then asynchronously reaps the Work Request from the SQ (in FIFO order) and performs the send data transfer (steps 2 and 3 in Figure 3.10(a)). A Send Work Request can trigger one of the following operations: Send, RDMA Write or RDMA Read.\footnote{Even though data is “received” with an RDMA Read operation, it is scheduled as a send operation.}

Figure 3.10(b) illustrates the data receive path. Receive Work Requests (Receive WRs) are posted to the Receive Queue (RQ) of the QP on the RNIC. They contain local placement information for inbound data, transported within Send messages. The RNIC consumes exactly one Receive WR for each inbound Send (in FIFO order).

Whenever the verbs provider has finished processing either a Send WR or a Receive WR, it reports the completion status by appending a corresponding Work Completion (WC) to the Completion Queue (CQ) attached to the QP (step 4). The consumer then polls the CQ to retrieve the completion (step 5). Only now, the application is guaranteed that the data transfer has completed. The CQ can be used in various ways: it is possible to assign a separate CQ for holding Work Completions from the Send Queue and from the Receive Queue which facilitates completion handling because it is implicitly known whether it belongs to a Send- or Receive Work Request. On the other hand, it is also possible to use just one CQ for the whole QP (or even for several QPs) in order to reduce the number of objects and build a centralized completion handling mechanism.

### Memory Management

The interaction between the application and the networking subsystem is not the only difference between RDMA and TCP sockets; also the way in which the communication buffers are managed is radically different. In the sockets interface, the buffers are located in the kernel, hidden from the application. With RDMA, however, the application has to manage all communication buffers manually in user space. In practice, this means that an application first has to create buffers of appropriate size by using OS provided memory allocation mechanisms like `mmap` or `malloc`. Thereafter, in order to enable the memory to be accessed by the RNIC, (parts of) this buffer must be registered with the verbs provider through the RDMA subsystem.

From now on, the buffer is referred to as a Memory Region (MR). Each MR is assigned a Steering Tag (STag) for identification as well as local and remote access.
rights. Furthermore, its virtual starting address, called Tagged Offset (TO), and its size are recorded. After MR registration, the TO, size and STag cannot be altered anymore. To alter these parameters, the concept of the Memory Window (MW) was introduced in the verbs (see Section 7.10 of the verbs specification [HCPR]).

A thorough analysis and description of the MR registration process is presented in the upcoming Chapter 4.

**Work Request Processing**

The fundamental unit for the application to communicate with the RNIC is the Work Request (WR). WRs are created by the application and posted to the Send Queue or Receive Queue depending on the type of the WR.

Figure 3.11 displays the format of WRs implemented by the OpenFabrics stack. Figure 3.11(a) illustrates the Send WR while Figure 3.11(b) shows the Receive WR structure. Both WR types carry a user specified WR ID (wr_id) which is reflected in the Work Completion for identification. The local buffer is always represented as a scatter/gather list (sg_list) consisting of a number of scatter/gather elements (num_sge). Each such element carries the address, length and STag of the Memory Region it refers to. Furthermore, WRs can be linked (next pointer) which enables multiple WRs to be posted with a single call.

In contrast to the Receive WR, the Send WR contains some additional information. First, there is the operation code (opcode) indicating the type of send operation to be executed (i.e., Send, RDMA Write, RDMA Read). Then, there are some send flags that can be specified. The most important one for iWARP is the signaled flag. WRs without this flag set are dropped silently when the data transfer has finished—no Work Completion is created. This flag is particularly useful if the application is not (immediately) interested in the completion of the operation. Since WRs are processed in order, it might be sufficient to request a Work Completion only every \( n \) operations in order to reduce the processing overhead. We will see in Section 3.4, that these non-signaled WRs significantly lower the CPU load due to the reduced interaction between the application and the RDMA subsystem.

As introduced in Section 3.1, DDP supports tagged and untagged send messages. For the tagged ones (i.e., RDMA Write and RDMA Read), the remote buffer is referenced in the WR through the remote address (remote_addr) and remote STag (rkey). Here, the remote address can either be an absolute user virtual address or an offset towards the beginning of the MR referenced by the remote STag. For an untagged message, this information is omitted.

\[ ^{13} \text{OpenFabrics refers to STags by the InfiniBand naming as lkey (local) and rkey (remote).} \]
Figure 3.11: Send- and Receive Work Request layout within OFED.
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Verbs Interface

Before looking at the API suggested by OpenFabrics, we briefly summarize the operations described semantically in the verbs. First, a verbs provider (RNIC) can be opened and closed. By these two operations, we (un-)assign our RDMA programming objects to a specific network interface. For the Protection Domain, (de-)allocation semantics are described. The Queue Pair as well as the Completion Queue can be created, queried, modified and finally destroyed. In terms of the memory management, Memory Regions and Memory Windows can be (de-)registered. Finally, the verbs describe the operations on an existing Queue Pair and Completion Queue. For the first one, posting to the Send Queue as well as to the Receive Queue are supported. The latter queue can be polled for completions. Alternatively, a completion notification can be requested to learn about newly available Work Completions.

3.3.2 OFED API

We now move on from the semantic description of the RDMA interface to the concrete API used most widely in practice today: the OpenFabrics API provided to interact with the OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED). While the API follows the verbs specification, there are some design decisions left open to the verbs provider and addressed by OFED which are worth mentioning in this context. In the following, we illustrate the steps necessary to setup and close an iWARP communication channel and to finally perform actual RDMA data transfers.

iWARP Channel Setup

Setting up an iWARP/RDMA channel is quite cumbersome with the OFED API. In a first set of steps, the network interface (RNIC) is selected. Thereafter, the peer initiating the connection (termed Initiator) creates the necessary RDMA objects and sends a connection request to the Responder. Upon receipt of such a request, the Responder creates his RDMA objects and accepts the connection.

Figure 3.12 lists these steps in detail. Both peers start by creating an RDMA Event Channel (1) which is used to receive connection events. Next, an RDMA Connection Management ID is created on the Event Channel (2). The IDs are then bound (3) to a particular verbs provider (RNIC) by supplying the respective IP addresses (listen address on the Responder and source/destination addresses on the Initiator). From now on, the Event Channel can be used to listen for connection events from the selected RNIC.

In the following, the Responder and Initiator proceed differently: the Initiator uses the Event Channel to wait for the events indicating resolution of the addresses
Figure 3.12: Setting up an iWARP/RDMA connection using the OFED API.
and the route to the Responder (steps 3–8). These resolution steps are based on the host routing table to find a suitable, local RNIC which is connected to the same network as the Responder. After that search has succeeded, the RDMA programming objects are created: first, a Protection Domain is allocated (9). Since the Completion Queue offers both, polling and notification on completion events, we need another Event Channel (the Completion Event Channel) (10). Now, the Completion Queue can be created (11) based on the verbs provider and the Completion Event Channel. In step (12), a completion notification is requested for the Completion Queue—in this example, the Initiator makes use of the notification mechanism rather than polling the queue. The last remaining object to be created, is the Queue Pair (13). Finally, the MPA connection request is sent (14).

The Responder, on the other hand, proceeds as follows: initially, it uses the RDMA Event Channel to wait for the connection request from the Initiator (steps 4–6). Upon arrival of such a request, it proceeds with the creation of the RDMA programming objects. An important difference is, that the Responder uses the Initiator-provided RDMA Connection Management ID rather than its own. Think of the Responder ID as the server socket and the Initiator ID as the client socket. The ID of the Responder is reserved for accepting further incoming connection requests. After all the objects have been created, the Responder accepts the connection request (12) which triggers an RDMA Connection Established event on the RDMA Event Channel and completes the connection setup.

As we will argue in Section 3.3.3, the connection setup is similar in most cases and can easily be wrapped to simplify application programming.

**RDMA Communication and Buffer Management**

Once the iWARP/RDMA communication channel is established, we can start issuing RDMA data transfers. To do that, we first need to create some buffers and register them as Memory Regions (MRs). In OFED, this is achieved by calling `ibv_reg_mr(pd, *, addr, length, access_rights)`. Each MR lives inside a Protection Domain (pd), starts at a given address (addr) and has a certain length (length). The last argument of the registration call (access_rights) is used to specify the local and remote access rights (e.g., remote read-only, local/remote read-write, etc.). The start of the MR as well as its length do not have to match that of the user buffer—it can also lie within it (see Figure 3.13). However, only the part which has been registered can be accessed by the RNIC.

---

14 All events have to be acknowledged for resource cleanup purposes after they have been consumed.

15 The verbs pointer of the RDMA Connection Management ID is used to refer to the selected verbs provider.
In order to initiate a Send, RDMA Write or RDMA Read operation, a respective Work Request has to be posted onto the Send Queue of the Queue Pair by means of `ibv_post_send(*qp, *send_wr, **error_wr)`. The whole zero-terminated WR list (`send_wr`) is processed and erroneous WRs are reported through the `error_wr` pointer. For filling the Receive Queue with Receive Work Requests, the `ibv_post_recv(*qp, *recv_wr, **error_wr)` is used analogously.

If a Completion Event Channel is in place, we can wait on it for Work Completions. To that end, `ibv_get_cq_event(*channel, **cq, **context)` is used which blocks until there is a new WC on any CQ. The CQ, on which the WC is pending, is returned through the `cq` pointer. In order to get the WC, we need to poll that CQ by means of `ibv_poll_cq(*cp, num_entries, *wc)` which returns `num_entries` WCs or empties the CQ in case there are fewer WCs pending. Through this mechanism, we can find out when an operation, scheduled by earlier posting of a respective WR, has completed—we are guaranteed that the data has been placed in its entirety upon reception of the respective Work Completion.

**Channel Teardown**

In contrast to the channel establishment, closing an iWARP connection is simple. Both sides, the **Initiator** as well as the **Responder**, can initiate connection teardown by calling `rdma_disconnect(cm_id)`. The **RDMA Connection Management ID** (`cm_id`) is used to identify the connection to be closed. This causes a **RDMA Disconnect Event** to be generated on the **RDMA Event Channel** on both sides. As soon as this event is received, not only the iWARP- but also the underlying TCP connection are closed. Cleaning up the RDMA programming objects is done in the reverse order as they were created.

### 3.3.3 iWARP Library

The API suggested by OFED follows the RDMA verbs closely and is suitable not only for iWARP but also for InfiniBand. However, it has become rather cumbersome to program against (especially with regard to the connection management

---

**Figure 3.13**: Registering a Memory Region of length 16 (0x10) with an offset of 4 (0x04) within a user buffer of length 22 (0x16).
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as demonstrated in the previous section). In order to facilitate the development of iWARP/RDMA applications, we present a novel iWARP library consisting of a set of wrappers on top of the original OFED API. The goal of this effort is three-fold: first, the overhead incurred by the library must be negligible if at all. Second, the original functionality provided by the OFED API must be preserved. Third, the API exported by the new library should allow even non-experts in the field of OFED/RDMA to write such programs. In that respect, we do not primarily focus on reducing the number of lines of code but on eliminating sources of error by hiding the complexity.

In the following, we highlight the key features of the library from a coding perspective. To allow a one-on-one comparison, we follow the same structure as in the discussion of the OFED API (previous Section). A complete example application based on our library and API is shown in the upcoming Section 3.4.

iWARP Channel Setup

In order to ease the transformation from sockets to the RDMA verbs for developers, we have designed the connection management similar to what people are used from sockets. Furthermore, contrary to the OFED API, we keep all the RDMA programming objects (including the RDMA Connection Management IDs (CM ID)) in a single structure termed iWARP Context. We use this context as an abstraction for the iWARP/RDMA channel since all the programming objects are eventually bound to a single connection on an RNIC anyway. Figure 3.14 illustrates the complete state diagram for our iWARP Context. It might look large at first but some of the states are transitioned through automatically (shown in gray) and are only displayed for completeness. Upon creation, the context is INVALID. After having selected the verbs provider, its state changes to VALID and finally to CONNECTED after successful connection establishment.

The two programming steps of the Initiator (right-hand side of Figure 3.14) are the following: the connection establishment process is started by allocating the iWARP Context using iw::ctx::alloc() for which the remote IP address and port number are specified. In the background, the library creates all the necessary RDMA objects and transitions the CM ID through the address- and route resolution—note that the library handles and dispatches all connection events for us. Upon return of this call, we are ready for sending the connection request by means of iw::connect(). This call blocks until the Responder has either accepted or rejected our request. When the call returns successfully, the iWARP channel is ready for data exchanges. These two steps incorporate steps 1–14 of the original OFED verbs.

On the Responder side, we prepare for incoming connection requests by calling iw::open() where we specify the listen IP address/port pair and with that select
Figure 3.14: Setting up an iWARP/RDMA connection using our simplified iWARP library.
the local verbs provider. We then wait (blocking) for inbound connection requests using `iw_listen()`. Upon receipt of a connection request, the iWARP Context is moved to the `CONN_REQ` state. From there, we have to finalize the RDMA object creation by calling `iw_ctx_alloc()` (corresponds to steps 7–11 of Figure 3.12) before we either accept the request (`iw_accept()`) or reject it (`iw_reject()`). After returning from `iw_accept()`, the iWARP channel is ready.

**RDMA Communication and Buffer Management**

When using the OFED verbs for communication, first of all, a user buffer has to be created and registered with the RNIC. Thereafter, a list of scatter/gather structures (SGL) is needed—even for a single scatter/gather element—which is referred to by the Work Request. Finally, we have to set all the members of the Work Request structure to describe the desired RDMA data transfer (cf. Figure 3.11). Although this is generally not an issue with respect to the final application performance, it is extremely error prone—a lot of code is necessary to perform (even a simple) RDMA data transfer. The original verbs provide no easy-to-use function to transfer a (part of a) Memory Region to the remote peer. Things get even more complicated when performing the buffer advertisements through RDMA operations as well.\(^\text{16}\) Our library fills this gap by providing not only a simplified buffer management interface but also an easy-to-use, in-band buffer advertisement mechanism as well as intuitive data transfer and completion handling primitives.

**Buffer Management.** For facilitating the communication buffer management, we offer the options of either creating a new buffer (including the allocation) or registering an existing one. We further distinguish between local Memory Regions (`lmr`) and remote ones (`rmr`). A new MR is created by calling

```c
- iw_lmr_create(size, access_rights, lmr_out, iw_ctx)
```

while an existing one can be registered with

```c
- iw_lmr_register(buf_addr, size, access_rights, lmr_out, iw_ctx).
```

In either case, the developer does not have to worry about the Protection Domain as it is automatically taken from the iWARP Context (`iw_ctx`). We also provide a function to handle MR deregistration and optional freeing of the underlying memory.

**Buffer Advertisement.** In order to facilitate in-band buffer advertisements, we provide the following three functions using the iWARP Context (`iw_ctx`):

\(^\text{16}\)Performing the buffer advertisement on a separate TCP channel is simpler but the message ordering guarantee is lost which is dangerous with respect to race conditions.
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- `iw_post_send_adv(lmr, iw_ctx)` to advertise a local MR (lmr),
- `iw_post_recv_adv(iw_ctx)` to prepare for an inbound advertisement and
- `iw_wait_recv_adv(rmr_out, iw_ctx)` to blocking wait for the advertisement.

**Data Transfer Primitives.** While the OFED API always needs a SGL for referring to a local buffer (MR), our library adds support for direct addressing if only one scatter/gather element is used. To further simplify the code, we provide individual functions for each RDMA operation—the iWARP Context is used to select the connection.

- `post_send_lmr(lmr_src, offset_src, length, send_flags, iw_ctx)`
- `post_write_lmr(lmr_src, offset_src, rmr_dst, offset_dst, length, send_flags, iw_ctx)`
- `post_read_lmr(lmr_dst, offset_dst, rmr_src, offset_src, length, send_flags, iw_ctx)`

The above three functions, offer an intuitive interface to the programmer which allows the specification of addresses and offsets for the source and destination buffers rather than having to deal with scatter/gather structures. In addition to these functions, we provide SGL-based versions in case the data is spread across several buffers. Also the `Receive` operation is supported in these two variants (direct addressing and SGL).

**Work Completion Handling.** Finally, we simplify waiting for the completion of signaled operations. Where in the OFED API, the developer has to write code for installing and (re-)arming an Event Channel which eventually returns an event containing a Completion Queue to be polled, we provide the following function for hiding this complexity:

- `await_completions(cq_type, numwcs, *wc_list, iw_ctx)`

The CQ type specifies whether we wait for an event on the Receive Queue or on the Send Queue—we use separate CQs for the Receive- and Send Work Completions. With a single call to be above function, we can reap several Work Completions (`numwcs`) which are returned through a pre-allocated list (`wc_list`). Again, the connection in question is selected by the iWARP Context.

**Channel Teardown**

Closing an iWARP connection can happen actively with `iw_disconnect(iw_ctx)` or passively by calling `iw_wait_disconnect(iw_ctx)`. The connection to be closed is defined once more by the iWARP Context.
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Summary

By hiding the complexity of the OFED API within the library and by combining all the state within the iWARP Context, we not only simplify and accelerate iWARP/RDMA application development but also make the application code less error prone. The connection establishment is reduced from 12 down to 2 calls. Furthermore, the asynchronous event handling is encapsulated and the results are offered through a simple interface. Also, the memory management and Work Request posting tasks have become easier and more natural. Hence, in-depth knowledge of the OFED peculiarities is no longer required.

Since our library is essentially a set of wrappers for the OFED API, it does not limit the original functionality: it is always possible to write code in a form mixed between the OFED API and the iWARP library, in case special features of the original API or individual RDMA programming objects are needed. The performance goal is also met: as we will show by experiment (later in this chapter), there is no significant performance difference between our library and the original OFED verbs.

The library has proven useful through various projects carried out as part of this thesis. Furthermore, it has been fed back to the OpenFabrics community which has shown great interest and does want to include it in future releases of OFED.

3.3.4 The File Abstraction - An Alternative Interface

In addition to the iWARP library, we have conducted a case study and feasibility assessment of an even more radical approach for hiding the complexity. Following the UNIX principle where everything is a file, we propose to use (a subset of) the POSIX file interface for performing data transfers over RDMA. To that end, we have developed a primitive architecture for transparent mappings between standard file operations (i.e., fopen, fclose, fwrite, fread) and RDMA operations (i.e., RDMA Write and RDMA Read). As it is merely a proof of concept rather than a final system, the mapping is straightforward as follows: fopen establishes a new connection to the remote host (unless the target is local) and creates the necessary buffer for holding the file content. fwrite and fread are mapped to RDMA Write and RDMA Read, respectively. fclose, finally, terminates the connection established with fopen and frees the buffer again (if it holds the last remaining reference to it).

We have realized that mapping by pre-loading\textsuperscript{17} the functions provided by the GNU C Library (Glibc) with our own. In order to separate RDMA data transfers

\textsuperscript{17}see http://www.kernel.org/doc/man-pages/online/pages/man8/ld-linux.so.8.html
from ordinary file accesses, we use a special path for the RDMA “files”:

```
/rdma/<host>:<port>/<buf_name>[::<size_hint>]
```

First, a designated directory prefix (/rdma/) is provided, followed by the address and port of the host on which the RDMA target buffer should reside (can also be the local host). The buffer itself, as any ordinary file, carries a human-readable name and is internally represented by a file descriptor (FD). As a last, optional argument, the expected size of the buffer can be specified.

Buffers can either reside on the local or on a remote host. Furthermore, buffers can be shared between several nodes and feature access restrictions (e.g., read-only). Sharing a buffer can, for instance, be used to build a video server from which the clients fetch data by reading from the shared buffer residing on the server. Thanks to the performance offered by RDMA, the server load is kept minimal (see also Chapter 6). Yet, there are no changes necessary with regard to the client media player as it can simply access the remote buffer as if it was an ordinary file. Another use case would be the staged processing of data where a number of nodes are connected sequentially to build a pipeline or even 1-to-n communication for map-reduce like processing.

Figure 3.15 depicts the implementation of our architecture which consists of three entities, plugged in between the application and the Glibc: the file descriptor (FD) manager, the server- and the client component. The FD manager is responsible for the buffer management by using OS provided file descriptors. The client component handles requests from the application level whereas the server
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(a) Opening a file.

(b) Writing a non-existing file.

Figure 3.16: Examples of remote file operations.

component reacts to requests from the network, such as buffer allocation requests. The path parser within the FD manager processes all \texttt{fopen} calls and differentiates between ordinary file operations and RDMA transfers. All the other calls (targeting RDMA buffers) are handled by the FD lookup engine and are forwarded to the client component. If the access is targeting a remote buffer, it is propagated across the network, otherwise it affects local memory.

Figure 3.16 depicts two example runs of the architecture. In Figure (a), a remote buffer, called \texttt{buf0}, is opened with write access on \texttt{host2} and port 4711. The path parser sees the /rdma/ prefix, creates a virtual file descriptor for that buffer (by opening /dev/zero locally) and registers it with the FD manager. Finally, it initiates a connection to the remote peer. The server component of the remote peer accepts the connection request and performs a lookup of the named buffer \texttt{buf0}. We
allocate new buffers lazily which means that they are only created at first access. Figure (b) depicts the initial write operation after having opened the “RDMA file”. The FD lookup engine checks whether the local source buffer is already registered as an RDMA MR and if the remote buffer has already been allocated. Since we look at an initial write to a new buffer, none of them have been performed yet. Thus, in the second step, the client component of the local host sends an allocation request (indicating the size) to the server component of the remote peer. The remote peer processes the request by creating and registering a new RDMA MR and sends back the buffer advertisement. Now, the client component can post the RDMA Write Work Request to the RNIC for transmitting the data. Reading a remote buffer works analogously. This rather expensive initial buffer setup (allocation and buffer advertisement) can be amortized by repeated data transmissions.

A similar approach to ours was suggested by Goglin and Prylli [GP03] with their Optimized Remote Filesystem Access (ORFA). While their approach was similar with respect to the pre-loading idea, they based their implementation on top of a file system while we operate directly on buffers. Our approach has a lower overhead because the buffer access is more direct. On the other hand, having a file system provides a greater flexibility and richer feature set.

In the same spirit, Flouris and Markatos [FM99] argued on the leverage of using remote memory as a network RAM disk. They suggested an architecture, which created a virtual block storage device from non-used memory spread across interconnected workstations. Even though their system was based on TCP and not on RDMA, they could show that remote memory access was faster than local disk access. This was used, for instance, as remote swap space. Replacing TCP with iWARP/RDMA is likely to further improve the performance of their system.

Summary

The architecture, proposed in this section, is able to completely hide the (RDMA) network communication behind the well-known file interface of UNIX similar to network file systems like NFS. However, our architecture is much more lightweight and more direct in terms of buffer access—we do not initiate data transfers using RPC. Thanks to the buffer sharing capabilities, multiple nodes can be easily combined for creating processing pipelines or map-reduce setups.\footnote{Mutual exclusion and synchronization mechanisms are outside the scope of this work.} Even though, any application that is operating on files can use our infrastructure for remote data exchanges without modification, the abstraction does not offer the same level of flexibility as the previously presented iWARP library or the original OFED verbs. In the following, we will therefore only focus on the original verbs as well as the iWARP library.
3.4 iWARP in Action

We will now go back and present the iWARP library in action: first, we show a complete “Hello World”-like sample application and then continue with a suite of micro benchmarks for assessing the potential of the technology.

3.4.1 The “Hello iWARP” Application

Figure 3.17 shows a simple but complete iWARP application both, from an Initiator and from a Responder perspective. The application is split into three phases: in the first phase (lines 1–10), the nodes establish an iWARP connection. In the second phase (lines 11–18), the Responder performs a buffer advertisement (line 12) upon which the Initiator issues a RDMA Write into the advertised buffer (line 14) followed by an immediate RDMA Read from that buffer (line 15). In essence, the Initiator reads back what he has just written in the preceding operation which allows him to locally verify the correctness of the data transfers. Since the RDMA Write and RDMA Read operations are one-sided, the Responder does not know when the Initiator has finished the data transfers. Therefore, the Initiator signals protocol termination to the Responder explicitly through a final Send operation (line 17). In the last phase (lines 19–25), the buffers are deallocated and the connection is closed.

While this protocol looks straight forward, there are a few subtle but important details worth discussing here. Due to the asynchronous- and one-sided nature of the interaction, designing an application protocol for RDMA-based communication is highly error prone—particularly facing race conditions.

Send/Receive Synchronization

As mentioned earlier, each inbound Send message consumes exactly one Receive Work Request from the Receive Queue. This implies two things: first, there must be a Receive WR pending on the RQ when the Send message arrives. Second, the Receive WR must reference a destination buffer which is large enough for the entire data of the Send message. If the RQ is empty when an inbound Send message arrives or if the referenced Memory Region is too small, the data transfer fails and the iWARP connection is terminated—there is no second chance.

In order to prevent race conditions between inbound Sends and pending Receive WRs, the protocol must be well synchronized. In our example, such a synchronization can be seen on lines 11–13 at the Responder side: we post the Receive WR targeting the control buffer (line 11) before we send out the buffer advertisement.

\footnote{The error handling has been omitted.}
Figure 3.17: “Hello World” on iWARP/RDMA.
for which the *Initiator* is waiting (line 12). This guarantees us that the *Initiator* can not issue the *Send* operation (line 17) before we have a Receive WR in place.

An alternative approach (for more complex protocols) would be to have a large Receive Queue and making sure it is refilled as soon as the number of available WRs drops below a certain threshold. Yet, that method provides no guarantee against race conditions (e.g., on bursty data transmissions) and can be wasteful in terms of RNIC resources, especially if a large number of QPs are handled like this in parallel.

### Waiting for Work Completions

Another important protocol design question is when to wait for Work Completions. While it is generally desirable to wait as infrequently as possible, there is the occasional situation where the peers must be synchronized before they can proceed. As can be seen in our protocol, we also wait for the completions of certain operations. In the following, we elaborate on the reasons.

The *Responder* posts two Work Requests: a *Receive* (line 11) and a *Send* (line 12). While it does not have to wait for the completion of the buffer advertisement, it *must wait* for the WC of the Receive WR in order to know when the *Initiator* has completed the one-sided data transfers. As soon as it receives that WC, it can safely terminate the connection.

Also the *Initiator* has to wait for some completions: first, it cannot start issuing the one-sided operations prior to receiving the buffer advertisement (line 11) and thus has to wait there. On the other hand, even though the *Initiator* reads the remote buffer right after having written it, it does not have to wait for the *RDMA Write* completion because the RDMA verbs dictate in-order delivery of the data and processing of the requests on a single iWARP/RDMA channel. This means that the RDMA Read Response is not processed by the *Responder’s* RNIC before the *RDMA Write* data placement has finished which guarantees that the data we read back is valid and corresponds to what we have written earlier. However, prior to performing the buffer comparison, we have to wait for the *RDMA Read* completion—the state of the mr_dst buffer is undefined before the respective Work Completion has been generated. We also have to wait again for the final *Send* completion (line 18) or else we might prematurely deallocate the mr_ctrl Memory Region while it is still in use by the RNIC.

### RDMA Protocol Design Findings

*Send/Receive* synchronization difficulties, like the ones mentioned, complicate RDMA protocol design compared to TCP. Furthermore, also the one-sided *RDMA Write* and *RDMA Read* impose certain difficulties. This explains why many application
developers are reluctant to move from the sockets interface to the RDMA verbs despite of the performance potential. The even bigger problem of choosing an appropriate buffer size will be addressed in Chapter 4. As we will also discuss in that chapter, the necessary synchronization overhead can (in some situations) even remove all the performance benefits and render RDMA useless for certain applications.

The protocol design difficulties are not only caused by the asynchronous nature of the queues and the one-sided communication pattern but also by the RNICs which are a black box from the programmer’s perspective because they do not interact with the operating system for data placement at all. The only way to trace the data exchange, for debugging purposes for instance, is by inspecting the packet flow on the wire of a core network component (e.g., a switch or a router) through port mirroring—running network protocol analyzers like Wireshark on the communicating machines does not surface anything.

3.4.2 Micro Benchmarks

Now that we understand how iWARP works, how it is integrated into the host system and how it can be used by applications, we will look into the achievable performance by means of initial micro benchmarks. The benchmark results provide upper bounds for the actual performance as they were running on dedicated test systems—there was no other load on the machines during the tests. Real-world examples using larger applications which involve also computation and other tasks are presented and discussed in the second part of this thesis. Yet, in order to estimate the potential, the micro benchmarks serve as useful indicators.

Test Environment

Our testbed consists of an IBM BladeCenter containing HS21 BladeServers. Each of them is equipped with a quad core Intel Xeon CPU running at 2.33 GHz, 32 KB
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Figure 3.19: Direct comparison of all RDMA operations. While RDMA Read and RDMA Write perform slightly better for small buffers, the difference vanishes for large buffers.

L1 data cache and 32 KB L1 instruction cache, 4 MB unified L2 cache and 8 GB of main memory (see Figure 3.18).

RDMA hardware support is provided by Chelsio T3 RNICs (S320EM-BCH)\textsuperscript{20} which offer full TCP/IP offloading (TOE) and iWARP RDMA support. The RNICs are interconnected through a Nortel 10 Gb Ethernet Switch Module.\textsuperscript{21} The BladeServers are running Fedora Core 9 with a 2.6.24 vanilla kernel. The OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution (OFED v1.3.1) software stack [ofe] serves as OS interface to the RDMA subsystem. Unless stated otherwise, the tests are all based on our iWARP library and not on the plain OFED verbs. A comparison between the verbs and the library is provided as well.

**RDMA Operation Comparison**

We run three sets of benchmarks: one for each operation type supported by iWARP/RDMA (Send/Receive, RDMA Write, RDMA Read). In each set, we perform a unidirectional bulk data transfer between two nodes. The data is transferred in messages of sizes between 1 Byte and 1 GB. Figure 3.19 shows the throughput measured on the application level for the three operations.

In accordance with Bell et al. [BBC\textsuperscript{+}03], we find that the underlying 10 Gigabit link can only be fully utilized when transferring the data in large enough

\textsuperscript{21}http://www.bladenetwork.net/BNT-Virtual-Fabric-10G-Switch-Module.html
messages. The reason for that is on one hand the reduced interaction between the application and the RDMA subsystem because shipping the data in larger chunks requires fewer Work Requests to be posted to the Send Queue. On the other hand, the cost for processing small messages is dominated by the per-packet rather than the per-byte cost which renders small data exchanges inefficient. As we will discuss in the subsequent chapter, RDMA is only beneficial for large data transfers—for small ones, TCP is often preferable.

Figure 3.19 further shows that the performance of all operations is roughly equal—except for the band between 128 B and 4 KB where the RDMA Write performs best, followed by the RDMA Read and finally the Send operation. The important implication from this result is that the operation to be used for an application protocol can be chosen based on the desired semantic only (one-sided or two-sided; push-based or pull-based).

Figure 3.20 shows the throughput for each individual operation and includes the CPU load induced on the node issuing the Work Requests. The CPU load measurements were conducted using OProfile [opr]. We have chosen the scale to range from 0 to 400 % to reflect the 4 cores available in the systems. Figure 3.20(a) depicts the result of the two-sided Send/Receive communication. It can be seen, that the CPU load is low for small messages (≤ 7 %) and negligible for large messages. The CPU load for small messages is a result of the frequent Work Request posts by the application. The load on the receiving node is roughly equal to that of the sender because the processing overhead is essentially the same. The RDMA Write benchmark result is not only in terms of throughput but also in terms of CPU load almost equal to the Send/Receive benchmark (see Figure 3.20(b)). However, the CPU load on the receiver is negligible in all cases because the entire data placement is performed in hardware. Surprisingly and in contrast to the other two operations, the RDMA Read fully occupies one of our cores at the issuing side (the responder is idle). The reason for this observation is a shortcoming within the current version of the Chelsio T3 chip used in our setup: there is no support for unsigaled RDMA Read Work Requests. To minimize the interaction between the application and the RDMA subsystem, we let the RNIC generate a Work Completion only every \( n \) operations (with \( n \) being as large as possible; maximal 16384 in our case). In practice, this means that we set the signaled flag of the Work Request to 0 for the first \( n - 1 \) operations and to 1 for the final one. By waiting for this last Work Completion, we are (by definition of the verbs) guaranteed that all the previous operations have completed as well. However, this is not possible with RDMA Read yet—there, every operation generates a Work Completion which results in an extensive interaction between the application and the RDMA subsystem. Furthermore, appending Work Completions to the Completion Queue within

\[22\] In our setup, the minimal message size required to saturate the link is about 8 KB.
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Figure 3.20: iWARP/RDMA micro benchmark. Transferring bulk data between two peers using all the available RDMA operations. RDMA performs best when using large messages (≥ 8 KB).
the subsystems seems to be a comparably expensive task: waiting for $n$ Work Completions and reaping them all in one go did not bring down the CPU load significantly. According to the verbs specification, *RDMA Read* operations must be able to complete unsignaled—Chelsio has announced support for unsignaled *RDMA Read* operations in their new T4 chip. Using only signaled Work Requests results in a comparably high CPU load also for *Send/Receive* and *RDMA Write*. The important message here is that being able to pipeline RDMA data transfer operations and only wait for a completion after a certain (preferably large) number of operations is vital for achieving a low host processing load on the node issuing the operations.

In summary, the benchmarks have revealed the following:

1. In order to fully utilize the available bandwidth at negligible host processing overhead, the data must be exchanged in chunks of a (system-dependent) minimal size ($\geq 8$ KB in our setup).

2. All three data transfer operations offered by iWARP (*Send/Receive*, *RDMA Write*, *RDMA Read*) perform very similar in terms of CPU load and achievable application throughput (except for a small band where the *RDMA Write* and *RDMA Read* perform better; between 128 B and 4 KB in our setup). Hence, the choice of operation to be used can be made entirely on the most appropriate application semantic.

3. Work Requests should be posted unsignaled whenever possible because the production and consumption of Work Completions is work intensive and eliminates precious CPU cycles which could be spent on application processing otherwise.

**iWARP Library Overhead**

While the above experiments were all based on our iWARP library presented in Section 3.3.3, we need to compare the results with the plain OFED verbs.

As can be seen in Figure 3.21, there is no significant difference in either the CPU load or the achieved throughput between the plain verbs and our library. The chart only shows the result for the *RDMA Write* benchmark but we have found the same also for *Send/Receive* and *RDMA Read*. In particular, the high CPU load due to the missing support for unsignaled *RDMA Read* operations is not a consequence of the library. In the following, we hence restrict our experiments and applications to be based on the library due to the easier and faster development.
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Figure 3.21: Direct comparison of the RDMA Write benchmark running on top of the iWARP library and on plain OFED verbs. There is no significant difference—neither in CPU load nor in achieved throughput.

Figure 3.22: Throughput of Softiwar (SIW) compared to the Chelsio RNIC (HW).
Softiwarp

Figure 3.22 shows the throughput measured with a preliminary version of Softiwarp on the same setup as before. The benchmark was run in two different configurations. The first configuration (SIW - SIW) uses Softiwarp on the sender as well as on the receiver. In the second configuration, we have replaced Softiwarp by an RNIC on the sender (HW - SIW)—this reflects a mixed setup like the one used for the HD media dissemination system presented in Chapter 6. The third configuration (HW - HW) is added as reference.

It is obvious that Softiwarp does not achieve the same performance as a pure RNIC-based configuration. Yet, it provides a throughput which is high enough for 1-to-n configurations where the numerous clients only require a (potentially small) fraction of the total bandwidth. The mixed configuration performs slightly better than the one using Softiwarp on both sides. The SIW - SIW configuration does not provide a performance advantage but might be useful for preliminary iWARP application development and testing on machines which are not (yet) equipped with an RNIC.

There are two more details worth mentioning: first, the minimum message size required to reach the peak throughput is larger with Softiwarp than with RNICS—this must be considered when designing communication protocols for mixed setups. Second, the CPU load of the ‘passive’ host in one-sided Softiwarp operations is roughly equal to the one issuing the operations because there is no RNIC to handle the data transfer (load is not shown in the chart).

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have illustrated the enablement of RDMA over Ethernet with a bottom-up approach. After having described the iWARP protocol stack standardized by the IETF, we have motivated and presented our Wireshark network analyzer extension allowing the visualization of the iWARP traffic on the wire. We have then outlined the host system integration of iWARP/RDMA at the example of the OpenFabrics stack and introduced Softiwarp, our kernel module to enable RDMA on hosts which only feature a plain Ethernet NIC. In the context of the interface offered to the verbs consumer, we have argued about the issues of the OFED verbs and proposed a simplified iWARP library which allows an easier and less frustrating start into the world of RDMA application development. Furthermore, we have studied the file abstraction as an alternative interface to completely hide the RDMA communication. Finally, we have demonstrated iWARP in action by means of a “Hello World”-like example application as well as through a set of

\footnote{We restrict the discussion to RDMA Write because the other operations perform similarly.}
micro benchmarks that give an initial idea of the performance potential and some limitations of the technology at hand.

3.6  Outlook

With iWARP, RDMA does no longer depend on special purpose (mostly proprietary) infrastructures like InfiniBand but can be used on the ubiquitous IP suite. iWARP, together with Softiwar, enables on one hand RDMA for new application domains (e.g., HD Media Dissemination, Chapter 6) and on the other hand allows HPC applications to run on Ethernet fabrics. In the following, we will explore the parameter space in which iWARP/RDMA is most beneficial with another set of micro benchmarks before we assess the performance potential on real world applications in Part II of this thesis.
So far, we have motivated iWARP/RDMA, discussed its inner workings and explained how it is used by the application programmer. It is now time to present an in-depth analysis of iWARP/RDMA in practice and identify its hidden costs and pitfalls. Subsequently, we propose optimizations which preserve the benefits of RDMA even under “difficult” circumstances. Finally, taking our findings and optimizations into account, we specify a set of critical parameters which need to be considered in order to assess the benefit of iWARP/RDMA for given application domains.

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we have motivated and presented RDMA: a mechanism whereby data is moved directly between the application memory of the local and remote computer. In bypassing the operating system, RDMA significantly reduces the CPU cost of large data transfers and eliminates intermediate copying across buffers, thereby making it attractive for implementing distributed applications. With the advent of hardware implementations of RDMA over Ethernet (iWARP; Chapter 3), its advantages have become even more obvious.

When we have started to write benchmarks and applications involving RDMA communication, we realized that there are environments where RDMA cannot provide the expected performance advantage over TCP. In this chapter we therefore analyze the applicability of RDMA in practice and identify hidden costs in the
setup of its interactions that, if not handled carefully, remove any performance advantage, especially in hardware implementations. From an application point of view, the major difference to TCP/IP based communication is that the buffer management has to be done explicitly by the application. Without the proper optimizations, RDMA loses all its advantages. We discuss the problem in detail, analyze what applications can profit from RDMA, present a number of optimization strategies, and show through extensive performance experiments\(^1\) that these optimizations make a substantial difference in the overall performance of RDMA based applications.

### 4.1.1 Problem Statement

An important differences, which is often underestimated [DW07a], between RDMA and operating system driven TCP/IP communication, is that the application has to explicitly manage the memory segment(s) that will be used as communication buffer(s) at runtime. The application has to preregister certain parts of its memory with the RDMA subsystem as source and/or destination buffers before the data transfers. During registration, the memory pages get pinned by the OS making sure they stay resident and cannot be swapped out to disk. The pinned pages are then registered with the RNIC so that it can access them using DMA operations which eliminates the need for OS callbacks and intermediate buffering during the transfers (cf. Chapter 2).

MR registration happens through the resource management path which requires kernel activity and therefore induces a delay as well as a non-negligible CPU load. Even though the expensive data copy operations are avoided with RDMA, creating too much traffic on the resource management path can render RDMA useless. This is particularly true for the explicit buffer management with applications that are not able to reuse their buffers. In this chapter we show that the management of these user space communication buffers is crucial to implementing efficient RDMA communication.

We address the open question to what extent the hidden memory management costs affect the performance of RDMA. Our experiments show that, even for data transfers of moderate size, these hidden costs can completely eliminate the performance advantage of RDMA. We further present the critical parameters such as the increased connection setup time or the more expensive and complex RDMA object management that need to be considered when assessing the value of RDMA for any application.

---

\(^1\)All the experiments presented in this chapter are based on the original OFED API and library—not on our simplified iWARP library presented before.
4.1.2 Contributions

In this chapter we describe the hidden costs of RDMA and show in detail how to design applications such that they take full advantage of RDMA. We also use our results to characterize which applications are likely to benefit from RDMA.

The contributions of this chapter are three-fold.

- First, we provide extensive performance experiments that show the hidden costs of RDMA and compare them with the potential advantages.

- Second, we describe cost-effective memory management strategies for RDMA and demonstrate their feasibility and performance with experiments on the Chelsio RNIC over 10 Gigabit Ethernet.

- Third, we present a list of the critical parameters based on which the added value of RDMA can be assessed.

4.1.3 Chapter Overview

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 briefly revises the RDMA mechanisms which are relevant in this context. Section 4.3 continues with the promised cost analysis for establishing an RDMA data path which includes the connection setup and buffer registration. Optimization strategies based on this analysis are presented in Section 4.4 before we summarize and present a raster for assessing the potential of iWARP/RDMA for given applications in Section 4.5.

4.2 RDMA Background

iWARP/RDMA was discussed in the previous chapter and is described in full detail in the RDMA Verbs Specification [HCPR]. In here, we focus only on the aspects that are relevant for our purposes in this chapter.

4.2.1 Asynchronous Communication Interface

In contrast to the classical TCP/IP semantics, all RDMA operations are executed asynchronously. They are described by the application in terms of Work Requests (WR) which are posted to the Work Queues for asynchronous processing by the RNIC. Since posting a WR is nonblocking and since the actual data transfer described in the WR is handled by the RNIC without CPU involvement, the application can overlap communication with computation. RDMA might be of limited use for an application that cannot profit from this.
4.2.2 RDMA Data Transfer Operations

The data transfer operations offered by RDMA are the two-sided Send/Receive as well as the one-sided RDMA Read and RDMA Write.

For the two-sided operations, the sending application specifies the buffer from which the data to be sent must be taken by posting a Send WR and the receiving application at the other side decides where to place the inbound data by posting a Receive WR in advance. In the case of one-sided operations, on the other hand, the RDMA Write copies data from a local MR into a remote one whereas the RDMA Read does the opposite without involvement of the remote host. Asynchronous notification about completion of the local Work Request can be demanded for all operations.

The following list presents peculiarities of the above RDMA operations which limit their applicability in certain cases:

- they are executable only on explicitly preregistered buffers
- the receiver of an inbound Send message needs to know the size of the inbound data in order to have an appropriate target buffer ready
- one-sided operations require knowledge of the remote buffer which necessitates a prior advertisement
- reregistration of a buffer requires a readvertisement inducing protocol delay
- the remote side of a one-sided operation cannot implicitly be notified of the completion of an operation

4.2.3 Explicit Buffer Management

Applications based on TCP/IP assume implicit communication buffers provided by the OS. The flexibility of that approach comes with the major drawback of requiring intermediate buffer copies, which induce a significant CPU and memory bus overhead as discussed in Section 2.1. The RDMA model on the other hand requires the application developer to allocate his communication buffers (or Memory Regions, MRs) explicitly and to register them with the RNIC for hardware accelerated direct data placement using DMA. Once registered, an MR has a fixed size which can only be changed by deregistering it and thereafter registering the buffer as a new MR. Since the registered MRs block the underlying memory for other applications, they should be deregistered when they are no longer needed. As we will see later in this chapter, MR (de-)registration induces a significant overhead. Applications that cannot reuse their communication buffer(s) therefore lose a significant performance advantage.
4.3 iWARP/RDMA Cost Analysis

When looking at a network data transfer from a high-level perspective, the data path can be divided into two parts: First, the data is moved locally from the application buffer onto the wire (part A in Figure 4.1). In a second step, the data is transferred across the network (part B) to the remote host where it is moved into the destination buffer of the application.

The performance advantages of RDMA appear only after the whole path is established (A–B–A of Figure 4.1) and does not need to be changed anymore. In the case of iWARP/RDMA, establishing this data path involves setting up an iWARP connection between the nodes followed by the creation of the respective communication buffers (MRs) on each side. Both of these two steps are initialized through the resource management path across the kernel which is what makes them expensive.

Hence, for an application to profit from RDMA, it has to be able to reuse its buffers during operation. However, such reuse is only possible if the application can be designed to output all its data directly to that fixed user virtual memory address interval where the MR is situated. Furthermore the data set must always be of the same size or else either memory is wasted (new data set is smaller) or the transfer fails because the MR is not large enough (new data set is larger). If this is not possible, the application must either copy the data locally into an existing MR (Figure 4.2(a)) or register a new MR on the data (Figure 4.2(b)). Our experiments in this section indicate that only a combined approach is able to keep the overhead low. We use the same setup as described in Section 3.4.
(a) Copy the application output data into an existing MR.

(b) Register a new MR with the RDMA subsystem that fits the application output data.

Figure 4.2: Preparing application output data for RDMA transfer. In the case where the output cannot be directly steered into an existing Memory Region (MR), it either has to be copied into an existing MR or a new one has to be registered.
4.3. IWARP/RDMA COST ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 B</th>
<th>1 KB</th>
<th>1 MB</th>
<th>1 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>obj create</strong></td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>buf create</strong></td>
<td>0.05 ms</td>
<td>0.07 ms</td>
<td>0.52 ms</td>
<td>565 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>connect</strong></td>
<td>201 ms</td>
<td>201 ms</td>
<td>201 ms</td>
<td>771 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>send data</strong></td>
<td>0.03 ms</td>
<td>0.04 ms</td>
<td>0.87 ms</td>
<td>869 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>disconnect</strong></td>
<td>10 µs</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>buf destroy</strong></td>
<td>0.03 ms</td>
<td>0.04 ms</td>
<td>0.23 ms</td>
<td>110 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>obj destroy</strong></td>
<td>0.06 ms</td>
<td>0.06 ms</td>
<td>0.06 ms</td>
<td>0.06 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **total**        | 203.17 ms| 203.21 ms| 204.68 ms| 2317.06 ms|

Table 4.1: Breakdown of the processing steps required for transferring \( n \) bytes of payload over iWARP/RDMA including the connection establishment and tear-down.

4.3.1 RDMA Setup

Before remote DMA access is even possible, an elaborate connection setup following the creation of a number of RDMA objects is necessary (see Chapter 3). In order to assess the overhead compared to a simple TCP handshake, we have measured the time-to-first-byte—the time it takes for a client to connect to a server and send one byte of payload. On our link (round-trip time (RTT) of 25 µs) we have found a time-to-first-byte of 203 ms for RDMA and a mere 0.1 ms for TCP/IP.\(^2\) A factor of two thousand. In the following, we analyze the cost of the individual steps required to exchange data over iWARP/RDMA in order to understand where this difference comes from.

For that, we have extended the time-to-first-byte experiment and transferred different amounts of data between 1 Byte and 1 Gigabyte (we call this experiment time-to-\( n \)-th-byte). Table 4.1 shows the breakdown of the individual steps of the time-to-\( n \)-th-byte experiment. The individual steps reflect the following tasks on the application level of the initiator side:

- **obj create.** Creation of the following iWARP/RDMA objects: Connection Management ID, Event- and Completion Channels, Protection Domain, Completion Queue and Queue Pair.

- **buf create.** Allocation of the data buffer (malloc) followed by its registration with the RNIC as well as creating the Send Work Request. This step will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

- **connect.** Setting the connection parameters, issuing an MPA connection request and waiting for the connection established notification.

\(^2\)Reading the clock induces an overhead of 0.14 µs which is negligible unless stated otherwise.
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send data. Posting the Send Work Request onto the Send Queue of the RNIC and waiting for its Work Completion.³
disconnect. Issuing an iWARP/RDMA disconnect down call to the RDMA subsystem in the kernel.
buf destroy and obj destroy. Deregistering and freeing the data buffer and destroying the RDMA objects created at the beginning.

By looking at the total time elapsed for exchanging \( n \) bytes of data, we realize that up to 1 MB, the connection establishment is clearly the dominant cost. For 1 GB, the actual data transfer is more expensive.⁴ We infer from this that iWARP/RDMA is only beneficial once a certain total amount of data is being transferred. Furthermore, as we have shown in the previous section, the buffers to be transferred must exceed a system-dependent minimal size to saturate the link; otherwise the per-packet rather than the per-byte costs prevail. This is confirmed again here by the send data values.

We have seen now that the connection setup itself is what causes the large time-to-first-byte. However, we have not uncovered the reason for it. We therefore time the individual steps of the connection establishment process from an application point of view. These are: setting the connection parameters (negligible), issuing the iWARP/RDMA connect call down to the subsystem (0.03 ms) and waiting for the connection established notification (201 ms). The last (and dominating) step includes the remote side buffer- and object creation and issuing the accept call (2.1 ms all together), the MPA handshake on the wire as well as moving the RNICs from TCP/IP mode into iWARP/RDMA mode. By packet analysis on the wire (using Wireshark), we have found the handshake and RTT delay to be negligible (in the order of TCP). However, moving the adapter into iWARP mode takes about 100 ms on each side which results in a total of the observed 203 ms.

In summary, our findings show that RDMA is clearly a bad fit for any application using many short-lived connections due to the comparably large connection setup cost.

4.3.2 Memory Region (De-)Registration

In our next experiment, we have identified the cost for registering and deregistering RDMA Memory Regions of different sizes.

³This does not mean that the remote application has seen a Work Completion for the Receive Work Request. It only guarantees that the remote RNIC has received, placed and acknowledged the data.
⁴We observe a higher connection cost for 1 GB because it includes the object- and buffer creation at the remote end which is a consequence of the API and our communication protocol.
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Function mr_bench(min, max): Memory Region registration benchmark.

```
for buf_size = min to max do
    /* map main memory */
    buffer = mmap(buf_size);
    /* time the memory registration */
    t_start = clock_gettime(CLOCK_REALTIME);
    mr = ibv_reg_mr(protection_domain, buffer, buf_size, access_rights);
    t_diff = clock_gettime(CLOCK_REALTIME) - t_start;
    report(t_diff);
    /* deregister and unmap the memory again */
    ibv_dereg_mr(mr);
    munmap(buffer, buf_size);
end
```

Our benchmark core is sketched as pseudo code in the above listing. The MRs are registered on line 4. In our OpenFabrics RDMA subsystem, they are managed by the OFED user space library in a balanced search tree (red-black tree). When calling `ibv_reg_mr()`, a new MR reference is created and added to the tree. After that, the code traps into privileged mode where the user pages are mapped into the kernel virtual address space. In the next step, the underlying physical pages are allocated and pinned in main memory as necessary. Last, the page addresses are translated into bus addresses which are then registered with the RNIC for DMA.

Figure 4.3 shows the time required for registering Memory Regions of sizes between 1 B and 2 GB on a doubly logarithmic scale. As can be seen, the MR registration cost is constant up to and including 4 KB (page size) and increases linearly with the size of the MR (number of pinned pages) after that. The constant overhead for small buffers results from the rather long code path described above. After 4 KB, the dominating costs are page table lookups, walking and updating the involved data structures, translating the addresses and the like.

Since all the pages of the new MR must be pinned, they first need to be resident in physical memory. In the worst case, this means that each page of the MR causes a page fault (dashed line in Figure 4.3). To find out how much weight these page faults carry in the context of MR registration, we have conducted a second test series with MRs whose underlying pages were already resident in physical memory before registration (marked with triangles in Figure 4.3). Beyond the size of a page, registering Memory Regions on pages which are not resident becomes significantly

---

5 We only consider the cost of installing the page mapping. Potential disk I/O, in case the data has been swapped to disk, is not taken into account.
more expensive than registering an MR on resident pages. At a size of about 2 MB, the difference reaches almost an order of magnitude.

Huge pages can be used to reduce the total number of pages required to back a Memory Region of a given size. Since the overhead of registering a Memory Region increases with the number of pages involved, we expect to see a cost reduction when using pages of size 2 MB rather than the standard 4 KB. Our experiments have shown a reduction of the registration cost of up to 40% as compared to the standard page size (not shown in the chart). This is only true for Memory Regions which are larger than the size of a huge page, of course. However, the use of huge pages is not generally applicable.

Deregistration is a slightly simpler, inverse version of the registration code path. Since the pages of registered MRs are always pinned, page residency is not an issue here. As expected, Figure 4.3 shows that deregistration is significantly faster than registration (for all sizes). The explanation for this is that there is no need for address translations and that unpinning the pages is cheaper than pinning them. Up to and including 128 KB, the deregistration time is constant at $\sim 15 \mu s$. For larger MRs, the time increases linearly with the buffer size as well. As pointed out before, deregistration of MRs which are no longer used is vital for system resource management because the underlying physical memory is pinned and not available for other processes.

We conclude that (de-)registering MRs induces a non-negligible hidden cost in terms of CPU load as well as delay and thus has a negative impact on the overall
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Figure 4.4: Softiwarp shows the same registration cost trend as the RNIC.

application performance. Yet, it is necessary for RDMA communication.

**The Case for Softiwarp**

While the above measurements were all taken on the Chelsio T3 RNIC, we will briefly review the results for the software-only iWARP solution: *Softiwarp*.

Figure 4.4 shows that the memory registration cost of Softiwarp follows the same trend as the one for the RNIC. There is a constant overhead for small buffers. After a certain size, the cost increases linearly with the number of involved pages. Again, registering buffers whose underlying pages are not yet resident are more expensive than the ones whose pages are installed. Furthermore, deregistration is always faster than registration.

Figure 4.5 compares the outcome of the three experiments one-on-one with the results from the RNIC. It can be seen that the registration cost on Softiwarp is slightly lower than the one for the RNIC. While the OFED MR management cost is incurred for both, Softiwarp does not involve any communication with the hardware which makes not only registration but also deregistration faster.

In the case of registering a buffer on non-resident pages, the page fault handling prevails for *large* Memory Regions resulting in an equal cost for Softiwarp and the RNIC (Figure 4.5(a)). A similar effect is visible for the deregistration experiment: for larger pages, the costs are roughly equal. When the pages are installed before the registration, however, the cost difference persists for all buffer sizes.
(a) MR registration causing page faults.

(b) MR registration on resident pages.

(c) MR deregistration.

Figure 4.5: Memory Region (de-)registration cost of Softiwarp compared to the cost incurred on the RNIC.
4.3. Memory Copying

Having an application that cannot steer its output into an existing MR (e.g., coming from a mapped file) forces us to either register a new MR on the data (see previous section for the cost analysis) or copy the data into an existing MR if we want to use RDMA. We now consider the second option (copying). For that, we measure the pure copy performance of \emph{memcpy()} on the same buffers as before, once with the pages resident in main memory and once causing page faults. Figure 4.6 displays the results of our experiments where the buffer size indicates the amount of data being copied.

Since \emph{memcpy()} is a highly optimized function with a short code path, it has a very low overhead for buffers smaller than a page—the delay measured is actually dominated by the timer here. In our setup, up to 2 KB can be copied in under 1 \( \mu s \) which is about two orders of magnitude faster than MR registration. For buffers larger than 2 KB we see a picture which is similar to MR registration: The time increases linearly to the amount of bytes copied. As we will explore in Section 4.4, copying large buffers is significantly slower than registering them as new MRs. Page residency is also important for \emph{memcpy()} but the performance improvement on large buffers is not as dramatic as in the case of MR registration.

Since \emph{memcpy()} does not involve the RNIC, we expect its performance to be strongly dependent on the CPU as well as on the page size and cache sizes. Figure 4.7 confirms that for various systems. On an older Intel P4 1.8GHz, the copy delay is much larger than on a more recent Intel Xeon 2.66GHz for all buffer sizes.
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Figure 4.7: Memory copy performance on different systems. There is a strong correlation between the host processor speed and the copy performance.

4.4 Optimization Strategies

Based on our findings we now present several optimization strategies that reduce the overhead of RDMA communication.

4.4.1 Respect the Critical Buffer Size

In the case where we cannot steer our application output into an existing MR, we must either register the application output buffer as a new MR by means of `ibv_reg_mr()` or copy its content into an existing MR of appropriate size using `memcpy()` (see Section 4.3). Both approaches were used out of the box (i.e., no on-machine tuning was performed).

Figure 4.8 compares the delay of these two options and shows that MR registration has a significant overhead for small Memory Regions (<256 KB) as compared to `memcpy()` (up to several orders of magnitude!). After 256 KB however, it is much more efficient to register a new MR than it is to copy the application output. At about 4 MB (size of L2 cache), the delay difference reaches almost an order of magnitude in favor of the registration.

Furthermore, copying always induces 100% CPU load, whereas a reregistration (deregistration followed by registration) induces between 60% and 75% due to the additional hardware I/O wait time.

This leads to our first optimization: If buffer reuse is not possible but RDMA
is still desired, buffers smaller than the critical size ought to be copied into existing MRs and larger buffers must be reregistered. Copying a large buffer (>2 MB in our case) is not only a lot slower than registering a new MR on it but it also consumes all the available CPU cycles and induces a higher load on the memory bus. In terms of cache pollution, registration is also preferred because it does not touch the data. As we will discuss later, this optimization matches typical communication buffer usage.

The important question now is what determines this critical size where registration outperforms copying. The answer is two-fold. The first aspect is the CPU performance: Since `memcpy()` is more CPU intensive than `ibv_reg_mr()`, running the above experiments on a slower CPU decreases the copy performance compared to registration, which results in a shift of the critical size towards smaller buffers. The second aspect which is even more serious is the page residency. Figure 4.9 shows that the registration of nonresident pages outperforms copying already for buffers larger than 32 KB which is a shift in favor of `ibv_reg_mr()` by a factor of 8. Using huge pages does not have a significant influence on the critical size as the cost reduction for `memcpy()` is about the same as for `ibv_reg_mr()`. When using Softiwar rather than the RNIC, the critical buffer size also shifts towards smaller buffers (16 KB) because MR registration is faster on Softiwar than on the RNIC, as shown before.
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4.4.2 Overlap Buffer Management with Communication

The second optimization is to amortize the MR (de-)registration cost by overlapping it with waiting for a message from the remote host. The dotted horizontal line in the previous figures marks the round-trip time (RTT) between two RNICs through our 10 GbE fabric (∼25 µs). It is a coincidence of our test system that the RTT is almost equal to the constant cost for registering small MRs—MR registration does not involve network communication. We can register a buffer on resident pages of up to 64 KB (or 8 KB in case of nonresident pages) within the RTT without inducing an overall protocol delay. MRs of up to 1 MB can be deregistered during RTT. The 64 KB for registration and 1 MB for deregistration are pessimistic lower bounds since our RTT does not take into account any application processing delay which typical real world protocols have.

4.4.3 Register Buffer on Resident Pages

Our third optimization is to design RDMA-based applications such that they register their MRs shortly after having touched or created the data—especially if they encompass more than one page—which reduces the expensive page fault processing during registration and therefore reduces the registration time by up to an order of magnitude. This also allows larger MRs to be registered during RTT.
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4.4.4 Parallel Buffer Registration and Applicability

Today, most machines are equipped with several CPUs and/or several cores. The question arises whether MR registration can benefit from that. Figure 4.10 depicts the latency for registering 4 MRs in parallel (one on each core). Again, we look at the case where the pages are resident (marked with triangles) and compare it with the one causing page faults. The dotted lines on top serve as reference showing the delay for sequential registration of the MRs on a single core and the solid lines at the bottom reflect the cost for registering a single MR. When comparing sequential with parallel MR registration, it is evident that the parallel registration can only profit from multiple cores when the pages are resident. Otherwise it is almost as expensive to register four MRs in parallel as it is to register them one after the other. We have found that the reason for this is the limited overall page fault rate of the system. Another motivation for the application to make sure the pages are resident before registration.

4.4.5 Suitability of the Optimizations

We now show why the proposed buffer management optimizations fit well with regard to real world protocols.

Large buffers typically contain the actual application data and are highly variable in size. Registering these large buffers as MRs, renders an equally large amount of the physically available main memory unusable for other processes due to the pinning requirement of RDMA buffers. Hence they should be deregistered when they are no longer needed. This matches our finding of reregistration being
cheaper for large MRs than copying.

Small buffers on the other hand are often used for exchanging control messages of constant size. By keeping them registered as MRs and refilling them with `memcpy()`, we induce a significantly lower delay and do not waste much memory even if they are currently unused. Since communicating hosts are often waiting for some kind of control messages from their peers before they can proceed with the protocol, it is vital that the delay for shipping these messages is low in order to get an efficient overall data exchange. An alternative approach is to transport these small control messages using plain TCP/IP but that results in the loss of packet ordering guarantees because of the extra socket which is undesirable in most cases.

Our experimental evaluation demonstrates clearly that a straight-forward explicit Memory Region management can degrade the overall application performance dramatically not only in terms of latency but also in terms of induced CPU load, cache pollution etc. For a good buffer management strategy—whenever buffer reuse is not an option—it is vital to respect the critical size where reregistration becomes more efficient. As we have shown, reregistering or copying the data according to the critical size results in a latency reduction of up to several orders of magnitude in both directions.

### 4.5 When is iWARP/RDMA beneficial?

RDMA over Ethernet offers a lower latency as well as a higher throughput than plain TCP/IP and even complements that with a close to idle CPU and reduced memory bus load that TCP/IP cannot provide. As we have discussed in the course of this chapter, there are, however, hidden costs in terms of the necessary buffer registration and connection setup.

Figure 4.11 repeats the RDMA Write experiment from Chapter 3 and demonstrates the performance penalty when the Memory Regions cannot be reused. The line charts represent the throughput and the bars the induced CPU load. The ideal scenario is shown in black: an application that can reuse its registered buffers extensively and therefore does not have to face the aforementioned costs. The CPU load is low and the link is saturated as soon as the per-byte cost dominates (≥ 4 KB). The non-ideal scenario, where buffer reuse is not possible, is shown in gray and white. For the gray experiment, the communication buffers were constantly reregistered whereas for the white one, the buffers were registered once and thereafter refilled using `memcpy()`. Reregistration induces a slightly higher CPU load (×1.7) than the ideal communication pattern and achieves a similar throughput (−8%). Copying, on the other hand, is significantly more expensive for large buffers (CPU load ×6) and faces a throughput reduction by up to 36%. We do not see a significant performance difference for the small buffers because
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Figure 4.11: RDMA Write throughput for different buffering schemes. Only a buffer reuse strategy is able to fully leverage the link capacity while keeping the CPU overhead low. If reuse is not possible, reregistration is still preferable over copying for large buffers.

the buffer management overhead is hidden behind the per-packet processing and the transfer costs (cf. results from Chapter 3).

4.5.1 Critical Parameters

Despite all the benefits provided by iWARP/RDMA, there are applications that perform better when using plain TCP/IP due to the hidden costs presented in this chapter. In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, we address the open question as to when RDMA offers a benefit over traditional TCP/IP by listing the critical parameters and giving example applications for each parameter. In the second part of this thesis, we will look more closely into some of them and discuss a selection of real world applications in detail.

Table 4.2 lists the application characteristics which hint at a high performance improvement potential by applying iWARP/RDMA. As we have shown, the benefit provided by iWARP/RDMA is largest when the application in question is stable in terms of connections as well as buffers. Furthermore, it must require large amounts of data to be transferred across the network. Being able to utilize some of the RDMA specific features like the scatter-gather buffer referencing or the one-sided operations is not critical in terms of performance but might allow for a simpler
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Characteristic</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>large data transfers and large total volume</td>
<td>DB recovery, media streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>able to reuse buffers</td>
<td>streaming, VoD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small data size variation</td>
<td>DB logging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long lasting connections</td>
<td>DB logging, streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data in main memory</td>
<td>HPC [NSL+08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU intensive</td>
<td>HPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utilize asynchronous interface</td>
<td>HPC, VoD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utilize scatter-gather list</td>
<td>HPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utilize one-sided operations</td>
<td>streaming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Application characteristics indicating that the application of iWARP/RDMA is likely to be beneficial. An ideal application has all of these characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Characteristic</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>short time-to-first-byte required</td>
<td>DNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short-lived connections</td>
<td>websocket [DW07a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unpredictable msg size</td>
<td>RPC [MAFS03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indirect buffers</td>
<td>Java apps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Characteristics indicating limited or no benefit from applying iWARP/RDMA.
and less error prone protocol design and implementation. Table 4.3 lists strong
dicators against RDMA. If any of them matches the application in question,
extreme care has to be taken as iWARP/RDMA is likely to be outperformed by
plain TCP/IP or other legacy protocols.

4.6 Summary

Even though RDMA offers zero copy and kernel bypassing for efficient data trans-
fers between remote hosts in terms of CPU load and memory bus bandwidth, it
has hidden costs. Therefore RDMA is not equally well suited for all applications.
We have argued why a low-overhead communication buffer management is key to
the efficient use of RDMA and have presented a number of optimization strategies.
For the case where the buffers cannot be reused, we have shown how the communi-
cation delay is reduced by up to a couple orders of magnitude if the critical buffer
size is respected. Large buffers must be reregistered and small buffers refilled. The
result is a significantly lower latency, less CPU load and reduced waste of memory.
In that context, we have pointed out the importance of registering MRs on pages
which are resident in main memory. Finally we have specified the application pa-
rameters which must be considered when assessing the use of RDMA for a concrete
application.

4.7 Outlook

By now we have learned how to apply iWARP/RDMA and understand when it is
able to provide a substantial benefit over TCP/IP. In the second part of this thesis,
we will apply our insights and move from micro benchmarks to real applications
which allows us to verify our applicability assessment in practice.
Part II

Enabling Applications for iWARP/RDMA
In the second half of this thesis, we present a number of real-world examples where we have either extended an existing application with the iWARP/RDMA communication technology or designed a new application from scratch that demonstrates how RDMA can be leveraged. By this we

- verify our findings and claims presented in the first part and
- provide a comprehensible assessment based on concrete use cases which helps to answer the question of whether or not applying RDMA will be beneficial for a given application scenario.

We start the discussion with porting a distributed compiler from its TCP/IP communication mechanism to an iWARP-based one. The goal of this exercise is to illustrate the steps which are necessary to extend an existing distributed application (which is currently based on TCP sockets) with RDMA capabilities. Furthermore, we point out what the critical aspects are which need careful consideration in order to maximize the gain.

5.1 Introduction

Given the growing size of software packages that are distributed in source code, short compilation times are desired. This is particularly true for operating systems which are distributed in source code and have to be compiled from scratch (e.g., the
Gentoo Linux Distribution [gen]). One approach towards speeding up the overall compilation without changing the compiler core is to parallelize the process by using more than one CPU simultaneously on the local host. An extension of this concept, known as distributed compilation, is to add idle CPUs from remote hosts.

RDMA traditionally aimed at improving high-performance computing applications and storage-area networks because CPU cycles and memory bus load can be reduced significantly by applying the featured zero-copy and direct data placement techniques. With the advent of iWARP, the RDMA technology is now available to the ubiquitous TCP/IP infrastructure and, thus, becomes interesting and relevant also for legacy applications.

In this chapter we explore how to convert legacy distributed applications to the RDMA communication model and exemplify the process with the conversion of the distributed C/C++ compiler distcc [Poo04] from TCP sockets to the RDMA interface. We are going to extend it with iWARP/RDMA support, trying to limit the number of changes in the code while aiming for the largest possible performance improvement. The RDMA-enabled distcc is termed rdistcc in the following.

5.1.1 Contributions

Based on our findings presented in Chapter 4, we discuss how to extend distcc with RDMA capabilities such that it can take advantage of some of the features provided by RDMA. The ideas and approaches we present can be generalized to a wide range of applications (see subsequent chapters).

Client-driven Application Protocol. The original distcc protocol will be transformed from a peer-to-peer communication model to a client-driven one which relieves the server from some of his work and thus allows for better scalability. In this context, we assess the need for hardware support and point out the alternative of software-only RDMA communication.

RDMA-accessible Files. Since the input data to a compiler are typically files residing on a hard disk, we show how even file-based applications can profit from RDMA although it has been designed for transferring data residing in main memory. We present a way to do this without changing the way in which distcc accesses the data.

Connection Manager. As we have seen in Chapter 4, having a static environment with long-lasting connections is important when using RDMA since its initial connection setup is costly and complex. By introducing a connection manager, we improve the communication efficiency and increase the scalability of distcc which (in its original form) faces a lot of churn.

RDMA Aspects beyond Fast Data Transfers. Even though a common claim is that RDMA is only beneficial if the data to be transferred is large and if
10 Gb Ethernet or faster is used, we demonstrate with software-only iWARP over 1 Gb Ethernet and the distributed compiler (which transfers not that much data) that there is more to RDMA than raw data copy performance.

5.1.2 Chapter Overview

After this introduction, we continue with a short description of distcc followed by a revision of some relevant RDMA aspects (Section 5.2). Next, we discuss the iWARP/RDMA extension of distcc in detail (Section 5.3): we start by showing where we can improve the current design (Section 5.3.1), move on with real-world considerations (Section 5.3.2), show how to access files using RDMA (Section 5.3.3), discuss the explicit buffer management (Section 5.3.4), give an example of how to do an iWARP-based file transfer (Section 5.3.4), show how to do an iWARP-based file transfer (Section 5.3.4), show how to access files using RDMA (Section 5.3.3), discuss the explicit buffer management (Section 5.3.4), give an example of how to do an iWARP-based file transfer (Section 5.3.4), present our connection management strategy (Section 5.3.6) and finally discuss the network communication protocol. In Section 5.4, we evaluate the benefits with a number of experiments before we hint at further use cases of the presented techniques (Section 5.5) and discuss related work (Section 5.6).

5.2 Background

This section provides a short overview of how distcc operates and briefly revisits the aspects and features of RDMA which are relevant in this context.

5.2.1 distcc Overview

distcc is a well established, easy-to-use wrapper for the GNU Compiler Collection (gcc) [gcc] that enables remote compilation. It currently supports TCP and SSH connections. For the remainder of this discussion, we refer to the host that initiates and offloads compile jobs as the master and the hosts offering their CPU(s) as slaves. The master leverages the available CPU resources of the slaves for the compile process.

The distcc setup consists of a daemon running on each slave and a wrapped gcc on the master. The master does the pre-processing and final linking locally. Only the “source-code-to-object” translation is offloaded to the slaves. As the pre-processing and linking steps are performed locally, no header or library dependencies exist on the slaves nor are any changes to the Makefiles necessary.1 Figure 5.1 depicts a simplified example of such a distributed compilation where the master offloads the translation of two source files into object files to the slaves.

---

1For more details on distcc, refer to http://code.google.com/p/distcc/
In the case of distcc, NETWORK stands for a legacy TCP/IP network. This is what we are going to replace with an iWARP connection.

The network communication protocol defined by distcc consists of four phases (see Figure 5.2): first, a TCP connection between the master and one of its slaves is established (CONNECT phase). After that the master sends the compilation instructions for the pre-processed source code followed by a file containing that code (SEND phase). The return path from the slave to the master is analogous, with the difference that now, first the outcome of the gcc invocation is sent followed by the resulting object file (RECEIVE phase). At the end of each compilation cycle, the TCP connection is closed (DISCONNECT phase).
Figure 5.2: distcc network protocol.
5.2.2 Relevant Aspects of RDMA

We will now briefly revisit the RDMA features which are relevant for the upcoming discussion.

Direct Data Placement

Figure 5.3 depicts the difference between the flexible but more expensive socket buffers and the new RDMA-style data placement which we are going to apply.

In Figure 5.3(a), the inbound data is DMA’ed from the network card (NIC) into the intermediate socket buffer (denoted as TCP BUF). In a second step (when the user issues a TCP receive call), the data is copied from the kernel socket buffer into the user application buffer (denoted as APP BUF).

Figure 5.3(b) illustrates the Direct Data Placement approach. Thanks to the registered MRs, the RDMA-enabled NIC (RNIC) is able to directly DMA inbound data to the user application buffer without intermediate copying and without going through the operating system kernel. In Chapter 4, we have discussed the difficulties of this approach: the explicit communication buffer management. Memory Regions (MRs) have to be sized and registered before RDMA data exchanges are possible.

With the distributed compiler, we will see how that translates to real-world applications and learn that there are a number of factors to be considered when building the explicit memory management.

Asynchronous Operations

All operations (Send, Receive, RDMA Read, RDMA Write) are initiated and completed asynchronously. This means that the operations are described as Work
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Requests (WR) which are posted to Work Queues (i.e., to the Send Queue (SQ) or the Receive Queue (RQ)) where they are eventually, asynchronously processed by the RNIC.

The Work Queues are associated with Completions Queues (CQ) which are used to signal the outcome of the operation back to the application. In order to receive the Work Completions, the application may either wait for a respective event on the Event Channel (blocking) or poll the CQ at a certain interval (non-blocking). Figure 5.4 illustrates the asynchronous semantic at the example of a Send/Receive operation with CQ polling on the user level.

This API is different from the synchronous and blocking socket interface and the conversion is not always straight-forward. Due to the asynchronous completion, care has to be taken not to block the application yet not to waste CPU cycles for constant (unsuccessful) polling since we want to leverage the asynchronous nature in order to overlap computation (i.e., compiling source code or distributing compile jobs) with communication to get a performance improvement [BBC+03].

Two-sided versus One-sided Data Transfers

As mentioned in Chapter 2, RDMA defines a superset of the classical Send/Receive communication known from sockets. It introduces RDMA Write and RDMA Read as additional operations. An RDMA Write places local data into a remote application buffer whereas an RDMA Read fetches data from a remote buffer and writes it into a local one. In contrast to the two-sided Send/Receive communication—where the applications of both peers are involved in the data transfer—the RDMA Write and RDMA Read operations are one-sided. Only the application layer of the
host issuing a one-sided operation is actively involved in the data transfer. At the remote host, the operation is handled by the RDMA device without application or kernel involvement. Figure 5.5 illustrates the two modes of operation.

Since socket-based communication is always two-sided, one might be tempted to simply map the socket calls to the Send/Receive operations. Even though this works in most cases, we will illustrate that the one-sided operations bear a potential beyond Send/Receive. It is thus important to consider the semantics of the data exchange operation when porting a legacy application to RDMA.

5.3 Extending distcc with iWARP/RDMA Capabilities

In this section, we will discuss in detail what changes are necessary in order to extend an existing (socket-based) application with iWARP/RDMA capabilities. In addition to that, we reason about our design decisions and motivate them based on our findings presented in the first part of this thesis.

5.3.1 How can distcc profit from RDMA?

The amount of data to be transferred between the master and a single slave is mostly small (up to a few megabytes per job). The network is thus unlikely to become the bottleneck. However, the CPUs on the master and the slaves are. The master is responsible for performing the following tasks: pre-process the source code, schedule the remote compile jobs, transfer the data and finally link everything together. The slaves on the other hand only translate the source code into binary format. We thus have an asymmetric work distribution—depending on the role of the host—in which the master becomes the bottleneck of the system when too many slaves are present.

Let the Slaves do the Work

The overall performance of the system is limited by the number of slaves the master is able to delegate jobs to. In order to reduce the master’s CPU load, as much of the application logic as possible should hence be moved to the slaves. We address this problem by using one-sided RDMA operations because they enable a slave-driven communication protocol. As we will see, this results in a scalability improvement relative to distcc.
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(a) Two-sided: Send/Receive.

(b) One-sided: RDMA Write and RDMA Read.

Figure 5.5: Two-sided versus one-sided operations.
Reduce the In-Host Communication Overhead

The CPU cycles available for a distributed compile job can be increased both by adding more remote hosts to the setup as well as by taking unnecessary network processing load off the involved CPU(s). Naturally, remote compilation induces the overhead of distributing source code among the nodes offering their CPUs and of them returning the resulting object files back to the initiator. So to leverage the total available CPU power from all hosts and to reach a high level of scalability, it is important to keep the in-host communication overhead small.

In the case of the distributed compiler, the following RDMA features thus aid in getting a better performance:

- overlap communication with computation by leveraging the asynchronous communication interface
- reduce the number of CPU-driven copy operations during the data transfers (see Figure 5.2)
- enable a client-driven protocol to take load off the central scheduler (master) with one-sided RDMA operations

5.3.2 RDMA Support in Practice

The master can reduce its CPU load using one-sided operations best if an RNIC (hardware acceleration) handles all the RDMA traffic. On the less-loaded slave side, an easily deployable, software-based iWARP solution (such as Softiwarp 3.2.2) with a conventional Ethernet NIC is sufficient. The slaves just need the RDMA semantics but not necessarily the hardware acceleration. With Softiwarp-enabled slaves, and a hardware accelerated master, the compute cluster can easily be extended up to many slaves while still remaining highly dynamic and flexible. By that, idle CPUs (e.g., workstations of a company) can be utilized for compilation.

However, in practice, machines are rarely equipped with RDMA hardware (only expensive servers are if at all). When using the original distcc application, performing a distributed compilation is possible with any ordinary machine. Furthermore, the role of the master should not be bound to a specific machine. In distributed compiling, the amount of data exchanged is typically not large enough to turn the memory bus of the machines into the bottleneck of the whole system. We thus argue that, in this scenario, we can replace the RNIC by dedicating a CPU to network processing while the other(s) are performing computation tasks. We therefore limit our experimental evaluation (Section 5.4) to the software iWARP module which allows RDMA-style communication on machines which are not equipped with an RNIC. Softiwarp gives us considerable flexibility in creating
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low-cost, RDMA/Ethernet-based compute clusters which is ideal for conducting RDMA experiments that focus more on the semantics rather than on pure performance.

For evaluations and experiments with hardware based iWARP, refer to the following chapters where we look at data volumes where dedicating CPUs to network processing can no longer replace an RNIC.

5.3.3 Making Files RDMA-accessible

The first thing that strikes as a bad fit for RDMA is that the input data for a compiler typically consists of files residing on a persistent storage device (i.e., a hard disk). Nevertheless, rdistcc can benefit from direct memory access by storing the files on a RAM disk mounted as a tmpfs [Sny90] volume (on all machines). The details are explained next.

**Master Data Handling.** At the beginning of the compile process, the source files are assumed to be stored on a hard disk drive attached to the master. We remember, that distcc needs to pre-process the source files locally before shipping them for remote compilation. We can exploit this step to make the files RDMA accessible without creating an additional overhead as follows. To pre-process a source file and prepare the result for later RDMA transfer to a slave, the pre-processor (cpp) invoked by rdistcc reads the source file (src.c) from the disk and writes the result (src.i) to a RAM disk (tmpfs) instead of back to the hard drive. We then use mmap() to create a shared mapping\(^2\) of the pre-processed source file into the application address space and register it as an RDMA Memory Region.

**Slave Data Handling.** On the slaves, we always keep the source and object files in main memory to reduce file access times for the compiler. By using the mmap-approach, we eliminate the copy overhead for passing files between the rdistcc daemon (has memory view on the data) and the compiler (needs file view on the data). The object files resulting from compilation are written back to local memory.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the complete data path from source to object file the way it is implemented in rdistcc: first, the source (src.i) is placed in the RAM disk by the pre-processor. Next, the src.i is RDMA’ed to the remote host where the compiler transforms it into the object file (obj.o). Finally, the object is transferred back to the master node.

We argue that keeping everything in main memory on the slaves does not impose any restrictions for two reasons. First, because pre-processed source files are small in most cases (up to a few megabytes) and second, because a slave does only have to store a few source files at any time (equal to the number of parallel

\(^2\)It is vital to use a mapping which is shared to avoid the data being copied.
compile jobs offered to the master). It does not make sense for a slave to offer more compile jobs to the master than it is able to process in parallel (bound by the number of available CPUs). Hence, we do not consume a lot of memory altogether.

We illustrate that with a small example. Let us assume that our average slave is a 4-way CPU machine (thus offering 4 compile jobs). Further assume that the machine is equipped with 1GB of RAM (which is little nowadays) and that our average pre-processed file is 2 MB large and the average object file another 2 MB. In this (pessimistic) scenario, we have to store $4 \cdot (2 + 2) \text{ MB} = 16 \text{ MB}$ under full load which is a mere 1.6% of the total available memory. When using two more compile jobs than there are CPUs (which is suggested by the distcc author) we consume 2.3%. Compared with the memory used by gcc for the compilation, the data stored in memory by rdistcc is negligible.

If there is not enough memory available (unlikely), we can fall back to storing the data on disk at the slaves. Our implementation also supports RDMA transfers to and from hard disk instead of main memory. In that case, the mapping is file-backed and the tmpfs mount is not used. This comes of course with the drawback that the compiler can no longer directly operate on main memory but has to fetch the data from the disk.

Figure 5.6: Data path for remote compilation.
Advantages of the Proposed Approach

The advantage of using a RAM disk in combination with a shared mapping is that gcc can access the data residing in main memory as if it were files on an ordinary file system—we thus do not need to modify gcc. At the same time, the RDMA subsystem can treat the (mmap'ed) file as a simple block of main memory. We can thus associate a MR with the user address interval that corresponds to that block of memory and make it accessible for the iWARP subsystem.

In terms of performance, slow and therefore expensive transfers between disk and memory are reduced to two instances by using the RAM disks: first, we read the original source file from the disk at the master and second, we write the resulting object file back. Everything else is done in main memory.

Another advantage (which we do not exploit in our current rdistcc implementation) is that the files stored in such a way are randomly accessible not only by the local but also by the remote host.

5.3.4  rdistcc’s RDMA Memory Region Management

Now that the data is stored in memory, we need to investigate how to best register that memory with the RDMA subsystem.

When designing an iWARP-based application, the buffer management is key to its success. Sometimes it is not even possible to manage the buffers such that the application is able to profit from RDMA. This is, for instance, the case for applications with short-lived connections where the buffers exist only for a short time and thus have to be (re-)advertised often (i.e., for each new connection). If these buffers are also small, the management overhead will soon outweigh the zero-copy benefit [DW07a,FA09]. The setup of the RDMA MRs induces a delay because the memory has to be pinned and registered with the subsystem as explained earlier.

We will now discuss our MR management options in the case of rdistcc. As Figure 5.6 shows, we need two separate MRs on each host: one for the pre-processed source (SRC TX MR and SRC RX MR) and a second one for the object file (OBJ TX MR and OBJ RX MR). We have seen in Chapter 4 that the preferred way of using MRs is to allocate them at the beginning of the program execution and to reuse them thereafter without the need for reregistration or refilling by copying. Unfortunately, this is not feasible in the case of distcc because we can force neither the pre-processor (cpp) on the master nor the compiler (gcc) on the slaves to write their output to a predefined physical memory address without modification (they only have the file-system view on the data). Also, the destination address argument for the mapping is only a hint. There is no guarantee that the data is going to be mapped to that address. When using the shared mapping, this is almost
impossible and would (in most cases) cause the data to be copied. We therefore have the options of either creating a MR once at the beginning and refilling it for each file by copying or, alternatively, we can de-register it when a transmission is done and register a new one for the next file.

There are thus two aspects that need to be considered for our MR management: the memory footprint (due to the pinning) and the registration cost. If we are refilling the MR, we need to make sure that it is large enough to hold the largest file we ever need to transmit. This is not feasible because a software project, for which distributing the compile process makes sense, consists of a large number of files and checking the size of all of them might take too long. Also, it is hard to predict the size of the output from the pre-processor and the compiler. Furthermore, refilling is a great waste of memory in projects where we have only a few large files but a lot of small files because the memory stays pinned as long as it is registered.

Based on the findings presented in Chapter 4, small buffers should be copied while it is faster to reregister large buffers. For Softiwarp, the critical size where it becomes cheaper to register the buffers is at about 16 KB.

Considering this, we have decided to manage the MRs as follows: for the SRC TX MR\(^3\) and the OBJ TX MR\(^4\) (see Figure 5.6), we reregister the MRs for each file. Refilling would limit the scalability of the master due to the large memory footprint resulting from over-provisioning for large files. The buffer re-advertisement does not cost us much here because we can piggy-back it on the compile instructions (see Section 5.3.7). The delay induced by that results from opening an existing file followed by mapping it into the application address space and registering it as a MR with the RDMA subsystem. With TCP, the data would have to be copied from the user space memory into kernel socket buffers which is slower for files larger than 16 KB. The OBJ RX MR\(^5\) is also reregistered in each iteration with the additional cost of allocating an empty target file (create mmap column). This makes sense because the object files are written back to the hard drive on the master. If the master would take the approach of refilling existing MRs, the total amount of locally available memory would soon become its bottleneck and prevent it from being able to deal with a large number of slaves. For the SRC RX MR\(^6\) we can register the MR once and reuse it. This is the optimal use case. As argued in the last section, it does not impose much memory dissipation on the slaves.

In this example, we see that (in real-world applications) there is more to the Memory Region management discussion than the registration versus memcpy delay. Sometimes, the greater circumstances (e.g., the communication protocol) do only allow one way of performing the MR management. At other times, the two

\(^3\)source transmit Memory Region
\(^4\)object transmit Memory Region
\(^5\)object receive Memory Region
\(^6\)source receive Memory Region
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options end up yielding a near-equal performance. We find a bit of both in our case.

5.3.5 Transferring the Files using iWARP

Since all the data are in memory and the necessary RDMA buffers (MRs) are in place, we can now transfer the payload between the master and slave machines using RDMA.

Function tx_file demonstrates in simplified pseudo code how a file is transferred using a Write operation on our iWARP library. We illustrate the reregistration approach. The following steps are required:

1. map file into the application address space and register it as a MR with RDMA subsystem [lines 1–2]

2. create Work Request and post it to Send Queue [line 3]

3. fetch Work Completion from associated Completion Queue (CQ) [ line 4]

Thanks to our iWARP library, we do not have to set up a scatter/gather list and populate the Work Request. Instead, we simply call post_write_lmr() with the source and destination buffers as well as the offsets within them (0) and the size of the data transfer. Since we wait for the completion of the operation on line 4, we need to flag the RDMA Write operation as being signaled to trigger the generation of a Work Completion.

Function tx_file(file_descr, size, dst_addr, dst_stag): RDMA data exchange.

/* create shared, memory backed mapping */
buffer = mmap(size, MAP_SHARED|MAP_ANONYMOUS, file_descr);
/* register the buffer as a RDMA MR */
iw_lmr_register(buffer, size, access, src_lmr, iw_ctx);
/* create the transmit Work Request and post it to the SQ */
post_write_lmr(src_lmr, 0, dst_rmr, 0, size, IBV_SEND_SIGNALED, iw_ctx);
/* wait for the corresponding Work Completion */
await_completions(IW_SCQ, 1, wc, iw_ctx);

7The third step is omitted if the Work Request is configured not to generate a Work Completion.
5.3.6 Connection Management

The last piece of the puzzle before presenting the final network communication protocol is the connection management. As mentioned earlier, establishing an iWARP connection is much more expensive than establishing a TCP connection because iWARP adds three more protocols on top of the TCP stack and additional programming objects are needed. A conventional \texttt{distcc} master establishes a new TCP connection to one of its slaves for each source file which is to be compiled remotely and closes it again after having received the result. This obviously does not scale for iWARP. We thus introduce a \textit{connection manager} (CM) that keeps the RDMA connections open while the \texttt{rdistcc} master is submitting individual compile jobs. The CM acts as a persistent RDMA proxy for the \texttt{rdistcc} processes (cf. Figure 5.7) and takes care of the RDMA network transfers (posting Work Requests, managing remote buffer information, etc.).

Each master process first connects to its host-local CM using standard \textit{interprocess communication} (IPC). To reduce intra-host data copying between an \texttt{rdistcc} process and its local CM, an \texttt{rdistcc} process only provides the CM with path information for locating the pre-processed file rather than sending the whole file through the IPC channel. The CM then takes care of the actual RDMA data transfers and executes the network communication protocol.

Figure 5.8 depicts an example of a complete \texttt{rdistcc} setup including the interaction between the application logic and the CM. The CM is implemented as a thread pool with a fixed number of threads per slave. One thread cycle encompasses exactly one complete protocol cycle (see next section). The number of slaves involved as well as the number of remote compile jobs is set before starting \texttt{rdistcc}. This fixed thread allocation is efficient and light weight at run time and matches the static setup for which \textit{distcc} is designed.

Overall, the CM minimizes the connection management overhead and simplifies the \texttt{rdistcc} application logic. Having individual threads to process the communication simplifies the connection handling and leads to a reliable and early error
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Figure 5.8: rdistcc processes, threads and their associations.

detection. Without the CM, the iWARP connection setup overhead as discovered in Chapter 4 would render RDMA useless by removing all its advantages.

5.3.7 Application Protocol for iWARP

We will now look at how it all fits together by transforming the TCP-based distcc protocol into an RDMA-based one.

As hinted earlier in this chapter, the decision of how to utilize the one-sided and two-sided operations can have a significant impact on the benefit of using RDMA. It can make a difference in protocol complexity as well as in load distribution between communicating peers. The advantage of the one-sided communication is that only the application layer of one side has to actively participate in the data transfer. The drawbacks are that a buffer advertisement is necessary beforehand and that the other side will not know when the data transfer has completed. Two-sided Send/Receive operations are thus typically used for exchanging control
Figure 5.9: iWARP based master-slave protocol

messages whereas the one-sided operations are preferred for transferring the actual data.

The protocol proposed in Figure 5.9 involves both, two-sided (Send/Receive) and one-sided (RDMA Write and RDMA Read) operations and is partitioned into the three phases as follows:

In the CONNECT phase, the rdistcc process connects to its CM and sends an IPC request for opening an RDMA connection to a given slave. If that RDMA connection already persists, the ICP call returns immediately. Otherwise, the local CM connects to the corresponding remote CM of the given slave and establishes a new RDMA connection. The RDMA connections are kept open as long as they are needed (see Section 5.3.6).

Next, the SEND phase is executed for the file which is scheduled to be compiled by the given slave. In this phase, the master provides the slave with the following control information: the compilation instructions (the exact gcc command), the STag for the MR where the pre-processed source data resides (SRC TX MR) and the STag for the MR where the compiled object file should be written to (OBJ RX MR). This data exchange is done using a two-sided Send/Receive operation. By using this two-sided communication, the slave is notified when the control information has arrived and can immediately fetch the actual data (the pre-processed file) by using the one-sided RDMA Read operation. Once the data has been read, the slave starts the gcc compilation process to produce the object file.
After completing the compilation according to the instructions received, the slave places the resulting object file in the master’s memory using an RDMA Write and issues a Send operation to notify him of the completion. We denote this as the RECEIVE phase. When the master receives this Send message, the object file is already present in his buffer and ready for being linked.

As can be seen from Figure 5.9, the master involvement is small—it only needs to map the source file into a MR and inform the slave about it through the local CM. The slave then takes care of the data transfer and compilation. Meanwhile, the master can schedule other compile jobs. This enables even slow masters to use many slaves in parallel. Such a slave-driven protocol cannot be designed with two-sided operations like the ones that TCP offers.

We argue that, despite the increased complexity due to the explicit buffer management, our protocol does not impose much overhead compared to the original one because first, the memory mapping and MR registration overhead is not larger than copying the gcc or cpp input/output between the socket buffers and the application address space and second, the size of the buffer information we add to the existing control messages is negligible.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we assess the value of our software-based RDMA extension in terms of performance. For that, we conduct a small cluster experiment on our RDMA-enhanced rdistcc by compiling the Linux kernel 2.6.22 in a distributed fashion on 1 to 14 slaves controlled by a single master.

The nodes are connected via 1 Gb Ethernet enhanced with software-based iWARP (Softiwarp). The slave machines feature a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 processor and 3 GB of RAM whereas the master has a 3.2 GHz Pentium Xeon dual core processor. On the master, we have bound the network processing as well as the application to the same core by setting the CPU affinity accordingly.

Figure 5.10 shows the overall wall-clock execution time measured for compiling the Linux kernel on 1 to 15 machines. The 1-machine case is added as reference and refers to a local-only compilation on the master. In the following, we explain the four different experiments and evaluate their outcome.

5.4.1 Data Residing on Memory versus Hard Disk Drive

We have started the experiment series by compiling the kernel using distcc (over TCP) with all files residing on disk. The wall-clock execution time is shown as TCP(disk) in Figure 5.10. The bar indicated with TCP(memory) represents the outcome of the second experiment where the files reside on the RAM disk rather
than on the hard disk drive. We find that reading and writing the data from/to the hard disk does not significantly impact the overall compile time (compared to having the data in memory) because the distribution and source code translation take much longer than the disk I/Os.

In all but the first experiments, the compiler input- and output data reside on RAM disks (tmpfs volumes) in order to assure that the performance gain is not the result of rdistcc keeping everything in main memory where distcc would normally keep it on disk.

### 5.4.2 TCP versus RDMA

After having seen that storing the data on a RAM disk does not affect the outcome a lot, we now wonder whether the RDMA extension is able to increase the performance.

Given that the current Softiwarp implementation is based on TCP kernel sockets and thus can not achieve true zero-copy, distcc over TCP (denoted as TCP(memory)) and rdistcc over Softiwarp (see RDMA(softiwarp)) yield a similar performance. Even though Softiwarp processes three additional network layers (MPA, DDP and RDMA), the overhead is negligible compared to plain TCP. Regarding scalability with respect to the number of slaves, distcc over TCP scales only up to 7 slaves and rdistcc over Softiwarp does not do much better which is what we expect due to the missing hardware acceleration.

![Figure 5.10: Compiling the Linux kernel 2.6.22 in a distributed fashion using the TCP as well as the software RDMA transport.](image-url)
We conclude that simply replacing TCP with software-driven RDMA is not enough to reduce the wall-clock clock execution time of our compiler.

5.4.3 Dedicating a Core to RDMA Stack Processing

With today’s trend towards multi-core and many-core machines, one (or several) cores can be spared for RDMA processing [Mog03] as long as the memory bus is not the bottleneck. To leverage RDMA on the master system which has no RNIC, we are now dedicating one core to RDMA processing in software while the other is running the rdistcc master application. The slaves remain unchanged. While this setup is similar to running rdistcc on a single-core machine that is equipped with an RNIC, running the application and Softiwarp on different cores in fact leads to a lower performance (than if an RNIC was used) due to poor data locality resulting in frequent cache misses. Nevertheless, the use of 14 slaves now gives a two-fold reduction of the total compilation time compared to TCP. The system can be expected to scale further when more slaves are added.

One can rightly argue that the same performance increase can be expected when dedicating a single core to TCP rather than RDMA. While this is true for applications (like the compiler) which do not transfer a large amount of data, it is no longer feasible when the local memory bus starts to limit the throughput as we will see in Chapter 7. Furthermore, having the RDMA extension in place allows us to replace the software iWARP stack with an RNIC if need be (e.g., when many more slaves are available).

5.4.4 Who Would Need an RDMA-enabled NIC?

To assess the need for an RNIC, we measure the CPU load distribution with distcc over TCP (see Table 5.1). We find that the master spends a large amount of CPU cycles on local data copying and network processing (summarized as data transfers), since it communicates with all the slaves in parallel and establishes new TCP connections for each file it transmits. We therefore argue that it would make sense to equip the master with an RNIC so that the hardware can handle the data transfers. The CPU cycles saved by this can then be assigned to management, pre-processing and linking tasks which are also quite CPU intensive but cannot be hardware accelerated.

At the slaves on the other hand, we find that almost 80% of the CPU load is caused by gcc processes. The bottleneck here is clearly not the communication stack and expensive RNICs are therefore not necessary. The relatively high idle value further indicates that the slaves still have enough processing power to do RDMA in software and shows that the TCP distcc master is not able to keep them all busy. This is what sets the limits in terms of scalability. The effect is
Table 5.1: CPU load distribution for TCP-driven distcc on master and slave machines.

even stronger if an encrypted communication channel (i.e., SSH) is used due to the crypto overhead as well as the more expensive initial connection setup.

### 5.4.5 Conclusion

The experimental evaluation has shown, that RDMA can also be beneficial when transferring comparably small amounts of data. Furthermore, we have found it to be useful to improve the scalability of asymmetric, centralized systems which depend on a single node.\(^8\)

The main benefits which we have identified are:

- the enablement of *client-driven protocols* (here: slave-driven) to improve the overall system scalability
- *fewer synchronization points* (thanks to one-sided operations) which interrupt the main workflow
- the *overlapping of communication and computation*

However, the benefit is not as dramatic as in the case of a real RNIC and large data volumes (see following Chapters).

### 5.5 RDMA File Access - Further Considerations

The proposed technique of creating a shared file mapping into the application address space and thereafter associating it with a Memory Region for remote

---

\(^8\)Another example of that kind which uses real RDMA-enabled hardware can be found in the subsequent chapter.
DMA is by no means limited to the compiler extension. It could for example also be used for accelerating the file transfer protocol (FTP) or similar applications.

The advantage of the proposed file transfer mechanism is not only the zero-copy data transmission but also the enablement of true remote random access as well as the hardware support through RNICs. A similar, alternative approach is the kernel sendfile mechanism. However, sendfile does not provide remote random access and copy avoidance is only possible on the transmit side.\footnote{A more detailed comparison between sendfile and iWARP zero-copy can be found in Chapter 6.}

The distributed compiler does not make use of the fact that the remote file is accessible in a true random fashion. This could be interesting for applications like a distributed, file-based database (cf. Figure 5.11) where random access to some small parts of a large remote database file is desired without having to copy the whole file over the (possibly slow) interconnect. This example illustrates that iWARP might also qualify for low throughput environments (e.g. the Internet) due to its features beyond zero-copy performance improvement.

### 5.6 Related Work

### 5.7 Summary

Taking distributed compilation provided by distcc as an example, we have illuminated the various aspects that need to be considered when enabling a legacy application for iWARP/RDMA: buffer and Memory Region management, the asynchronous interface, one-sided versus two-sided operations and connection management. Based on that, we have discussed how distributed compilation can be accelerated with RDMA. Through the use of the one-sided RDMA operations, we
have demonstrated that iWARP can be attractive for enhancing legacy applications that are currently based on the synchronous socket interface even if they do not transfer large volumes of data.

5.8 Outlook

We have argued that distributed computing systems using an RNIC at the busy nodes and Softiwarpt together with conventional Ethernet NICs at the other nodes are performance- and cost-effective (in terms of network processing) for applications with different CPU load distributions—depending on the role of the node. Compared with plain TCP, the use of iWARP therefore allows busy core nodes with an RNIC to serve more edge nodes in parallel. In the following Chapter, we will illustrate and verify that claim at the example of distributing high-definition multimedia content in an on-demand fashion where a high service quality and good scalability are the main concerns.
Server-Efficient High-Definition Media Dissemination

Having illustrated the changes which are necessary to extend a socket-based application with iWARP capabilities, we now investigate a use case which focuses on the performance benefits of applying iWARP/RDMA with dedicated hardware. In this chapter, we present a method for serving a large volume of data to a (potentially large) number of clients in a way which is efficient for the server in terms of the number of clients it is able to provide the content to without taking a loss in the offered service quality. To do that, we leverage the zero-copy and OS bypassing techniques provided by RDMA-enabled NICs (RNICs). As we will see, dedicating one or several CPU cores to network processing is no longer a valid replacement for RNICs when it comes to high data rates.

6.1 Introduction

The way how the Internet is used has changed dramatically in the past few years. Today, about 23% of the world’s population are connected to the Internet—most of them through broadband access. This number as well as the bandwidth offered by the Internet service providers (ISPs) are increasing rapidly [intc]. As a consequence, web content is no longer static but has become dynamic and far richer.
Especially Video-on-Demand (VoD) services such as YouTube\(^1\), Amazon VoD\(^2\) or AOL Video\(^3\) are becoming more and more popular.

With the widespread availability of broadband connections, the quality of the media provided by VoD- as well as streaming services increases constantly. Even though today most videos are still encoded in standard definition (SD) with a rather low bit rate, large Internet service providers (ISPs) already foresee high-definition (HD) media to become the predominant format in the near future.

According to Comcast, the next step in the evolution of Internet content will not only be a shift from standard-definition towards high-definition media but also from broadcast towards unicast services \cite{Sax}. This trend towards unicast is attributed to the request for true on-demand content as opposed to streams which are simply broadcast in loops on different channels.

In the following discussion, we hence focus on the server-side impact of high-definition media content distribution over high-speed unicast channels. An increasing number of clients requesting media in HD which requires much higher bit rates poses a number of challenges for the server infrastructure.

### 6.1.1 Challenges

According to Plagemann et al. \cite{PGHA00}, high-definition video-on-demand (HD VoD) poses two orthogonal service requirements: a large data throughput to deliver the high-definition content in due time and a low latency as well as a high responsiveness from the servers to support convenient, interactive media control. Transmitting HD media over unicast channels to an increasing number of users renders meeting these requirements quite complex for two main reasons.

- First, the content servers must be able to sustain a higher aggregate data throughput than before (the bit rate of a HD video compressed with the popular H.264 codec \cite{WSBL03} is roughly 10x larger than that of its SD equivalent).

- Second, the clients expect convenient, interactive control over the content at all times (pause, skip or rewind as well as switching to another movie). This unpredictable behavior of each client makes it virtually impossible for the server to prefetch data efficiently and predict the aggregate service rate. The problem is even amplified when the media content is encoded with a variable bit rate (VBR).\(^4\)

\(^1\)http://www.youtube.com  
\(^2\)http://www.amazon.com/gp/video/ontv/start  
\(^3\)http://video.aol.com  
\(^4\)The technique of encoding in a variable bit rate is often found in practice because it allows for a reduction of the average bit rate and thus helps in saving some of the network bandwidth.
6.1. Problem Statement

Scalability in existing VoD systems is achieved simply by adding more servers and setting up load balancing mechanisms. While this is straightforward, it increases the running costs of the server infrastructure due to higher server and network maintenance costs, as well as larger power consumption and cooling demands. The problem we address in this chapter is how to improve the scalability of a single HD-video server (i.e., its ability to serve a larger number of clients) such that the demand of the HD VoD service on the server infrastructure is minimized. Such an improvement involves removing the overhead encountered in current systems. For this purpose, we propose a novel protocol based on iWARP/RDMA.

6.1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are three-fold.

- First, we show why traditional media dissemination mechanisms (i.e., RTP over UDP and HTTP over TCP) are inadequate for serving content at high bit rates by analyzing the performance and scalability of existing VoD solutions and identifying their bottlenecks through a number of experiments.

- Second, we present a novel media dissemination method for large bit rates based on dedicated iWARP/RDMA hardware implementing a zero-copy protocol stack. We then prove through extensive experiments that our method increases server-side scalability and removes most of the overhead caused by current approaches while offering efficient VCR-like media control. For that, we compare our solution with existing ones as well as with the kernel sendfile mechanism and a TCP-offload engine.

- Third, we outline an extension to our new protocol to support real-time live media streams.

6.1.4 Chapter Overview

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 highlights the iWARP/RDMA benefits in the context of HD media distribution and reviews two popular streaming transports. Section 6.3 compares UDP with TCP-based application protocols that enable VoD services and explains two TCP acceleration methods. Section 6.4 presents a novel iWARP/RDMA-based protocol for video-on-demand as well as streaming services and evaluates the proposed solution by comparing it to legacy systems. Section 6.5 summarizes the benefits and drawbacks. Section 6.6 lists related work before Section 6.7 finally summarizes this chapter.
6.2 Background

In this section, we briefly outline the iWARP/RDMA benefits with regard to HD media dissemination and review the two most popular streaming mechanisms used today.

6.2.1 RDMA Benefits

In bypassing the operating system and eliminating intermediate copying across buffers (thanks to the direct data placement feature), RDMA reduces the CPU cost of large data transfers as well as the end-to-end latency which is precisely what we need to minimize the server load in the VoD scenario.

Similar to the compiler presented in the last chapter, we will be able to benefit from the asynchronous nature of the communication API. As we will see in Section 6.4, we can have a number of outstanding one-sided RDMA Read Work Requests on the clients which allows us to:

- overlap shipping of the data with encoding or decoding of the media and
- fetch the required data from the server without interrupting its current task(s).

In this scenario, the Memory Region management is straightforward and does not cause any overhead other than a slightly delayed start of the playback. Furthermore, we do not need a connection manager or similar mechanism to handle the iWARP connections because the setup is static and the connections are (typically) long lasting. Offering HD VoD services thus seems to be a perfect match for RDMA.

RDMA over Wide Area Networks

Since iWARP makes RDMA available over Ethernet, we can use it to transfer HD media across any Ethernet-based network. Even though unlikely in the Internet of today (due to bandwidth constraints), it is conceivable for the future to attach an RDMA-enabled media content server directly to a 10 GbE wide area network (WAN) backbone serving its HD content to a (potentially large) number of clients. The application scenario for serving data over 10 GbE today would rather be a local area network (e.g., in a company). Since we use iWARP we can later on also deploy the setup on the Internet without any changes.

The clients do not need to be equipped with an RNIC because they do not receive that much data—the hotspot is the server. Therefore, in a realistic scenario, the clients would run Softiwarp on ordinary Ethernet NICs while the server should...
be equipped with an RNIC. Having a software RDMA solution is critical to the real-world applicability of our proposal for cost reasons.

6.2.2 Prevalent VoD Transports

We will now review two legacy protocol stacks which are currently used to disseminate media data in an on-demand fashion.

RTP over UDP

A common approach for transferring media streams over a network is to use the Unreliable Datagram Protocol (UDP) accompanied by the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [SCFJ03] which defines a standardized packet format for audio and video. In order to feed out-of-bound information back to the streaming source, the Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP) is added. Finally, the Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) provides control over the media to the user and completes the VoD setup over UDP.

Since RTP was designed with focus on streaming media and other real-time data, it seems like a good match for VoD. The motivation for using unreliable connectionless services such as UDP for video streaming is that media streams typically tolerate data loss better than delay and therefore the higher reliability of TCP is not needed. With UDP, unnecessary retransmissions of data (which is not needed anymore because it would arrive too late) are avoided. Therefore, missing parts of the streams are skipped rather than stopping the stream and waiting for the retransmissions which leads to a more pleasing viewing experience. Contrary to common wisdom, however, this method is not at all suited for disseminating media at high bit rates as we will see in Section 6.3.2.

HTTP over TCP

YouTube, for example, as one of the main sources of Internet media streams today, has chosen HTTP-based video dissemination. Even though HTTP is based on connection-oriented TCP and was not specifically designed to meet media-streaming requirements, the combination offers some important advantages:

Interoperability. HTTP assures good interoperability in the sense that no special software is needed. Any state-of-the-art web browser will do for receiving the stream.

Firewalls. HTTP port 80 is allowed on most firewalls whereas other ports (potentially used by RTP) are often blocked.

Server Efficiency. HTTP is able to outperform RTP in terms of server efficiency as we will demonstrate in Section 6.3.3.
Reliability. The TCP reliability feature can be desirable for highly compressed media where the loss of a key frame can cause severe playback disruption (given that the retransmission completes in time).

Media Control. The TCP flow control mechanism implicitly allows client-driven media control (see Figure 6.1). Not reading new data from the socket and thus delaying TCP window updates causes the sender to stall the stream. Seeking is done by simply sending an updated HTTP GET request with the desired new offset. There is no need for a set of companion protocols as in the case of RTP/UDP.

6.3 Assessment of Current Systems

Before looking at our iWARP/RDMA-based media dissemination mechanism, we evaluate current existing video dissemination solutions in practice through a series of experiments. We focus on solutions that use RTP and HTTP as their transport.

As defined by the problem statement, we strive for server-side scalability improvements. Our main criterion of media distribution efficiency is the maximum number of clients a single server is able to serve concurrently without service
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degradation such as frame losses or late frames.

6.3.1 Experimental Setup

We start the evaluation by describing the setup used throughout the experiments.

Service Parameters

The videos used for the experiments are encoded with the predominant codec for HD media (i.e., H.264). We first look at the influence of streaming at different bit rates resulting from the various resolutions (see Figure 6.2). We start with SD resolution (480p) at an average of 1 Mbps and go up to full HD (1080p) requiring 8.7 Mbps on average for our test movie. Next, we investigate the impact of the data access pattern by the clients. As we will see, it can make a difference if the clients watch the stream sequentially from the beginning to the end or if they perform random jumps across it.

We have also analyzed the influence of other service parameters, such as offering varying numbers of movies, movies of different lengths, or changing the client-side cache size. Compared with the bit rate and the access pattern, none of the other parameters had a significant impact on scalability and are therefore not discussed any further.

In order to avoid disk access overheads affecting the results, we have preloaded the complete test data set into the main memory at the source (i.e., the server). In reality, this imposes a limitation with respect to the amount of data a server is able to provide to its clients at any point in time. In our final discussion, we will point out two ways to address this issue. For now, we assume that the main memory of our server machines is large enough to hold the entire media data.

Distribution Network

We have examined the performance of the existing VoD solutions on a 10 Gb switched Ethernet fabric. Our test bed consists of an IBM BladeCenter containing six HS21 BladeServers. Each of them is equipped with a quad core Intel Xeon CPU (2.33 GHz), 8 GB of main memory and a Chelsio T3 RDMA-enabled 10 GbE NIC. The BladeServers are running a Fedora Linux 2.6.27 kernel with the OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution v1.4 [ofe] for iWARP support. One BladeServer acts as the server (media source) and the other five are connecting to it as clients (media sinks). Each client machine runs up to 200 client application instances concurrently to simulate a total of 1000 physical clients.
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Figure 6.2: Video resolutions ranging from 480x720 (SD, NTSC) to 1080x1920 (full HD). The visual real-estate is a factor 6 larger for full HD as compared to SD.

6.3.2 RTP-based Systems

In our first test, we explore the scalability of RTP over UDP for various bit rates with special focus on the high bit rates needed for HD media content. We have conducted the experiments with the two most prevalent media servers for Linux that offer VoD services using RTP: The open source VideoLAN Server [vid] and the Darwin Streaming Server [dss]. The following charts reflect the measurements from the VideoLAN software only because its performance is not significantly different from the Darwin Streaming Server.

We have conducted our first experiment on the setup described above with up to 300 clients.\(^5\) Figure 6.3(a) reflects the client’s viewing experience by the number of received frames. The stream features 24 frames per second. In order to get a smooth playback, all the frames must be received in time. As can be seen, the media encoded with the low bit rates required for SD media (i.e., 1 Mbps and 2.5 Mbps) are successfully received by all the 300 clients (and less). When moving towards the higher bit rates, however, the number of successfully serviced clients drops to 260 for 5.3 Mbps and 150 for 8.7 Mbps. As we are running on a 10 Gbps network, the observed service rates indicate that only about 15% of the available bandwidth is actually utilized. The erratic shape of the curves beyond

\(^5\)Up to 60 client application instances are running on each of the 5 client machines.
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(a) Successfully (in time) received frames. The number of clients which can (concurrently) receive the stream drops with an increasing bit rate.

(b) Scalability is limited by the CPU power. The maximum number of concurrent clients corresponds with maximum CPU utilization.

(c) RTP over UDP causes a lots of interrupts (especially at high bit rates) causing cache thrashing and inefficient CPU utilization.

Figure 6.3: RTP over UDP shows poor scalability on the high bit rates required for the (full) HD resolution.
the scalability limit (dashed parts of the plots) is caused by nondeterministic, non-reproducible behavior of the server and suggests severe service degradation.

Figure 6.3(b) reveals the reason for it: we are bound by the CPU(s)\(^6\) of the server. The moment where the CPUs reach maximum utilization corresponds quite precisely with the start of the observed service degradation. When investigating the reason for the high CPU load using `oprofile` [opr], we have found that most of the CPU cycles are spent in copying data and RTP packetizing.

Another effect of RTP-based high speed communication can be found in Figure 6.3(c). A large number of interrupts are thrown. This leads to numerous context switches and cache pollution which is undesirable [MB91]. Also here, the curves depend on the bit rate.

On one hand, RTP/UDP suffers severely when streaming at high data rates. On the other hand, we have found that RTP has the advantage of not being susceptible to non-linear data access patterns. Even with relatively high jump rates (i.e., a random jump by each client every 30 seconds), the number of serviceable clients remains the same (not shown). As we will see in the upcoming section, HTTP suffers a lot more in that respect.

We conclude that RTP over UDP is not well-suited for high bit rates as it is not able to make good use of the network resources at hand due to excessive CPU usage.

6.3.3 HTTP-based Systems

In the preceding section, we have shown that RTP/UDP does not manage to fully utilize the 10 GbE link because of the large data copying overhead when streaming at high bit rates. We now repeat the above experiment with the 8.7 Mbps data rate using HTTP/TCP and compare the result with our previous findings. Again, the key performance metric is how well the server scales in terms of the number of concurrent full HD streams it can provide. For our experiments, we have chosen the prevalent HTTP server by Apache [apa] with the multi-processing worker module\(^7\) which is needed to be able to stream to more than 150 clients in parallel as each data stream needs to be handled by its own thread. To obtain a fair comparison with RTP, we first use the plain kernel TCP stack without `sendfile` support and without TCP-offloading. Figure 6.4 shows the result compared to RTP over UDP.

As can be seen in Figure 6.4(a), the link can still not be saturated. We can only provide our service to 800 out of the 1000 clients—20% of the 10 GbE bandwidth are still unused.

However, as shown in Figure 6.4(b) the CPU limit (where all 4 CPUs are busy)

\(^6\)We denote full CPU utilization of the 4 cores as 400 % in the Figure.

\(^7\)http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/worker.html
(a) RTP/UDP can serve full HD content to up to 150 clients in parallel while HTTP/TCP can handle up to 800 clients.

(b) Also HTTP/TCP suffers from a high CPU utilization. Both mechanisms face an exponential load increase relative to the number of clients.

Figure 6.4: HTTP/TCP on Apache scales more than 5 times better than RTP/UDP on VideoLAN using the full HD bit rate (8.7 Mbps).
(a) The data on the hard disk drive (HDD) is first read into a user buffer through a temporary kernel buffer. Thereafter, it is sent out through the network interface card (NIC) by copying the data through yet another kernel buffer (the socket buffer).

(b) The data is fetched into user space by means of a `read()` operation before it is sent onto the network with a `write()` call.

Figure 6.5: Transmitting data residing on a hard disk drive through user space over the network requires a number of DMA- as well as CPU-driven copy operations and several context switches.

is reached much later with HTTP/TCP than with RTP/UDP. This is a result of the reduced packetizing overhead and the simpler connection management. Yet, the server CPU load increases exponentially (as in the case of RTP/UDP), indicating bad scalability properties when moving to even higher bandwidths (e.g., by inserting several 10 GbE network adapters into the server).

In order to reduce the server load we now apply the Linux `sendfile` mechanism and add a `TCP-offload engine` (TOE).

**Kernel Sendfile Support**

The high server side CPU load observed in the HTTP/TCP test is primarily due to massive data copying on the data source (server). Figure 6.5 illustrates the process followed to send data stored on a hard drive by using the normal `read()`/`write()` combination: The data is first read from disk through a temporary kernel buffer into a user buffer; then it is written back into another kernel buffer and finally copied to the network interface card (NIC) (cf. Figure 6.5(a)). Overall, the process is expensive because it involves 2 DMA copies, 2 CPU copies and several context switches (Figure 6.5(b)).

Since version 2.2, the Linux kernel offers the `sendfile` system call. In contrast to `read()`/`write()`, it allows the data to be sent directly from the temporary kernel buffer onto the network without going through user space. If the utilized NIC is equipped with a real DMA engine (as is the case for our Chelsio T3 adapter), the
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(a) The detour through user space as well as the CPU-driven copy operations are avoided. The socket buffer is populated with pointers for transmitting the data residing in the kernel buffer.

(b) The data transmission using sendfile() requires only one system call.

Figure 6.6: The sendfile() mechanism is more efficient than the read()/write() sequence as it passes the data from the storage medium to the network card entirely in kernel space and without CPU-driven copy operations.

CPU copies are avoided altogether. Furthermore, the numbers of context switches and necessary system calls are reduced. Figure 6.6 illustrates the process.

The advantage of sendfile is that it does not require changes in the software or application protocols used. Furthermore, since it is based on files, a massive storage cluster (e.g., RAID) can be used to store all the content, and it is still possible to do zero-copy data transmission on the server side.

In order to see the impact of the sendfile copy avoidance mechanism on the scalability, we have reconfigured our Apache web server to apply this mechanism and re-ran the above VoD experiment. Figure 6.7 shows the outcome: The number of clients the server can handle is now limited by the link capacity while inducing only 70% CPU load on one core for serving all the 1000 clients (denoted as HTTP/sendfile in the figure).

Even though, sendfile offers a great performance benefit over the classical read()/write() approach, it has also some weaknesses. First of all, the sendfile mechanism can only be applied at the sending side. While this not a problem in our one-to-many communication scenario, it is a drawback for high throughput data exchange on a single link as the receiving side faces a higher overhead in traditional communication systems (e.g., TCP/IP). Second, sendfile—as the name suggests—can only transfer files from the file system onto the NIC. There is no support for direct memory access to user level buffers and the like. Last, the interrupt rate is still high causing cache pollution.
(a) By using either a TCP-offload engine (TOE) or the kernel sendfile mechanism, all 1000 clients can be served and the link becomes the limiting factor.

(b) Both, the TOE as well as the sendfile mechanism bring down the server CPU load significantly (sendfile does a better job because it eliminates the intermediate data copies on the sender). The best performance is achieved if both mechanisms are combined.

Figure 6.7: By combining the kernel sendfile mechanism with a TCP-offload engine, the server-side CPU load can be reduced significantly causing the network bandwidth to become the bottleneck.
Offloading the TCP/IP Stack

In addition to the sendfile mechanism, we can offload the TCP/IP stack processing from the OS kernel onto dedicated hardware—a so-called TCP-offload engine (TOE).

As mentioned in Chapter 2, TOE’s were an early attempt to reduce the communication overhead of the TCP/IP stack. Figure 6.7(b) shows why they were not that successful (denoted as HTTP/TOE): even though a TOE runs on expensive, dedicated hardware, it consumes more CPU cycles than the sendfile approach—which does not require special hardware—because it is not able to eliminate the intermediate data copy steps. While the TOE approach is able to serve the full HD stream to all the clients, it still requires 155% CPU load (more than twice as much as sendfile).

However, combining sendfile together with the TOE results in a CPU load reduction by half as compared to sendfile alone. Yet, the induced load still linearly increases with the number of clients (denoted as HTTP/sendfile+TOE).

We conclude that HTTP over TCP is able to saturate the 10 GbE link with moderate CPU load—which is linearly increasing with the number of clients—if the kernel sendfile mechanism together with a TCP-offload engine are used. Without these TCP enhancements, the CPU load increases exponentially. HTTP is then not much better than RTP/UDP in terms of server side scalability.

Clients Interacting with the Stream

So far, we have only considered passive clients that, once the stream has started, do not issue any further control commands. As we have to provide VCR-like control over the stream to be true on-demand, we need to investigate the implications of client control commands on the server. Pausing and resuming was illustrated in Figure 6.1. In a real-world scenario, this operation does not cause much load on the server. Seeking and jumping, on the other hand, does as users typically issue these commands with a much higher frequency.

In this section, we look at the impact of the clients performing random jumps within the media at given intervals. We have each client perform a jump to a random position within the stream every 30 or 60 seconds\(^8\) and compare the CPU load with clients performing no jumps at all. Figure 6.8 depicts the result for plain TCP (Figure 6.8(a)) as well as for sendfile-enhanced data dissemination (Figure 6.8(b)).

In the case of plain TCP, the server is no longer able to serve 800 clients but only 600 or 450 when the clients jump every 60 or 30 seconds, respectively. The sendfile-enhanced server shows a similar behavior. In order to serve 1000 clients,

---

\(^8\)The clients are not synchronized—they do not all jump at the same time.
the software now induces 170 % or 230 % CPU load for the 60 or 30 seconds jump intervals, respectively.

In summary, we state that the more the users interact with the stream, the more load is induced on the server machine. In the next section, we will present our iWARP/RDMA approach and discuss it in comparison with RTP/UDP and HTTP/TCP.

6.4 Improving Performance with iWARP

While the aforementioned sendfile and TOE mechanisms significantly improve server performance, an iWARP/RDMA-based approach potentially eliminates all server CPU involvement during video data dissemination. This section proposes a VoD network protocol based on iWARP, evaluates the performance of an actual implementation of the proposed protocol and discusses the benefits of the RDMA semantics for VoD systems.

6.4.1 iWARP/RDMA-based VoD Protocol

The purpose of our protocol is to reduce the server load to the minimum while fulfilling the client-side VoD requirements in terms of bandwidth and media access semantics (i.e., a bandwidth large enough to transport the high bit rate required for full HD and a low latency for interactive stream control).

RDMA Connection Management

The proposed communication protocol, depicted in Figure 6.9, starts with the clients opening an iWARP connection to the server. The connection setup allows a small amount of private data to be attached to both, the connection request and the connection response message. The clients use the private data of the connection request to select the movie, whereas the server attaches a buffer descriptor of the requested movie to its connection response. The buffer descriptor is a triplet consisting of the starting address of the buffer holding the movie, the length in bytes and a steering tag (STag) which uniquely identifies the RDMA source Memory Region. After the connection establishment phase, the clients have all the information needed to fetch the movie using the RDMA Read operations. In contrast to the compiler case presented in the previous chapter, we do not need a connection manager since the connections are expected to be long lasting and the initial setup cost is amortized over the playback interval.
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(a) HTTP using `read()/write()`. The CPU load reaches its maximum earlier if the clients do random jumps through the media stream. A true video-on-demand solution must offer this kind of control functionality and should not be negatively affected by it.

(b) HTTP using `sendfile`. Also in this case, the CPU load increases significantly (i.e., a factor 3 in the 30 sec case) when the clients perform random jumps.

Figure 6.8: Having the clients perform random jumps rather than consuming the media stream in sequence adds a significant load to the server in the HTTP-based solutions. Even the `sendfile` is not able to avoid this overhead.
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Transferring the Payload

Semantically, we are given the choice between RDMA Read, RDMA Write and Send/Receive to implement the actual media data transfers. From a protocol perspective, the key difference between a streaming service and video-on-demand is that the former is push-based while the latter is pull-based. Therefore, having the clients issue RDMA Read operations is the most natural way of implementing the data exchange for VoD. As this operation is one-sided, it enables a completely client-driven protocol offering efficient VCR-like media control at minimum server load. Figure 6.9 illustrates our simple VoD protocol. We will discuss later in this chapter (Section 6.4.4) that RDMA Read in combination with Send/Receive operations are also well-suited for implementing push-based live-stream data dissemination.

As we have seen in Chapter 3, RDMA operations perform best—low CPU load while being able to provide the maximum throughput—for data transfers larger than a certain minimum size. This minimum data transfer size in our setup was found to be 8 KB. We thus always request at least 8 KB from the server in our VoD extension.

Since the entire movie is statically available in the buffer advertised by the server, the clients simply need to issue continuous RDMA Read operations from different source offsets in order to get the data required for playback. This protocol...
is a good example to demonstrate the benefit of the one-sided operations: once
the client has the remote memory information, the server CPUs are not involved
in the data dissemination anymore as there are no synchronization points in the
protocol apart from the connection setup and teardown.
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Integrating the iWARP Protocol into Existing VoD Systems

Due to the client-driven protocol, the server implementation is simple. We have
thus designed it from scratch as a stand-alone application.

On the client side, we suggest two ways of integrating the iWARP communi-
cation:

- either by implementing a client-local proxy which translates the RDMA com-
munication into HTTP or RTP or
- by extending the client implementation with RDMA code.

The proxy has the advantage, that any media playback software (which under-
stands HTTP or RTP) can be used unmodified. The minor drawback is that the
proxy requires the data to be copied. However, this is just a minor issue because
the data rates at the clients are low.

For the evaluation presented next, however, we have extended the VideoLAN
client with RDMA capabilities to minimize the number of components involved
and to get an upper bound for the scalability.

6.4.2 Protocol Performance Evaluation

In this section, we analyze the performance of our iWARP-based system in terms
of server overhead and scalability.

Figure 6.10 shows the results of our protocol compared with plain HTTP
(denoted as HTTP/read-write) and HTTP with sendfile support (denoted as
HTTP/sendfile) offering full HD content. We have limited the experiment to 1000
clients, as this is enough to fill the 10 GbE link. Figure 6.10(a) indicates that our
solution is capable of serving the required data to all clients in time by saturating
the link. Figure 6.10(b) reflects the server’s CPU load. During data transfer, plain
HTTP induces an exponential load and HTTP with sendfile a linear load. Our
RDMA protocol, in contrast, induces no load at all, indicating good scalability.
Independent of the local CPU performance, the RNIC itself is able to saturate the
link by processing the RDMA Read Requests in hardware. In addition to avoid-
ing data being copied, using an RDMA protocol with an RNIC completely avoids
interrupts from the NIC since the CPU is not involved in protocol processing (see
(a) In terms of scalability, iWARP is just as good as sendfile. The link is the bottleneck: the clients get all data without playback disruption.

(b) HTTP shows a CPU load increase linear to the number of clients while iWARP incurs a constant, negligible overhead only.

(c) The sendfile-enhanced HTTP solution does not reduce the context switch rate compared to classical read()/write() data transfers. iWARP, on the other hand, does not cause any interrupts as the RNIC handles all data transfer requests autonomously.

Figure 6.10: Our proposed iWARP solution scales up to the link capacity without inducing an overhead in terms of CPU load or interrupts.
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Figure 6.11: Random jumps every 30 seconds on full HD content. VCR-like media control such as jumping to a different position of the media does not cause any overhead when using iWARP. HTTP, however, suffers with increasing client interaction.

Figure 6.10(c)). This is highly desirable as it reduces the context switching rate significantly and therefore leads to a lower cache pollution.

Also, the server does not suffer from the clients exercising their media control features. Figure 6.11 depicts the impact of all clients performing random jumps within the media stream every 30 seconds. While the HTTP-based systems incur a much higher CPU load, the iWARP solution does not suffer at all thanks to the RNIC.

This could not be achieved to the same extent with a software-based iWARP stack running on the server as it is based on the kernel TCP implementation and would thus suffer in a similar way as the HTTP systems. At the client side, however, the data rate is low and it makes perfect sense to apply Softiwarp there.

6.4.3 In-Band VCR-like Media Control

Our fully client-driven video streaming protocol is a server-efficient way of providing VCR-like media control without requiring explicit feedback- or control messages. All efforts to control the data flows are performed at the client side, thus freeing the server from almost all application protocol processing. This is reflected in Figures 6.10(a) and Figures 6.10(b): The CPU load induced on the server is negligible while all clients receive their requested data in time. The simple protocol thus provides a number of advantages:

- Each client is free to autonomously read any amount from any position within the advertised buffer whenever new data for playback is needed. If several movies are available on a server, a client can watch any of them by simply switching to another buffer.
The server does not need to keep track of which client is watching which movie—our server is \textit{stateless} while disseminating data.

- An expensive stream control protocol with feedback loop as well as synchronization or packetizing overhead (as in RTP) are avoided altogether, thereby reducing not only the server load but also the overhead on the network itself.

- The server-side overhead is minimal (cf. Figure 6.10(b)) because the RNIC hardware takes care of the data transfer. It processes the inbound \textit{RDMA Read Requests} and sends back the requested data through corresponding \textit{RDMA Read Response} messages without requiring operating system intervention. The CPU of the server is only needed for connection establishment and tear down.

- In contrast to the \textit{sendfile} approach, copies are avoided not only on the server but also on the clients. This feature is particularly interesting as it allows us to extend our protocol to support even real-time streams.

### 6.4.4 Live Streaming as a Special Case of VoD

Besides VoD, the other popular media dissemination scenario is live streaming. There, the video content is not prerecorded but generated in real time, for example by a video camera that continuously writes its output to local memory. The key difference is that in a VoD environment the client is free to choose when to fetch the next part of the video since it does not change on the server. Live streaming, on the other hand, is driven by the media source at the server, and the media buffer is continuously overwritten. In that context, a high server-side CPU availability is desirable since the data typically needs to be processed (e.g., encoding/compression) before it is transmitted over the network. The \textit{sendfile} approach cannot directly be applied to this scenario as the data would have to be written to a file first. With our iWARP-based VoD protocol on the other hand, we can provide an efficient zero-copy solution for live streams.

For such an extension of the protocol, we look at live streaming as a special case of VoD where the user does not interact with the stream apart from starting and stopping it. The server’s video data production must now be synchronized with client data consumption (\textit{RDMA Read}): The server may do that by sending periodic notification messages through \textit{Send/Receive} operations. Not sending the data itself but updates about data availability has a number of advantages from a server perspective. As these notifications are sent to all clients, each client can choose the stream it currently wants to receive without inducing any coordination or tracking overhead at the server. A push-based scheme, on the other hand, would require the server to keep track of which client is receiving which streams.
and transmit the payload data accordingly. The amount of link bandwidth wasted is also small as the size of the notification messages is negligible compared to the payload of the stream.

6.5 Discussion

A VoD server offering HD media based on RTP suffers from a high interrupt- and context switching rate as well as a CPU overhead which is exponential to the number of clients served. By using HTTP instead, the overhead can be reduced significantly (see Figure 6.12). Applying the sendfile mechanism to HTTP brings the CPU load down to a linear increase with the number of clients, which is efficient enough to saturate the 10 GbE link as long as the NIC is equipped with a true DMA engine. With our iWARP-based protocol, we can reduce the context switching overhead again by an order of magnitude compared with HTTP and bring the CPU load down to a small constant.

Furthermore, to allow a parallel serving of all clients, HTTP requires each stream to be processed by a separate thread. This results in a potential waste of system resources and necessitates an increased number of context switches. In contrast, when using RDMA, a single thread is sufficient as the connection multiplexing is performed by the RNIC.

Our iWARP-based VoD solution using an RNIC is able to significantly reduce the interrupt- and the context switching rate not only on the server but also on the client. This is highly desirable as it leads to a much lower cache pollution, thus improving local application processing performance. Furthermore, a fully offloaded RDMA stack eliminates the copy overhead on both sides, which is important when
streaming data at even higher rates (e.g., at several Gbps per client).

The drawback of the RDMA solution is that the server must be equipped with an RNIC. In addition to that, also the clients must have RDMA stack support—but here Softiwap may be sufficient. As the RDMA semantic is different from the common socket API, major application adaptations are needed. Furthermore, the physical memory is the limiting factor for the total size of the data to be transmitted. However, this limitation can be circumvented by applying local buffer replacement strategies (e.g., a local pyramid broadcast [VI96]) or by attaching the server to a RamSan system [ram], which offers up to several hundred gigabytes of DDR memory accessible through RDMA.

An important advantage of using RDMA is the possibility to combine client-server control type interaction with the data transfer operation itself. By issuing RDMA Reads at appropriate offsets, the client is able to seek through the data set without frequent tear down and re-establishment of the data channel. The server application is not even involved when the client changes the movie playback position. Using a socket-based approach, each seek would close the current TCP stream on both sides and re-open the media with the new offset. Another strong server scalability advantage of the RDMA approach is the complete avoidance of a dedicated control channel between the server and each client, which is otherwise typically implemented by just another peer-to-peer socket connection.

### 6.6 Related Work

Already in the early 90s, Fall and Pasquale suggested solutions to shortcut data paths within the operating system [FP93]. They proposed splice, a new UNIX system call, which allows moving data between two file descriptors while avoiding copies between kernel- and user address space. Using splice helps to reduce CPU load as well as the number of context switches and is closely related to the sendfile optimization we have analyzed. The same authors showed the applicability of the splice system call to continuous-media playback over UDP transport [FP94]. As we have seen, UDP used to be a valid choice for media transmissions at low data rates, but it has to be reconsidered when moving to the high bit rates required by full HD media content.

Another copy avoidance solution for on-demand media servers is presented by Halvorsen et al. [HJS+02]. A shared Memory Region is used between the hard drive where the media data reside and the network interface in order to create a specialized zero-copy data path from the storage medium to the communication system. This shared buffer is created at stream setup time and remains statically allocated throughout the transmission. The proposed zero-copy mechanism only assures that the data is not copied until it is handed over to the network.
6.7. SUMMARY

We have analyzed and shown by experiment why server-side copy avoidance together with a client-driven protocol are key to achieving good scalability when offering HD media content from a single server to a large number of clients. By proposing an iWARP-based application protocol, we have shown how an efficient VRC-like media control can be implemented for video-on-demand as well as real-time streaming services and demonstrated its significant performance improvements. Finally we have highlighted its advantages and trade-offs compared to the
sendfile zero-copy mechanism offered by the Linux kernel as well as TCP offload engines implemented in hardware.

6.8 Outlook

Having demonstrated the potential of iWARP/RDMA on the example of providing data at a high aggregate rate from a single server machine to large number of clients (1-to-many scenario), the next chapter will focus on a different topology where we have a peer-to-peer like setup with high data rates between any two communicating nodes. We will also switch the application domain again and present an example of how iWARP/RDMA can be leveraged to accelerate distributed database processing.
The last application domain in this thesis for which we are going to assess the benefit of using iWARP/RDMA is distributed databases. With regard to the previous two chapters, the world of databases has quite different characteristics which provide further insight and understanding of the value added by iWARP/RDMA. The particular database architecture which we are going to present in this chapter is no longer based on client/server communication but follows the peer-to-peer principle where each communicating host is facing a roughly equal work load. As we are continuously pumping a large volume of data through the peer-to-peer overlay, we see the benefit no only with regard to CPU utilization but also in terms of a reduced memory bus contention. Last but not least, this chapter hints at the potential of applying iWARP/RDMA to cloud-style communication environments.

7.1 Introduction

With great distributed compute power at everyone’s fingertips, either in terms of real hardware or provided by a cloud infrastructure, user expectations have grown high. Even complex ad-hoc queries on the data are expected to be answered in interactive time by automatically and optimally utilizing the power of the resources
In this work, we look at a particular part of the challenge to meet these expectations. We apply iWARP/RDMA with its high-speed characteristics to process database queries entirely in distributed main memory in order to reach throughput rates that are beyond what commodity disks or conventional networks can provide.

Unlike in most previous distributed DB architectures, network communication is no longer to be avoided at all cost as data transfers have become significantly more efficient—in terms of latency and throughput—and do no longer induce much overhead on the hosts. Therefore, rather than trying to avoid communication at all cost, we leverage the available bandwidth.

Thanks to the efficient, hardware accelerated network communication offered by the RNICs, fundamentally new distributed database architectures can be considered. We study the opportunities offered from the perspective of the core database algorithms using a simple topological network structure: we propose the Data Roundabout, a ring-shaped network consisting of several machines. Each of them stores a portion of the complete data set in main memory and continuously lets it circulate around the ring.

The broader context of our work is the Data Cyclotron project, a joint effort between CWI Amsterdam and ETH Zurich to explore non-traditional architectures to cope with the ever-increasing requirements from large-scale business intelligence and eScience applications. Given the availability of RDMA, our approach is to re-think distributed database processing and consider the network as our friend, not as an enemy to be evaded at all cost.

7.1.1 State of the Art

The technology behind most distributed database systems today dates back to early prototypes in which the underlying assumptions and the approaches taken are largely a consequence of the network environments at that time. Most importantly, in the early days network communication was fairly slow (3 Mb/s were considered a “high-speed” network) and thus treated as a major cost factor in distributed query processing, if not the only one considered at all [BGW+81]. In a distributed setting, the primary goal of join processing techniques, was to avoid network communication, often at the expense of additional CPU work [BC81, ML86].

Another consequence of the slow networks from back then is the generic architecture that has become pervasive in distributed query processing: all data is partitioned over available network hosts (often only few of them) and remains there mostly static. A notable exception are the scalable distributed data structures [LNS96], which adapt to the arrival of data. Queries, by contrast, are shipped between hosts during query processing, usually along with state information or intermediate query results. This processing model is a good fit for classical work-
loads, where most queries are known in advance (the data can be partitioned accordingly) and involve only few, simple join predicates.

Today, roughly three decades later, the hardware landscape and application demands have changed significantly. Even commodity networks provide extremely high throughput and low latency and, thanks to hardware acceleration, incur only negligible communication cost. Real-time data mining or business intelligence applications have shifted the challenges in distributed large-volume data processing towards complex queries \cite{DDF+09} and reflect an increasing importance of ad-hoc queries. Particularly the former class of queries often depends on functionality beyond foreign-key lookups, such as band or similarity joins.

Another shift is driven by economic forces. In the spirit of *cloud computing*, large installations of commodity off-the-shelf systems are becoming preferred over few high-performance machines. Cost effectiveness, fault tolerance, and scalability are achieved by adding and removing machines on-demand. Cloud-style operational models no longer require the dedication of machines for keeping specific data or performing specific tasks. Instead, they strive for trivial replacement, addition, or removal of network hosts as well as a low overall system complexity.

### 7.1.2 Problem Statement

The aim of the *Data Roundabout* architecture is to provide such cloud-style behavior for distributed database query processing. In particular, we strive for a fully decentralized design featuring

- a low management overhead,
- good scalability and
- an effective resource utilization.

The ultimate goal is to create a flexible, self-managing system which offers low query response times even for complex ad-hoc queries.

The *Data Roundabout* architecture is not limited to a specific query type. We nevertheless restrict the discussion presented in this chapter to processing join operations with special focus on data sets which are too large to fit into the main memory of a single machine and thus either have to be stored on slower secondary storage or distributed among a number of interconnected nodes forming a network.

### 7.1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this chapter are two-fold:
First, we present the Data Roundabout—a novel distributed database architecture based on iWARP/RDMA—that is able to exploit the computing resources at hand offering good performance and scalability characteristics. We review the design and implementation with the RDMA limitations, discussed in Chapter 4, in mind. A thorough performance evaluation of the Data Roundabout is provided.

Second, we add a number of join algorithms on top of the Data Roundabout to assess the benefit for database query processing. Any traditional (single-host) join algorithm can be run in our distributed setup, relying on the fast interconnects to transfer the data. In another in-depth evaluation, we analyze and illustrate the implications of the Data Roundabout based join execution depending on the problem type and compare it with local join algorithms. Also, we assess the iWARP/RDMA benefit by contrasting it with plain TCP/IP.

7.1.4 Chapter Overview

This chapter is organized as follows. In the upcoming section, we provide some background on how large joins are processed in conventional setups and list aspects which make RDMA interesting for distributed database processing. Section 7.3 then introduces and evaluates our Data Roundabout transport before we add a real database operation (the join) to it in Section 7.4. The benefits with respect to distributed join processing on the Data Roundabout are then assessed in Sections 7.5 and 7.6. Section 7.7 provides a look into the neighborhood and Section 7.8 concludes the chapter.

7.2 Background

This section provides background information on distributed join processing which motivates our Data Roundabout design presented later in the chapter. We also reason about how RDMA can be beneficial in the distributed database context.

7.2.1 Processing Large Joins in Distributed Main Memory

As mentioned in the introduction, we look at the problem of calculating the join result $R \bowtie S$ for the input relations $R$ and $S$ with focus on the particular case where the relations $R$ and $S$ are too large to fit into the main memory of a single machine but are small enough be kept in some form of distributed main memory spread across a number of machines. So instead of storing the relations on the (slow) local
hard disk(s), we split them into roughly equally sized chunks and distribute those among a cluster of machines\(^1\) connected through an iWARP/RDMA network.

Before going into the details of the Data Roundabout architecture, we motivate our design by illustrating how a large join operation can be executed in traditional systems.

**Small Joins on a Single Machine**

Let us start the discussion with the assumption that all input data fit into the memory of a single machine in order to get a point of reference for the distributed solution discussed subsequently.

Leaving pre-processing costs (e.g., hashing or sorting) aside, the time to perform a hash or merge join \(R \bowtie S\) on a single machine can be as small as

\[
(|R| + |S|) \cdot \text{in-memory join throughput}
\]

where \(|R|\) and \(|S|\) denote the sizes\(^2\) of \(R\) and \(S\), respectively. In practice, the in-memory join throughput often gets close to the physical bandwidth of the underlying host memory bus.

Here and in the following, we disregard the costs for the materialization of the result. Independent of the join processing technique, it would amount to \(|R \bowtie S| \cdot \text{bandwidth of main memory}\). In order to validate the output of our algorithms while maximizing the amount of available memory for holding the input relations, we only count the tuples matching the join predicate.

**Large Joins on a Single Machine**

When the input relations are larger than the available main memory, any single-host algorithm has to resort to secondary storage as temporary buffer (typically a hard disk drive). Chances are that the best way of processing the join is then to use a block nested loops join. It reads in turn (sufficiently large) chunks of each relation into main memory for performing the join until the whole data set has been processed (see Algorithm 7.1):

The available amount of main memory determines the chunk size for the input relations. This means that for a given buffer size \(M_S\) which holds a chunk \(S_i \in S\), we will perform \(n = \lceil |S|/M_S \rceil\) iterations of the outer loop. For every iteration of the outer loop (i.e., \(n\) times), we read the whole relation \(R\) into memory to execute the inner loop (the actual join) on the current chunk \(S_i\). This results in a disk

---

\(^1\) In the following discussion, the terms machine, host and node are used interchangeably.

\(^2\) The size is either the number of tuples within the relation or the physical size in bytes of the relation.
Algorithm 7.1: Block Nested Loops Join

```plaintext
in : relations R and S (both residing on disk)  
out: R ⋊ S

1 foreach block S_i ∈ S do  
   2 read S_i from disk ;  
   3 foreach block R_j ∈ R do  
      4 read R_j from disk ;  
      5 compute R_j ⋊ S_i in memory ;
```

I/O cost of \((n \cdot |R| + |S|)\).\(^3\) Since \(n\) is proportional to \(|S|\), the total disk I/O cost incurred to evaluate \(R \bowtie S\) is roughly proportional to

\[(|R| \cdot |S|) \cdot \text{disk throughput}.
\]

Compared to the I/O cost for small joins we now face the product of the relation sizes instead of the sum. Furthermore, the \textit{disk throughput} is significantly lower than the \textit{memory bus bandwidth}. Being forced to use the disk as intermediate buffer is thus \textit{highly undesirable}.

**Large Joins on Multiple Machines**

One way of reducing the disk I/O is to parallelize the outer loop of Algorithm 7.1 across multiple hosts. With \(n\) hosts available, we need to run only one outer loop iteration on each host and thus leverage the total available main memory. To this end, we have to provide each host \(H_i\) with its respective piece \(S_i\) of the input relation \(S\) and with the \textit{entire} relation \(R\).\(^4\) The necessary network transfers are illustrated in Figure 7.1. Each host receives its share of \(S\) plus the full content of \(R\) in order to calculate its sub-result \(R \bowtie S_i\). Note that since we compute the join in a distributed way now, the join result \(R \bowtie S\) ends up as a fragmented relation, distributed over all nodes.

With this approach, we trade the network load for less disk I/O since network I/O is significantly cheaper than disk I/O these days.\(^5\) The total I/O cost that the sender \(H_s\) has to bear in this approach is

\[(n \cdot |R| + |S|) \cdot \text{network throughput}.
\]

\(^3\)\(R\) and \(S\) are assumed to be residing on secondary storage already and we do not account for that extra I/O cost to initially write them to disk.

\(^4\)We assume that this is done from some host \(H_s\) which acts as the data source. The algorithm could also trivially be adapted to fetch the source data from one of the processing hosts \(H_i\).

\(^5\)While a typical value for disk bandwidth is \(\approx 100\) MB/s (or a multiple in RAID configurations), modern interconnects can provide 1.25 GB/s (10 Gb Ethernet) and beyond.
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Figure 7.1: Distributed block nested loops join. The data source $H_s$ sends to each host $H_i$ the respective chunk $S_i$ of $S$ as well as the full relation $R$.

Figure 7.2: Chaining all processing hosts $H_i$ decreases the network bottleneck at the data source and leverages the available inter-host bandwidth.

The benefit of this approach compared to the previous one (residing to secondary storage) is two-fold. First, we are bound by the (fast) network throughput rather than by the (slower) disk throughput. Second, the join processing is parallelized across all machines. We will see the practical effects of this in the evaluation presented later in this chapter.

Unfortunately, transmitting the inner join relation $R$ multiple times can cause a serious bottleneck at host $H_s$. In the following section, we present a first optimization to address this issue.

A Smarter Way to Parallelize

We can decrease the bottleneck at the data source by taking advantage of the available network bandwidth between the processing hosts $H_i$. We can do this by chaining all $H_i$ together as illustrated in Figure 7.2.

In this configuration, $H_s$ sends the chunks $S_i \in S$ to each respective host as before. The relation $R$, however, is now also split into chunks $R_j \in R$ and sent only to the first processing host $H_1$. There, we evaluate the local fragment of the join $R \bowtie S_1$ by calculating $R_j \bowtie S_1$ for all $R_j \in R$, and forward the chunks $R_j$ to the next processing host $H_2$ using the network link $H_1 \rightarrow H_2$, and so forth. $R$ is split into chunks $R_j$ for two reasons. First, because the whole relation might be too large to fit into the main memory of a single machine and second, for leveraging
the pipeline. The subsequent hosts in the chain cannot start the processing until they receive some part of $R$. Thus the join execution can only run in parallel when all the machines involved have their $S_i$ plus some $R_j$ ready to be joined. Hence, each node $H_i$ ($i < n$) now executes Algorithm 7.2 ($H_n$ simply drops all pieces $R_j$ after processing).

**Algorithm 7.2: Smarter Distributed Join**

```
in : relations $R$ and $S_i$ (where $R$ is received in chunks $R_j$)
out: $R \bowtie S_i$ ($R \bowtie S$ is available distributed across all hosts)

1 receive $S_i$ from $H_s$ ;
2 foreach block $R_j$ received either from $H_s$ or $H_{i-1}$ do 
3 compute $R_j \bowtie S_i$ in memory ;
4 forward $R_j$ to host $H_{i+1}$ ;
```

The total network traffic on $H_s$ (which still remains the bottleneck in terms of network I/O volume) is now reduced to

$$(|R| + |S|) \cdot \text{network throughput}.$$  

The Algorithm 7.2 has another advantages (besides the I/O load reduction of the source) compared to the data distribution model depicted in Figure 7.1: the join execution can be better parallelized thanks to the pipelined data distribution of the individual chunks $R_j$ as there is no contention on a single link.

Yet, there is a small penalty that we might have to pay: to reach the last node in the chain ($H_n$), the chunks of $R_j \in R$ now have to be propagated across all $n-1$ hosts sitting in front of $H_n$. However, it depends on the implementation details whether the penalty is actually observable or not because also in the approach discussed in the previous section, we have to serve each host $H_i$ (including $H_n$) with data. The lowest propagation delay is achieved by swapping lines 3 and 4 in Algorithm 7.2. As we will discuss in the next section, iWARP/RDMA allows us to overlap the join processing (line 3) with the data propagation logic (line 4) and thus can hide the communication delay in certain cases [BBC+03].

In Section 7.3, we describe how our Data Roundabout approach pushes this parallelization effort even further to support entire query plans to be executed in a distributed fashion. Before that, we cast some light on the potential benefits of iWARP/RDMA with respect to distributed databases.
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7.2.2 RDMA Benefits for Distributed Databases

Application Requirements

In the context outlined above, we face requirements that are different from the ones discussed in the previous chapter on media dissemination. The most apparent one is that the distributed DB application domain is not as sensitive to jitter and delay as is media streaming. Therefore, we consider a network topology which is not client/server (or master/slave) based but follows the peer-to-peer principle. Furthermore, all hosts \( H_i \) (think clients in Chapter 6) here need to receive almost the same data. In the distributed join processing approach illustrated in the previous sections, each host \( H_i \) requires its individual share \( S_i \) plus the (much larger) common relation \( R \) whereas the clients in the video-on-demand application can be at arbitrary playback positions within the stream and thus require different data sets.

Efficiently Shipping Large Data Volumes over the Network

Both application scenarios (databases and streaming) involve large amounts of data to be transferred between communication partners. In the database scenario, the data volume of each transfer can be in the order of the size of the available host memory—if the data set was smaller, we would execute the database operations on a single host. We have illustrated that resorting to secondary storage is less attractive than distributing the data across a number of hosts which are connected to a high-throughput network. The iWARP/RDMA infrastructure at hand offers 10 Gbps which is faster than commodity disk throughput.

For the motivation of this work, it is important to realize that the zero-copy and direct data placement techniques offered by iWARP/RDMA allow us to ship these large data volumes efficiently (in terms of host involvement). We would like to recall the rule of thumb here where 1 Gbps of data throughput requires about 1 GHz of CPU power when using conventional TCP/IP communication. The RDMA benefit compared to TCP/IP will be assessed in the upcoming Section 7.6.

The second benefit of RDMA besides CPU cost savings is that it also significantly reduces the memory bus load as the data is directly transferred to/from its location in main memory using intra-host DMA. Therefore, the data crosses the memory bus only once per transfer. Conventional, socket-based communication may lead to noticeable contention on the memory bus under high network I/O. Adding additional CPU cores to the system is thus not a replacement for RDMA. While this was not critical in the systems presented in the previous chapters, it is vital for the Data Roundabout as we will see in the evaluation.

For these two reasons, the Data Roundabout does largely depend on the availability of RNICs because we run in a peer-to-peer setup where we expect a roughly
equal work load on each host in the ring. *Softiwap* is hence not an option here. Thanks to the RNICs, the overhead on the CPU(s) as well as on the memory bus is thus significantly reduced\(^6\) and we have most of the local resources still available for database operation execution even in the case where we utilize the network heavily.

**Hiding the Data Transfers by Overlapping them with Computation**

The join processing on each host is performed on subsets of the initial relations (i.e., \(\forall j \in \{1..n\} \text{ execute } R_j \bowtie S_i\)) in order to produce the sub-result \(R \bowtie S_i\). As mentioned, Algorithm 7.2 allows the overlapping of steps 3 and 4 when RDMA is used as the underlying transport. For that, we forward\(^7\) the current chunk \(R_j\) to the next host \(H_{i+1}\) (line 4) while we compute the join (line 3). RDMA does readily provide us with the asynchronous interface enabling the overlap of communication (forwarding chunks \(R_j\)) and computation (joining chunks \(R_j\) with \(S_i\)) thanks to the queue-based interaction between the verbs consumer and the underlying provider (see Chapter 3).

### 7.3 The *Data Roundabout* Transport

As a starting point to explore novel architectures for their potential to meet the requirements mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, we propose the *Data Roundabout* which consists of a (potentially large) number of commodity systems which are connected over high-speed RDMA connections to form a logical storage ring structure. As we strive for a decentralized mode of operation, each node only communicates with its two immediate neighbors in the ring and all the data is forwarded in the same direction, say clockwise. We assume the combined main memory of all participating hosts to be large enough to hold the hot set of the database in a distributed fashion; other data may be kept in slow, distributed disk space. Figure 7.3 shows a *Data Roundabout* of size six (i.e., one that consists of six hosts).

A fundamental difference to classical distributed systems is that we keep the queries and their state local and move base data over the network instead. In fact, we keep the data circulating in the ring continuously. Queries remain local to one or more nodes and pick necessary pieces of data as they flow by in the ring. The intuition for this stems from the spinning disks. The *Data Roundabout* is different from a disk in that it has not just one but potentially many read/write

---

\(^6\) This is especially true for large data transfers of static size.

\(^7\) Forwarding the data does not mean that we delete it locally. We only delete it once we have calculated the join sub-result.
heads (each participating node is one). Furthermore, the time of circulation as well as the total capacity can be changed by expanding or shrinking the Data Roundabout size. With an increasing size, we also have more processors available for the query evaluation. Furthermore, as each node plays an equivalent role in the overall system, there is no bottleneck node (or every node is a bottleneck node) which is important for achieving good scalability.

Taking full advantage of the idea of rotating data, however, requires certain care in the algorithm design.

### 7.3.1 Considerations for Applying RDMA

As we have shown in Chapter 4, not every application can take full advantage of iWARP/RDMA. Rather, applications have to respect the characteristics of RDMA to take full advantage of the hardware-accelerated transport. We briefly repeat the ones relevant for the current context.

First, all buffers (for receiving and for sending data) have to be sized and registered with the network card before starting an RDMA-based data exchange. This enables the network interface card to access the application memory through its DMA engine without any involvement of the operating system. The registration process is rather CPU intensive as we have seen in Chapter 4 since it involves several address translations and because the memory must be pinned and protected.
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Figure 7.4: Inner workings of a Data Roundabout node. The data is stored in a ring buffer residing in main memory. Three entities operate on the data in a coordinated fashion: the Query Processor, the receiver (RX) and the transmitter (TX).

from being swapped out to disk. Whenever speed is the major concern, the cost of registration renders on-demand allocation and registration of memory buffers undesirable. In the upcoming section, we will present a buffer management scheme which is initialized in the setup phase and then remains fixed throughout the course of operation to minimize the buffer (re-)allocation overhead.

Second, each data transfer is initiated by posting Work Requests to the RNIC, a control task that still has to be performed by the CPU. To keep the resulting CPU overhead low, it is desirable to transfer the data in large chunks which requires fewer Work Requests to be posted. Also the RNIC itself is able to handle large data transfers more efficiently than small ones (cf. Chapter 3).

7.3.2 The Data Roundabout Design on RDMA

In the following, we introduce the design of the individual Data Roundabout nodes. The description applies to all the nodes as none of them is assigned a special role or task. A high-level picture of the inner workings of a Data Roundabout node is given in Figure 7.4.

Data Buffer

Considering the aforementioned memory registration limitations, we have designed each node in the Data Roundabout to be equipped with a statically allocated ring buffer.
of memory buffers to hold the data rotating in the ring (see Figure 7.4).

All of the ring buffer elements are sized and registered in the beginning so that they can be reused at join execution time. By this, we eliminate the need for memory registration at runtime and thereby achieve an optimal transport efficiency. Furthermore, each of these buffer elements is of the exact same size (across all the nodes within a given Data Roundabout) to reduce the control overhead. However, this means that we sometimes send too much data (in the case where a buffer element is not completely filled). At a bandwidth of 10 Gbps, it pays off (up to a certain extent) to send (possibly) invalid data at the end of to the payload rather than investing another round-trip time to negotiate the correct size of the payload to be transferred. As RDMA works best on large buffers, we always transfer a whole ring buffer element and not a single tuple, for instance (cf. Figure 3.20).

In-Host Data Propagation

The data propagation within the hosts has been designed in an asynchronous way involving the following three entities: a query processor, a receiver thread and a transmitter thread. In Figure 7.4, these entities are referred to as Query Processor, RX and TX, respectively.

The query processor is responsible for evaluating the queries and operates on one ring buffer element at a time. When it has finished processing the current buffer, it asks for that buffer to be forwarded by the transmitter and continues with the next buffer while the transmitter is forwarding the processed data. If the next buffer has already been filled by the receiver, the query processor can start processing it immediately. Notifications between these three entities (e.g., when a new buffer has been filled or an old one has been sent out and has become ready for the next iteration) is implemented through signals.

Overlapping communication and computation is a key part of the Data Roundabout architecture because it hides the data propagation delay of the network. Furthermore, since the CPU and memory bus overhead caused by RDMA communication is low, the query processor is not hindered by the concurrent data transfers. Also, this asynchronous thread composition helps to smoothen differences in processing times and jitter on the network because there are usually some buffers before and after the one that the query processor is currently working on.

Forwarding the Data

The data propagation is driven by the query processor. We have therefore designed it in a push-based manner where each node pushes the processed data to the next node in the ring. Since we are facing a unidirectional data flow, we can not
piggyback ring buffer status updates back to the previous node. Thus, there is no implicit knowledge of how many buffers are available at the next node. In order to prevent the receiving node from running out of ring buffer elements, each node asks for permission before forwarding a buffer and delays the data transmission until it gets the confirmation for buffer space being available. This results in the three-way link protocol depicted in Figure 7.5: first, the transmitter requests to send the next buffer, then, the receiver checks the local ring buffer and confirms the request upon buffer availability. Finally, the transmitter forwards the payload from the buffer using an RDMA data transfer.

While this data exchange pattern seems rather cumbersome, it provides an implicit flow control mechanism and can thereby operate easily in a fully decentralized fashion. As we will see in the evaluation of the Data Roundabout, the performance penalty is negligible when transferring the data in chunks which are large enough.

The envisioned data propagation scheme requires some meta data to be attached to each buffer. In order to avoid mixing the payload with this meta data (which would render the database operation logic more complicated), we utilize the scatter-gather feature offered by RDMA in combination with dedicated control buffers (see Figure 7.6). This means that each data buffer is implicitly accompanied by a control buffer which can carry data-specific information such as where the data is originated or what type of data it is. Thanks to the scatter-gather feature, these control buffers can be of any size and reside anywhere within main memory (however, they all have to be of the same size in our setup).

With regard to the RDMA data transfer operation, we have decided to use Send/Receive rather than RDMA Read or RDMA Write because the performance is about the same (Chapter 3) and the two-sided semantic is better suited for the aforementioned control buffer exchange. Each node can thus decide on its own where inbound payload and control information are sent out from and where
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Figure 7.6: The *Data Roundabout* utilizes the scatter-gather mechanism provided by RDMA to automatically attach control information to each data buffer. \( dX \) refer to data buffers and \( cX \) designate the corresponding control buffers.

they are received to. Applying one-sided communication would be unnatural and more complicated in this scenario because additional buffer advertisements would be necessary. We thus find that the one-sided operations are not beneficial in all cases (see Chapter 6 for reasons to use one-sided communication).

Our *Data Roundabout* design satisfies the high-level requirements sketched in the beginning of this chapter. The ring is built from commodity systems and its design and data flow pattern are deliberately kept simple, in order to ease maintenance and scalability. Hence, a *Data Roundabout* system can trivially be extended or shrunken, depending on CPU and/or main memory demand. Furthermore, we do not partition data based on a priori workload knowledge, which lets us seamlessly handle ad-hoc queries.

### 7.3.3 *Data Roundabout* Performance Characteristics

We now look closer into what is feasible in practice with the *Data Roundabout* transport. Before assessing the potential for evaluating database queries, we run a micro benchmark on the ring network itself with the goal to identify the critical parameters that lead to efficient utilization of the resources at hand. We are particularly interested in the cost incurred in terms of CPU load due to the network communication as well as in the delay and throughput of different ring configurations.

**Test Environment**

Our experiments use *Data Roundabout* instances of up to six network hosts (IBM HS21 BladeServers), which is the maximum number of RDMA-equipped machines
we currently have available. The machines and the RNICs are the same as the ones we have used in the previous chapters. Each of them has a quad core Intel Xeon CPU running at 2.33 GHz, 32 KB L1 data cache and 32 KB L1 instruction cache, 4 MB unified L2 cache and 6 GB of main memory. The BladeServers are running Fedora Core 9 with a vanilla 2.6.27 Linux kernel.

**Throughput**

In order to get a significant performance advantage from distributing the queries among several machines, we must be able to provide the CPU core(s) with enough data to prevent them from stalling. The amount of data we can get to the cores per second is limited by the throughput of our ring. According to the network hardware, we can achieve up to 10 Gbps, full duplex.

Figure 7.7 shows the network utilization together with the CPU load induced induced by the transport using ring buffer elements of various sizes. It can be seen, that for small buffer elements, we are not able to make good use of the link and furthermore are wasting most of the precious CPU cycles on the communication due to the much higher frequency of Work Requests being posted to the RNIC as well as due to the three-way link protocol presented in the previous section. As soon as the buffers are larger than a critical minimal size (about 4 MB in our setup), we utilize more than 90 % of the high-speed link while investing only few CPU cycles (less than 3 %) in the data transfer. Compared to the figures presented in Chapter 3, we see that the CPU load for small buffer sizes is significantly higher and the link is saturated only for larger buffers. In the big picture, however, the
tendency is the same and the performance penalty paid due to the three-way link protocol is negligible when the buffers are large enough.

This corresponds to the earlier finding that the ring buffer elements must have a certain minimal size before we can leverage the computing and communication resources at hand. Almost all of the CPU cycles are then available for query processing and the data is being transferred at link speed yielding the lowest overall transport delay. This is a good match for our scenario as we design for workloads that are too large to fit into the main memory of a single host which means that we have large data volumes circulate the ring.

In summary, the above implies that our decentralized, simple design is able to make good use of the communication and computation resources at hand under conditions which are met in our application scenario.

Loop Delay

The next issue to address is the optimal size of the Data Roundabout ring in terms of the number of nodes. The lower bound is given by the size of the hot set of the data: as we want to keep it all in distributed main memory, we must have sufficient nodes such that the capacity of their combined main memory is sufficient.

In order to learn about the consequences of increasing the ring size and to reason about the upper limit we run the following experiment: we let the data perform a full loop around the ring and measure the overall delay until the data returns to its original sender—we refer to that as the loop delay. It describes the minimum time a node has to wait before having seen the complete rotating data set exactly once.

Table 7.1 shows the loop delay for Data Roundabout rings of sizes between 2 and 6 nodes (not yet including any query processing). We have repeated the experiment with data set sizes (contributed per node) ranging from 1 MB to 1 GB. The result is as expected: every nodes increases the delay proportionally to the ring size difference since we perform the data propagation in a store and forward fashion. Naturally, the loop delay also increases with the total amount of circulating data because each node forwards the whole set.

In terms of the upper bound, the above table confirms the expectation that it is best to use the minimum number of nodes necessary to hold the hot set. It results in the smallest loop delay and, therefore, in the lowest response time. However, the table does not yet include the query processing time. Having the query processing distributed over more nodes might result in a lower per-query execution time and thus in a lower overall response time. The query execution is taken into account in the evaluation part of the upcoming section.

We conclude that the size of the Data Roundabout leaves us with a trade-off: Having more nodes allows us to use more resources for the query processing but
Our Data Roundabout transport is now ready to be extended with database queries. In the following, we are going to analyze and discuss its value for evaluating joins on large data sets.

### 7.4 Revolutionary Distributed Join Processing on the Data Roundabout

To effectively exploit the throughput opportunities offered by the Data Roundabout architecture, algorithms on top of the transport layer have to adhere to a rather stringent data flow pattern. We present a strategy that provides this data flow pattern and enables us to compute arbitrary database joins in distributed main memory over input data of arbitrary size.

In this section, we describe the inner workings of our join processing approach on the Data Roundabout. We start by providing a high-level view and then continue with a number of selected algorithms. The benefit assessment will follow in Section 7.5.

#### 7.4.1 Problem Scenario

As introduced in Section 7.2, our focus is on the evaluation of a binary join $R \Join S$, where both input relations are assumed to be too large to fit into the local memory of a single machine. $R$ and $S$ together fit conveniently into the distributed memory of a Data Roundabout network, however.

The join $R \Join S$ is computed in a fully distributed fashion and its result is again available as a distributed table. As such, the join output can readily be used as input to subsequent processing in a larger query plan.

Although our experiments focus on equi-joins—thus demonstrate how the Data Roundabout can be combined with efficient in-memory algorithms such as hash or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 MB</th>
<th>16 MB</th>
<th>256 MB</th>
<th>1 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Nodes</td>
<td>2.2 ms</td>
<td>28.6 ms</td>
<td>453 ms</td>
<td>1808 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Nodes</td>
<td>3.3 ms</td>
<td>44.1 ms</td>
<td>699 ms</td>
<td>2794 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Nodes</td>
<td>4.3 ms</td>
<td>58.5 ms</td>
<td>925 ms</td>
<td>3697 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Nodes</td>
<td>5.4 ms</td>
<td>73.6 ms</td>
<td>1165 ms</td>
<td>4654 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Nodes</td>
<td>6.5 ms</td>
<td>88.0 ms</td>
<td>1394 ms</td>
<td>5567 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Loop delay increases are proportional to the Data Roundabout size.

on the other hand also increases the loop delay of the data which determines the lower bound for the overall response time.

Our Data Roundabout transport is now ready to be extended with database queries. In the following, we are going to analyze and discuss its value for evaluating joins on large data sets.
sort-merge joins—we are not bound to equality predicates. Modern application classes could use this flexibility to accelerate band joins or similarity joins, for example.

The approach presented in Section 7.2.1 has minimized the amount of network I/O necessary to process input data that originates from a single host (the data source $H_s$). In practice, however, this data may already be spread across the nodes (e.g., when coming from an earlier evaluation of a distributed join).

In the following, we thus assume that, prior to join processing, both input tables are distributed over the network hosts $H_i$. We do not care how the data is distributed, but we assume the distribution to be reasonably even. This assumption is readily provided, for instance, in recent database prototypes for cloud infrastructures such as HadoopDB [ABPA+09].

7.4.2 The Join Operation

The principle of how to perform joins on the Data Roundabout is illustrated in Figure 7.8: one of the two relations, say $S$ (partitioned into sub-relations $S_i$), is kept stationary on each node during processing while the fragments of the other relation, say $R$ (partitioned into sub-relations $R_j$), are rotating in the Data Roundabout. Like in the distributed join evaluation approach presented earlier (cf. Figure 7.2), the processing hosts $H_i$ are forwarding the chunks $R_j$ in one direction. The main difference is that the last host $H_n$ is connected back to the first host $H_1$. This closed loop allows the data to circulate around the ring several times if need be.

All ring members (hosts $H_i$), join each fragment $R_j$ flowing by against their local piece of $S$ ($S_i$) locally using a commodity in-memory join algorithm. The result of each $R_j \bowtie S_i$ is accumulated at every $H_i$ and becomes part of the overall join result. After one revolution of $R$, all hosts $H_i$ have seen the full relation $R$ and have thus computed the partial join results $R \bowtie S_i$. Since the $S_i$ are a partitioning of $S$, the full join result $R \bowtie S$ is now available as a distributed table spread across all $H_i$ (ready for further processing, as mentioned above).

The task of the Data Roundabout transport layer is to efficiently move the rotating relation $R$ around the network. As illustrated earlier in Section 7.3.2, the transmitter and receiver asynchronously move the pieces $R_i \in R$ in and out of the hosts, attempting to keep the query processor busy at all times.

7.4.3 A Selection of Join Algorithms

Within a full revolution of input relation $R$, all possible combinations of fragments $R_j$ and $S_i$ of $R$ and $S$, respectively, are co-located on some host once and then combined to produce $R_j \bowtie S_i$ (as such, our join operates similar to a block nested
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Figure 7.8: Revolving join: Relation $R$ circulates in the ring while $S$ remains stationary. Each node $H_i$ calculates all joins $R_j \Join S_i$.

loops join [FGKT09]). The Data Roundabout can thus be used with arbitrary implementations of $\Join$ and support arbitrary join predicates.

Since we strive for fully distributed in-memory processing, we focus on join algorithms that are known to perform well in main memory-based setups. We have therefore ported the sophisticated MonetDB implementations of the partitioned hash join and sort-merge join to our Data Roundabout setup. The hash-based join algorithm inherently provides support only for equi-joins, while our implementation of the sort-merge join can also handle band joins. For all other join predicates (e.g., similarity joins), our system falls back to an implementation of nested loops join.

We have chosen to present these three join algorithms because each of them reveals some interesting insight about the implications of using the ring network-structure for query processing.

Partitioned Hash Join

All of the index-based join algorithms which we are going to discuss, operate in two phases. In the first phase, the setup phase, the index structure for the data is generated. There is no inter-node communication in this phase. During the second phase, the join phase, the data is rotating and the join result is being calculated based on the index.
Our implementation of partitioned hash join is derived from the radix join algorithm [MBK02] as found in the most recent distribution of the MonetDB system. The implementation is carefully tuned to exploit the cache characteristics of modern CPU hardware, including the size of the on-chip L2 cache and the size of an L2 cache line.

During the setup phase we partition all input data and create hash tables on the partitions of the stationary in-memory join argument $S_i$. The subsequent join phase then scans partitions of $R_j$ and probes into hash tables of the $S_i$ partitions.

Each host partitions the two local input chunks $R_j$ and $S_i$ into fragments $r_{j,k}$ and $s_{i,k}$ using the same hash function on their join keys. The goal is to achieve a partitioning where each piece $s_{i,k}$ of the stationary chunk $S_i$ and an associated hash table fit into the L2 CPU cache. Such a partitioning makes the subsequent join phase (that uses a standard hash join to scan $r_{j,k}$ and probe into a hash table on $s_{i,k}$) particularly cache-efficient, since all hash probes can be handled fully by the L2 cache. For details refer to the work by Manegold et al. [MBK02].

The join phase of our partitioned hash join can straightforwardly exploit the parallelism provided by modern multi-core systems by computing the disjoint $r_{j,k} \Join s_{i,k}$ and $r_{j,l} \Join s_{i,l}$ on separate CPU cores.

**Sort-Merge Join**

Sort-merge join operates in two phases as well. The setup phase here involves sorting both input fragments by their join keys. During the join phase, the sorted fragments are scanned in parallel and “merged” by aligning matches or skipping forward on mismatches. Although sorting incurs an additional cost over the simpler partitioning in partitioned hash join, the join phase of sort-merge join favors an even more cache-efficient (strictly sequential) access pattern and can be implemented to readily support band joins or inequality predicates.

Much like in MonetDB, our implementation relies on an efficient implementation of `qsort` in the C library, and we leverage available parallelism by sorting both input fragments ($R_j$ and $S_i$) in parallel. The join phase also runs multi-threaded: We split the $R_j$ into a number of non-overlapping sub-partitions ($r_{j,k}$) equal to the number of cores in the system. Individual threads then join the stationary $S_i$ with one such piece of $R_j$.

**Nested Loops**

As a fall-back option and for assessing also non-indexed joins on the Data Roundabout, we have implemented a simple nested loops join. For the nested loops algorithm, there is no setup phase and the join phase is essentially a sequential
scan over both relations. This yields a complexity in the order of $O(|R| \cdot |S|)$. The advantage of this simple nested loops join is that it allows for similarity joins. Furthermore, it features interesting scalability properties with increasing computing resources as we will see in the evaluation.

### 7.4.4 Interacting with the Revolving Join

The descriptions of the algorithms above assumed that only a single join $R_j \bowtie S_i$ had to be evaluated. Such an evaluation involves the execution of both join phases: hashing/sorting and joining.

In practice, our join implementations see the same input data over and over again since each host $H_i$ calculates its result $R \bowtie S_i$ by calculating $R_j \bowtie S_i$ for all $R_j$ flowing by in the ring. It thus makes sense to invoke the setup phase of either join implementation only once, then re-use its output during the full execution of the join. The effort spent in the setup phase is then amortized over multiple executions of the join phase. We can do so by sending access structures or re-organized data (sorted or partitioned) over the Data Roundabout transport layer.

This is an instance where we can exploit the bandwidth provided by our RDMA transport mechanism. Rather than investing CPU cycles to reduce network traffic—the common strategy in existing systems—we spend some network capacity to save CPU work. Sometimes, the Data Roundabout system may thus suggest a different balance between the efforts spent on pre-processing and query evaluation. We will assess and discuss such trade-offs in more detail based on experimental evidence in the following section.

### 7.5 Experimental Assessment of the Revolving Joins

This section shows the Data Roundabout in action performing joins. A discussion of its characteristic features is provided. The test environment is the same as in Section 7.3.3.

#### 7.5.1 Distribution of the Join Evaluation

First, we investigate how well we are able to leverage the resources at hand with the partitioned hash join. To that end, we have generated input relations $R$ and $S$ that are just about large enough to fit into the main memory of a single machine (140 million tuples per relation with 12 bytes per tuple;\(^9\) this results in a total

---

9The 12 bytes consist of 4 bytes for the tuple ID (join key) plus 8 bytes random payload.
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Figure 7.9: Joining a fixed data set on an increasing number of nodes.

data volume of $2 \times 1.6$ GB). The 4-byte join key is populated with uniformly distributed integer numbers. Figure 7.9 shows the execution times observed when computing the join $R \bowtie S$ on a single host and moving on to a distributed evaluation with up to six network hosts on the Data Roundabout. In the distributed case, we have spread all the data evenly across all network hosts before performing the join.

The most apparent observation is that the distribution of the join considerably reduces the overall join processing time. Another particular observation is the non-existence of synchronization time, i.e., the overhead imposed by the iWARP/RDMA transport. Both observations indicate good resource utilization properties.

Data Roundabout Overhead. A design goal of Data Roundabout is to leverage RDMA such that network communication can be fully overlapped with data processing. Our measurements confirm that, indeed, the Data Roundabout is able to fully hide the network cost and perform all communication parallel to the actual join processing.

Network processing will only cause an effect on the observable execution speed if the query processor finishes its task significantly faster than the Data Roundabout is able to provide new data. As we will show later, this effect can be observed in our implementation of sort-merge join.
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Setup Cost. The separation into the two processing phases (setup shown in black and join shown in white in Figure 7.9) illustrates where the runtime improvement comes from: distributing the generation of the hash table for the stationary relation $S$ cuts down the time spent in the setup phase relative to the number of participating nodes. Distribution over six Data Roundabout hosts, for instance, reduces the setup cost by a factor of about six (8.3 s for single-host execution vs. 1.4 s on six hosts).

Join Cost. The total amount of time spent in the join phase, however, is not improved by the distribution; a behavior that might seem surprising at first. The reason why we do not benefit during the join phase in this configuration can be explained with the particular characteristics of a hash join. During the join phase, the local hash joins scan their current piece of the rotating relation ($R_j$) and perform a hash lookup (into their $S_i$) for each tuple. Given a reasonably “friendly” configuration (a proper hash function and rare hash collisions), the cost of a hash lookup is independent of the size of the stationary relation $S_i$.

During a full run of such a join, each participating host will scan all pieces $R_j \in R$—hence, the entire relation $R$—exactly once. The total cost of the join phase is thus independent of the number of network hosts:

$$\text{cost } (R \bowtie S_i) \approx |R| \cdot \text{cost per hash lookup.}$$

Highly skewed data invalidates the assumption of rare hash collisions. In the next section, we illustrate how this affects the performance of the join phase.

Skewed Input

The previous experiment was based on hash-friendly, uniform key distributions. However, real-world use cases rarely follow perfect uniformity but exhibit various flavors of skew. We explore the effect of skewed input data on the Data Roundabout mechanism by generating input tables according to a Zipf distribution with varying Zipf factors $z$.

For various $z$ factors we have generated input relations of size $|R| = |S| = 412$ MB (36 million 12-byte tuples). For each generated instance we run the join $R \bowtie S$ once on a single host and once on a ring that consists of six hosts. Figure 7.10 reports the execution times that we measured for the join phase of our partitioned hash join. We omit the setup phase in this graph since it is unaffected by the data skew.

For Zipf factors of $z = 0.6$ and greater, the exponential increase of the number of duplicates in the data sets begins to have a noticeable effect on the execution time of our in-memory hash join. This is not a surprise: the increasing number of hash collisions lets hash join slowly degrade towards a nested loops-style evaluation.
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The distributed join (white bars) can handle the increasing skew appreciably better. While, in line with our previous experiments, the processing of uniformly distributed data cannot benefit from a parallel execution, Figure 7.10 shows a five-fold advantage of the Data Roundabout join for input data with a skew of \( z = 0.9 \).

The benefit stems from the following: the local ring buffer mechanism of Data Roundabout balances differences in the execution speeds of the participating hosts. Thus, a host that is stuck in a chunk of data with a high number of duplicates will not immediately slow down the rest of the ring. A host in the Data Roundabout will only have to wait once it has fully consumed all the data in its local ring buffer.

**Nested Loops**

In addition to the index-based hash join, we now use the nested loops algorithm on the Data Roundabout as an example of a non-indexed join (we fall back to this join algorithm in case our index-based ones cannot answer the query). As outlined in Algorithm 7.1, the runtime of the nested loops depends on the size of both relations \( R \) and \( S \). Each node has to scan the whole rotating relation (all \( R_j \in R \)) for each tuple from its stationary relation \( S_i \) in order to calculate \( R \bowtie S_i \) which results in the following cost:
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Figure 7.11: Join phase using the nested loops algorithm. The duration of the join phase is proportional to the number of involved CPUs (local and remote).

\[
\text{cost } (R \bowtie S_i) \approx |R| \cdot |S_i|.
\]

Same as for the hash join, the factor $|R|$ is independent of the size of the Data Roundabout. However, the relation $S$ is split among all nodes (and CPUs) which results in a cost reduction proportional to the amount of utilized compute resources.

Figure 7.11 confirms this claim for relations of size $|R| = |S| = 1.4$ GB where each tuple is again 12 bytes large. We find that the join phase execution time is indeed proportional to the number of CPU cores involved. A particular observation is that it does not matter whether the CPU cores are local or at a remote host. In the case highlighted in the figure, for instance, we see that the join execution time is equal for any 4-core configuration (be it 1 node with 4 cores, 2 nodes with 2 cores each or 4 nodes with 1 core each). This observation indicates that the Data Roundabout essentially behaves as if it was one large machine (enough main memory and many CPUs).

We conclude from the hash (indexed) on uniform as well as skewed data and from the nested loops (non-indexed) join, that the improvement which can be expected from distributing the join execution on a Data Roundabout can result from the setup as well as from the join phase and depends solely on the algorithm used. In general, the Data Roundabout seems to have good scalability properties.
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Figure 7.12: Each node adds 3.2 GB to the data set. The time spent in the join phase scales linearly with the size of $R$ while the setup cost remains constant.

(at least up to the extent to which we hardware for experimenting) and the network communication is well hidden. This confirms our claim that thanks to RNICs, the network does not have to be avoided at all cost.

7.5.2 Large In-Memory Join

After having demonstrated the advantage of the Data Roundabout over local execution in terms of performance improvement, we now move on to problem sizes where a local execution is no longer feasible.

The primary purpose of performing a join operation on the Data Roundabout is to be able to evaluate large join instances that could not be evaluated on a single host without resorting to (slow) secondary storage. We verify this capability by scaling up the problem size, while simultaneously distributing the problem over more hosts $H_i$ (we keep the per-host data volume constant at $2 \times 1.6$ GB; filled with uniform data). Figure 7.12 illustrates the resulting processing times for the hash-based join on data volumes of up to 19.2 GB.

Distributing the hash phase now leads to a size-independent setup cost. This is because we distribute the task such that the per-host data volume remains constant. The time spent in the join phase now increases linearly with the size
of the input data (or, more precisely, with the size of the rotating relation $R$). This confirms our assessment of the join phase cost for the hash join, as given by Equation (⋆).

**Scalability.** The important outcome of the experiment is that thanks to the Data Roundabout we are indeed able to process large problem sizes purely in distributed main memory. A single machine with a large enough memory might have achieved comparable throughput during the join phase but would have had to pay a significantly higher price for the setup (up to $n$ times higher on as compared to a Data Roundabout of size $n$). Furthermore, while the amount of memory addressable by a single host is severely limited\(^{10}\) [intb], the Data Roundabout can be trivially scaled up to large configurations.

We conclude that the Data Roundabout makes distributed memory available in a simple and resource-efficient way to processing queries of arbitrary size without resorting to secondary storage.

**Performance Benefit.** The achieved hash-join throughput according to Figure 7.12 is 0.29 GB/s for a single machine and 0.78 GB/s for a Data Roundabout of size six (an improvement by a factor of about 2.7). The throughput can be increased by adding more machines which results in the setup cost being split accordingly. When there are many machines, the setup cost becomes nearly negligible and we get close to the upper bound of the throughput which is given by the theoretical link capacity of 1.25 GB/s. This performance (already on our six node setup) is hard to match when resorting to secondary storage.

### 7.5.3 Sort-Merge Join: Setup Cost vs. Join Cost

We are now going to analyze an alternative index-based join algorithm: the sort-merge join.

The join phase characteristics of sort-merge join resemble those of the partitioned hash join as shown before. Sorting, however, incurs a significantly higher cost than the generation of the partitioned hash tables, which is why we see much higher setup costs in Figure 7.9 (partitioned hash) than in Figure 7.13 (sort-merge). As can be observed in Figure 7.13, this leads to significantly longer overall execution times for small Data Roundabout configurations. However, the cost is also decreasing linearly with an increasing number of nodes.

Figure 7.14 reveals that the higher setup cost slightly pays off during the join phase (white bars). Merging two sorted tables yields a cache-friendly, strictly sequential data access pattern. In the case of our largest join configuration (19.2 GB

\(^{10}\) Even the modern Intel i7/Nehalem CPUs are limited to 64 GB of physical memory.

\(^{11}\) A recent Serial ATA 3 drive has a theoretical maximum sequential read bandwidth of 0.6 GB/s.
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distributed over 6 hosts), this cut down the time spent in the join phase from 16.2 s (partitioned hash) to 6.4 s (sort-merge), a more than two-fold advantage.\textsuperscript{12}

As pointed out earlier, the setup cost is a one-time investment from which—in contrast to a single-host execution—the in-memory join steps can benefit several times. How often a join execution takes advantage of the higher investment in the setup phase depends on the size of the \textit{Data Roundabout} ring. High setup costs are better amortized if the join is executed on larger rings.

Thus, the use of the \textit{Data Roundabout} based join may suggest a different balance between the effort spent in the setup phase and its resulting performance in the join phase. For the two particular implementations of the partitioned hash join and the sort-merge join, we expect the latter to overpass the former in \textit{Data Roundabout} configurations from \(\approx 30\) nodes upwards (i.e., for data volumes \(\gtrsim 100\) GB) which means that it makes sense to invest (once) in a higher setup cost in order to reduce the join cost (occurred several times) when the data and number of networked hosts are large enough.

Kim \textit{et al.} \cite{KSC09} have recently studied the trade-off between hash and sort-merge joins with highly tuned implementations of both algorithms and found similar performance already on a single host. Sort-merge join is then likely to be the better choice already for \textit{Data Roundabout} configurations of small sizes.

\textit{“Synchronization” Cost}

In contrast to our observations on the partitioned hash join (Section 7.5.1), Figure 7.14 shows that the join phase of the sort-merge join is too fast to fully hide the cost of network communication. The time shown in gray is the time that the \textit{join threads} now spend waiting for new data to arrive through the \textit{Data Roundabout} transport layer (we say they \textit{synchronize} with the \textit{Data Roundabout} layer).

The performance that we observe indicates that we are hitting the limits of the physical 10 Gbps transport layer. For a full join evaluation, the entire relation \(R\) has to be pumped once through each participating host. For the 6-host configuration in Figure 7.14, this means that \(|R| = 9.6\) GB of data crossed each \textit{Data Roundabout} link in \(6.4\) s + 2.3 s = 8.7 s, corresponding to a throughput of 1.1 GB/s, which is close to the theoretical maximum of the underlying 10 Gb Ethernet transport.

In contrast to the partitioned hash join, we are able to saturate the link already with a roundabout of size six when using an algorithm with a join phase which is as efficient as the one of the sort-merge join.

In order to improve performance using this join algorithm, we would have to equip each node with another RNIC to double the available network bandwidth.

\textsuperscript{12}Even with the new “sync” time considered (2.3 s), the advantage is still a factor of 1.8.
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Figure 7.13: Sort-Merge Join: Joining a fixed data set on an increasing number of nodes.

Figure 7.14: Sort-Merge Join: Each node adds 3.2 GB to the data set.
7.6. IS RDMA BENEFICIAL AT ALL?

We have presented the join/Data Roundabout pair running on top of a hardware-accelerated RDMA transport layer. For assessing the added value of RDMA, we now replace the iWARP/RDMA layer with ordinary TCP/IP and rerun the join experiment.

To this end, we generate data instances of sizes $|R| = |S| = 600$ million tuples with 12 bytes per tuple (corresponding to a total data volume of $2 \times 6.7$ GB) and distribute the evaluation of $R \bowtie S$ over a Data Roundabout of size six (as before). We run the join first with RDMA support and then with the standard socket mechanism provided by the Linux kernel. That is, we change the transmitter and receiver of the Data Roundabout transport to use `send` and `recv` calls instead of their RDMA counterparts. Since this obviously causes additional load on the available CPU cores, we have configured the join algorithm to allocate a varying number of cores for join processing, in order to have the remaining cores available for network communication. When using only two join threads, for instance, two CPU cores should always remain available for the two communication entities.

Figure 7.15 shows the execution times for the join phase of our partitioned hash join (the setup phase is independent of the transport mechanism and we therefore omit it in the comparison). The RDMA-based Data Roundabout outperforms the TCP-based one in all configurations. We also observe that even though the transport is multi-threaded, the TCP approach (in contrast to RDMA) is not able to fully hide the synchronization time. Surprisingly, RDMA is also better in the case where only 1 core is computing the join and three cores are available for the

Figure 7.15: Partitioned hash join on a Data Roundabout of size six with a total table data of 13.4 GB. RDMA versus TCP with a varying number of join threads.

7.6 Is RDMA Beneficial At All?

We have presented the join/Data Roundabout pair running on top of a hardware-accelerated RDMA transport layer. For assessing the added value of RDMA, we now replace the iWARP/RDMA layer with ordinary TCP/IP and rerun the join experiment.

To this end, we generate data instances of sizes $|R| = |S| = 600$ million tuples with 12 bytes per tuple (corresponding to a total data volume of $2 \times 6.7$ GB) and distribute the evaluation of $R \bowtie S$ over a Data Roundabout of size six (as before). We run the join first with RDMA support and then with the standard socket mechanism provided by the Linux kernel. That is, we change the transmitter and receiver of the Data Roundabout transport to use `send` and `recv` calls instead of their RDMA counterparts. Since this obviously causes additional load on the available CPU cores, we have configured the join algorithm to allocate a varying number of cores for join processing, in order to have the remaining cores available for network communication. When using only two join threads, for instance, two CPU cores should always remain available for the two communication entities.

Figure 7.15 shows the execution times for the join phase of our partitioned hash join (the setup phase is independent of the transport mechanism and we therefore omit it in the comparison). The RDMA-based Data Roundabout outperforms the TCP-based one in all configurations. We also observe that even though the transport is multi-threaded, the TCP approach (in contrast to RDMA) is not able to fully hide the synchronization time. Surprisingly, RDMA is also better in the case where only 1 core is computing the join and three cores are available for the
data propagation. This is due to the fact that RDMA not only saves CPU cycles by avoiding the intermediate data copies but also reduces the context switch rate due to the queue-based communication style. Hence, the two RDMA transport entities are only interrupted upon completion of the whole transfer and not every time some piece of data is ready for delivery. This results in little disturbance of data processing operations and thus in a low cache pollution.

With TCP sockets, on the other hand, the receiver must bring (copy) the data from the socket buffer into the application memory on its own. So the receiver is frequently interrupted. This indirect data placement costs CPU cycles and causes many more context switches. Furthermore, the incoming data might not completely fit into the socket buffer, causing the transport to stall until the receiver has copied the data from the socket buffer into the application memory. While we could utilize this behavior in the previous chapter to pause the video stream, it is counterproductive in our current scenario.

Yet, the largest performance benefit between RDMA and TCP results when using all four cores for the join processing (cf. Table 7.2). Join threads and communication threads now all compete for the available CPU cycles, pollute each others caches, and cause a large number of context switches. The benefits of the cache-efficient join algorithms are mostly annihilated.

Another important aspect of iWARP/RDMA with respect to the four-thread configuration is the reduced traffic on the memory bus. As we pointed out in Chapter 2, the data crosses the memory bus only once between the network and the host memory when using the direct data placement provided by RDMA. TCP on the other hand requires three to four crossings in either direction. In terms of the hash join, we face roughly the following load on the bus for each rotation step:

read the stationary chunk \( S_i \)
read the rotating chunk \( R_j \)
send \( R_j \) to the next host
receive \( R_{j+1} \) from prev. host

As \( |R_j| = |S_i| = 1.1 \text{ GB} \) and since we are running on a Data Roundabout of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput RDMA</th>
<th>Throughput TCP</th>
<th>Improvement Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Thread</td>
<td>0.30 GB/s</td>
<td>0.24 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Threads</td>
<td>0.58 GB/s</td>
<td>0.39 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Threads</td>
<td>0.85 GB/s</td>
<td>0.47 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Threads</td>
<td>1.10 GB/s</td>
<td>0.49 GB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Throughput achieved using several degrees of local parallelism. The higher the parallelism, the greater is the benefit of using RDMA.
Table 7.3: CPU load during the join phase of the hash join. 100% refers to all four cores being completely busy. TCP is not able to keep all CPUs busy.

size six, this means for RDMA that a total of about

\[ 6 \cdot (4 \cdot 1.1 \, \text{GB}) = 26.4 \, \text{GB} \]

cross the memory bus in 12.2 s resulting in a load of 2.2 GB/s. In the case of TCP/IP, the steps for sending and receiving induce each about 4 \cdot 1.1 GB yielding a total of

\[ 6 \cdot (2 \cdot 1.1 \, \text{GB} + 2 \cdot 4.4 \, \text{GB}) = 66 \, \text{GB} \]

in 27.1 s which is equivalent to a memory bus traffic of 2.4 GB/s. We have measured a memory bus bandwidth of 3.5 GB/s in our systems which means that the TCP-based join execution could not reach the 12.2 s from the RDMA-based one even if the CPUs were fast enough (the memory bus would have to sustain 5.4 GB/s).

Adding more CPUs is hence not an alternative to RDMA: in the case where all cores are processing the join (using TCP), the total CPU utilization reaches only about 86% (Table 7.3) which indicates that adding further CPUs would not yield an improvement. RDMA, on the other hand, incurs a CPU load which matches the number of cores that are computing the join indicating that it is able to fully utilize the available compute resources.

While the higher memory bus load certainly contributes to the slow-down of the TCP/IP based partitioned hash join on the Data Roundabout, it can become the limiting factor for join algorithms (such as the sort-merge join) where more time is invested in the setup phase to speed up the join phase. We have found this confirmed: while RDMA yields a join-throughput improvement by a factor of 2.2 for the partitioned hash join, we have found an increased factor of 3.2 for sort-merge where the performance benefit of the join phase can only be leveraged if the memory bus is not congested.

### 7.6.1 Data Roundabout Characteristics Summary

The Data Roundabout essentially provides the necessary infrastructure to leverage existing in-memory query evaluation techniques to the processing of large data
sets in a distributed environment.

**Leveraging Main-Memory Resources.** The main effect of the *Data Roundabout* is the efficient use of available main memory resources in a multi-host setup. In many cases, this is going to make the join processing viable at all, when no single host would be available to perform the full join locally.

**Applicability.** A virtue of the *Data Roundabout* is that it does not depend on any particular pattern that supported query types would have to satisfy. As such, due to its scalability properties, the *Data Roundabout* can also be applied to tackle problems that are not amenable to any of the existing (often hash-based) optimization strategies simply by throwing a lot of hardware at them.

**In-Memory Query Processing.** Likewise, the *Data Roundabout* is oblivious of the algorithm that is used to implement the in-memory query evaluation. As a consequence, the use of the *Data Roundabout* will not always yield the same benefit. The resulting CPU load, for instance, will benefit those in-memory query implementations best that would show poor scaling otherwise (e.g., nested loops joins).

### 7.6.2 Going Really Large - An Outlook.

Taking all of the above into consideration, we argue that iWARP/RDMA is not only beneficial for the *Data Roundabout* but it is key to its success. If we plan to deal with really large tables (i.e., Terrabytes), we need many nodes to hold the data. According to our findings from above, this means that the setup cost becomes small compared to the join cost. Hence, we should utilize a join algorithm like the sort-merge join which has a cache-efficient, streamlined join phase and invest somewhat more into the index setup. As we have seen, the network will eventually become the bottleneck. We can add more RNICs to the machines and run at multiples of 10 Gbps. The next bottleneck is then either the memory bus or the CPUs. However, if we did not utilize RNICs, we would be bound by the memory bus already with a single NIC and would never be able to achieve the throughput of the RDMA-based *Data Roundabout*. In addition to that, we can not at all profit from future, even faster networks.

### 7.7 Related Work

We kept the design of the distributed join processing and the *Data Roundabout* transport layer deliberately simple. As such we feel that many of the ideas presented in this work would blend well with existing research and with some of the recent developments in hardware technology. The availability of a fast transport
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Figure 7.16: MapReduce architecture enhanced with Data Roundabout based join processing.

mechanism eliminates much of the urgency to reduce network transfer volumes as was the primary goal of earlier work [BC81, ML86, VG84].

Our spinning join setup resembles the DataCycle [BGH+92] or the Broadcast Disks [AAFZ95] systems that put significant effort into properly scheduling data on the transport stream. Integrating the ideas of that work into the Data Roundabout system is part of the ongoing Data Cyclotron effort [GK10] and has already inspired a number of design decisions in the evolving system prototype.

More recent work includes new systems designed for cloud environments. While systems built on MapReduce-style architectures (such as the recently proposed HadoopDB [ABPA+09]) can achieve excellent scale-out for certain types of queries, they still lack a convincing means to perform arbitrary joins across the pre-assigned data partitions. The Data Roundabout approach could fill this gap (see Figure 7.16) and enable the vision of a distributed true-SQL system.

On the technology side, joins on the Data Roundabout could be an interesting application for Intel’s emerging I/O Acceleration Technology (I/OAT) [ioa]. With help of the Direct Cache Access (DCA) feature of I/OAT, network controllers can place data directly into CPU caches. As we have shown in Section 7.3.1, the Data Roundabout works well already with RDMA transfer units of around one megabyte, small enough to be loaded straight into caches. This might not only help to cut down transport latencies, but also yield an even further reduction of main memory bus contention.

Finally, we would like to relate our work to the systolic systems developed in
the 1980s. Systolic systems are composed of a network of processors with a simple rhythmical (hence the term “systolic”) data flow in-between. Although Kung and Leiserson [KL78] had small-scale, on-chip processing units in mind when they presented the first “systolic algorithms,” some of the observations made at the time may still be applicable to a Data Roundabout ring.

7.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an example of how the bandwidth offered by modern networks with iWARP/RDMA capabilities can be exploited for distributed database processing. For that, we have proposed the Data Roundabout architecture which organizes processing nodes in a ring shaped network. We have further illustrated the peculiarities of the Data Roundabout by running distributed join queries on large data sets on top of it. The Data Roundabout has promising characteristics also in other settings [GK10, Ker08].

With the Data Roundabout based join, large database joins can be processed as in-memory joins by taking advantage of the distributed main memory in a cluster system. The system becomes CPU-limited instead of bound by disk or network I/O. Other than in a centralized system, the capacity of a Data Roundabout storage ring can be scaled up trivially, making it possible to process input data of arbitrary size. In line with the idea of cloud computing, such scaling may even be performed at runtime, based on application workload demand.

The effect of distributing CPU load depends on the particular query problem and on the algorithm chosen to perform intra-host evaluation. We have shown that critical and CPU-intensive sub-tasks, such as hash generation or joins over skewed data, can benefit best from the Data Roundabout mechanism.

Last but not least, we have shown and argued that it is key to have an RNIC which offers hardware-accelerated direct data placement in order to fully leverage the available high-performance communication infrastructure.
Conclusion

Following “Moore’s Law”, computing power per machine doubles every two years on average. However, network technology performance has recently grown at a much faster pace. Because of this trend and the unavoidable overhead in common TCP/IP stack implementations, an increasing share of a host’s processing power is dedicated to pure network I/O and therefore unavailable to application processing. In the course of this thesis, we have investigated the suitability of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) to address this problem. RDMA is a mechanism whereby data can moved efficiently between the application memory of the local and remote computer. In bypassing the operating system, RDMA significantly reduces the CPU cost of large data transfers and eliminates intermediate copying across buffers, thereby making it attractive for implementing distributed applications.

In the first part of this work, we have provided an overview of the research which eventually led to what we refer to as RDMA today. We have then presented a number of projects which aimed at leveraging RDMA in different application domains. The discrepancies among the final benefits of applying RDMA were a key motivator for the investigations presented in this thesis. They led us to address the following question, “Under what circumstances is RDMA able to provide a substantial benefit and what do we gain with it?” In order to answer these questions, we have first carried out extensive experimental investigations of the RDMA subsystem and its interfaces. Thereafter, we have built a selection of real world applications on RDMA in order to verify our findings and gain further insight.
iWARP: RDMA over Ethernet

Today, the RDMA data transfer model is available on top of two popular fabrics: the proprietary InfiniBand as well as standard Ethernet. In 2007, the IETF has defined a set of companion protocols, termed iWARP, to enable RDMA communication over Ethernet. Even though Ethernet cannot quite offer the same performance as InfiniBand, its standards-based interface, support for legacy infrastructure and lower cost provide a significant benefit. We have therefore decided to focus our research on the use of iWARP. However, many findings are valid for RDMA in general and therefore also for InfiniBand.

With iWARP, RDMA is no longer limited to HPC environments. As it runs on the ubiquitous Ethernet, which already today offers a throughput of 10 Gigabit/s as well as a fairly low latency, iWARP is a good candidate for simplifying data center infrastructures through fabric consolidation—Ethernet could thus be used for LAN/NAS, SAN as well as HPC. iWARP is also becoming interesting for increasing the performance of legacy applications which are currently communicating through TCP sockets.

iWARP/RDMA Benefits

RDMA reduces the I/O overhead within communicating hosts by avoiding intermediate copying of the data (zero-copy) and by removing the OS from the critical data path (kernel bypassing)—both of these concepts are fundamentally different from the approaches taken by the TCP socket abstraction. The immediate advantages are:

1. significant savings in CPU cycles (on both sides)
2. reduced memory bus load (factor 2–4)
3. lower context switch rate
4. lower power consumption for data intensive communication

Apart from these immediate performance benefits, RDMA has a few more appealing features:

- one-sided RDMA operations (RDMA Write and RDMA Read) in addition to the two-sided Send/Receive communication
- an asynchronous interface between the application and the network adapter
- scatter/gather buffers
With one-sided operations, only the application of the host initiating the data exchange is involved in the data transfer. At the remote machine, the RNIC handles the requests in hardware. The advantage of this communication style is that it allows for truly client-driven applications, whereby most of the processing tasks are taken away from the (single) server and distributed among the (large number of) clients. While the one-sided operations do not provide a better performance than Send/Receive, they allow for a significant improvement in terms of scalability for 1-to-n communication scenarios. This is not feasible to the same extent with TCP as we have seen in our high-definition media dissemination system.

The asynchronous interface between the application and the RNIC enables overlapping of communication with computation which is vital for hiding the communication delay of the network and for making efficient use of the compute resources. In the Data Roundabout project, for instance, we were able to minimize the overall query response time by hiding the network delay behind the query execution. Being able to leverage this feature provides a clear advantage over TCP—RDMA might be of limited use for applications that cannot profit from it.

Scatter/gather buffers, finally, provide an effective means for separating the payload from meta data such as control- or head information. However, this feature is not available for the destination of RDMA Writes as well as for the source of RDMA Reads—those are limited to single, continuous buffers.

**Drawbacks of iWARP/RDMA**

Besides the numerous advantages of RDMA, we have identified several problems and difficulties which must be taken into account when assessing the overall benefit of the technology for a certain application. These are in short:

1. the RDMA API is radically different from the socket interface (necessitates fundamental changes of the application code)
2. every communication buffer must be registered with the RNIC (costly)
3. registered memory is blocked for other applications
4. for each inbound Send, there must be a Receive Work Request pending (necessitates synchronization between peers)
5. buffer of Receive Work Request must be of appropriate size for data from inbound Send message (not always possible in advance)
6. one-sided operations need prior buffer advertisement (requires another round trip)
7. no implicit notification of remote peer when one-sided operation has finished 
   (yet another round trip for explicit notification message)

8. expensive RNIC hardware is needed in most cases

First of all, the interface to the RDMA subsystem is radically different from 
sockets. Unfortunately, it is not just different but also much more complex and 
error-prone because a lot of the responsibility, which was hidden by the socket 
interface, has been moved to the application developer with RDMA.

The most critical of these responsibilities is the communication buffer manage-
ment which has to be performed explicitly at the application level. All RDMA op-
erations (including Send/Receive) are executed on preregistered buffers only which 
means that every memory segment which is to be used as source or destination 
buffer of an RDMA data transfer has to be registered with the RNIC in advance. 
As we have shown, this registration process is quite costly because it follows the 
slow control path through the operating system and triggers updates of various 
kernel data structures. Furthermore, address translations from (user) virtual to 
physical bus addresses are necessary. What is more, the size of such a registered 
buffer (Memory Region, MR) cannot be changed anymore—a deregistration fol-
lowed by a fresh registration is necessary. This has a number of drawbacks in 
practice. On one hand, it is often difficult or even impossible to determine the 
appropriate buffer sizes in advance. On-demand buffer registration, on the other 
hand, has a negative impact on the performance at runtime. This cost is often 
overlooked. To make things worse, the registration not only costs time but also 
blocks the underlying memory for other applications—over-provisioning is thus 
only possible up to a certain extent.

The fixed size of Memory Regions is particularly critical for Receive operations 
because they are consumed from the RNIC Receive Queue in FIFO order and not 
according to matching destination buffer sizes. The RDMA specification dictates 
that exactly one Receive Work Request must be consumed for each inbound Send 
message. In practice, this means that the destination buffer targeted by the next 
Receive Work Request must provide enough space for placing the entire payload 
of the next inbound Send message.

A related issue is the fact that there must be at least one Receive Work Request 
on the Receive Queue whenever an inbound Send message arrives. An empty Re-
ceive Queue results in an error and immediate termination of the connection. The 
need for always having the appropriate Receive Work Requests ready for matching 
inbound Send messages necessitates a sophisticated synchronization between 
communicating peers—while the performance penalty of this synchronization is 
often low, it complicates the communication protocol.

There are also some issues with regard to the one-sided operations. First of 
all, the buffer information must be exchanged by means of a buffer advertisement
before a remote DMA operation (i.e., RDMA Read or RDMA Write) can be executed. The necessary information consists of three parts: the address, length and STag of the remote buffer. Because the STag is generated by the RDMA subsystem, a re-advertisement is necessary whenever the buffer is reregistered (e.g., after resizing). Depending on the communication protocol and network topology, such a re-advertisement might necessitate additional round trips or it might even be impractical (e.g., in the Data Roundabout where the data flow is strictly unidirectional).

A second issue of the one-sided operations is the fact that there is no way of implicitly notifying the remote host about the completion of a data transfer—one-sided operations only generate a Work Completion locally. For instance, a host providing some data to others for reading has no way of knowing when the others have finished the data transfers. A subsequent Send/Receive synchronization message exchange is thus necessary, inducing another round trip delay and increasing protocol complexity.

Last but not least, the full potential of iWARP/RDMA can only be realized when RDMA-enabled NICs are in place—they are still much more expensive than ordinary Ethernet NICs, however.

**Application of RDMA in Practice**

When we have started to write benchmarks and applications involving RDMA communication, we have realized that there are environments in which RDMA does not provide the expected performance advantage over TCP. If the aforementioned issues are not addressed carefully, RDMA loses all its performance advantages. We have therefore identified a number of optimizations which make a substantial difference in the overall performance of RDMA based applications. The optimizations fall into the following four categories: application enablement, buffer management, data transfers and connection management.

**Enhancing Application Enablement.** iWARP/RDMA communication requires both end points to be equipped with RDMA-capable network adapters (RNICS) which are still quite expensive. To enable iWARP communication over ordinary low-cost Ethernet adapters, we have proposed a software-only RDMA solution, termed Softiwarp. Softiwarwp allows for mixed setups consisting of hardware- and software enabled RDMA because it is wire-compatible with the RNICS. Although we do not achieve the same performance and overhead reduction as a true RNIC, Softiwarwp makes RDMA attractive for a whole range of applications for which RDMA would otherwise not be an option. An example of this is our high-definition media dissemination system where a significant number of low cost clients, running Softiwarwp, allow the single server to leverage its RNIC(s).

Second, the iWARP/RDMA API on which the industry has agreed is rather
cumbersome and error prone to program against. As another enhancement, we have therefore proposed a user library that eases iWARP/RDMA application development significantly—particularly for programmers which are not (yet) familiar with all the details of the RDMA specification. We have shown that our library induces essentially no overhead compared to the original interface. Yet, all the functionality provided by the original API is preserved while the application development has become much easier as our interface is more intuitive and hides many tedious details. In particular, we simplify the connection- and buffer management as well as the initiation of RDMA data transfer operations.

**Buffer Management Optimizations.** RNICs can only execute their data transfer operations on application buffers which are registered as Memory Regions (MRs). The cost of the registration process increases linearly with the number of pages involved. Hence, for an application to profit the most from RDMA, it has to be able to reuse its buffers during operation. Yet, such reuse is only possible if the application can be designed to output all its data directly to that fixed user virtual memory address interval where the MR is situated. Furthermore the data set must always be of the same size or else either memory is wasted or the transfer fails because the MR is not large enough. If this is not possible, the application must either copy the data locally into an existing MR or register the data as a new MR on the fly.

We have found that only a combined approach is able to keep the overhead low: while it is faster to copy small data sets (smaller than the critical size), it is significantly more efficient to reregister larger buffers. The reasons for reregistering large buffers rather than copying the data are the following:

- shorter delay (up to an order of magnitude)
- fewer CPU cycles necessary (RNIC performs some of the tasks)
- almost zero load on the memory bus (the data itself is not touched)
- low data cache pollution
- MRs can be deregistered after use (memory is not blocked)

By experiment, we have shown that a straight-forward MR management can degrade the overall application performance dramatically. For an effective buffer management strategy, it is vital to respect the critical buffer size where reregistration outperforms copying—the resulting latency reduction can be of up to several orders of magnitude. Other factors like the buffer re-advertisement and the communication protocol have to be considered as well when designing the strategy.

Whenever possible, buffers should be registered after their underlying pages have been installed in order to benefit from parallel registration on SMP systems.
Figure 8.1: iWARP/RDMA is most effective in shipping large data chunks. A high throughput is achieved at negligible CPU load.

Also, the registration delay can be hidden by overlapping it with communication (e.g., while waiting for a response from the peer).

**Data Transfer Considerations.** Not only the buffer management but also the communication strategy must be chosen carefully. The first thing we have observed is that the one-sided operations offer the same performance as the two-sided ones—they can thus be chosen with focus on the appropriate semantics. Yet, one-sided operations induce neither CPU load nor context switches on the remote machine.

The sweet spot of RDMA communication is the transfer of massive data in large chunks as Figure 8.1 shows: the maximum throughput is reached with negligible CPU load. For small messages, on the other hand, the benefit is marginal because RNICs are designed to reduce the per-byte rather than the per-packet cost. For small messages, a separate TCP channel can be used but care has to be taken with regard to race conditions because the message ordering guarantee is lost.

In order to reduce the overall latency and minimize the application involvement, data should be shipped using unsignaled Work Requests whenever possible. Furthermore, the communication protocol should be designed with as few synchronization points as possible.

**Connection Management.** When considering the application of iWARP/RDMA, the duration of individual connections has to be taken into account. We have shown that the setup of an iWARP connection is an order of magnitude slower than the establishment of a TCP channel. As a result, iWARP has a significantly larger time-to-first-byte than TCP which makes it highly unsuitable for
applications facing short-lived connections (e.g., a webserver). In some cases, a connection manager can be deployed to keep the iWARP connections open. We have demonstrated this with the distributed compiler extension.

**Real World Application Examples**

In part II of this thesis, we have applied our findings and optimizations to the following three real-world applications: a distributed compiler, a high-definition media dissemination server and the *Data Roundabout*.

First, we have shown the various aspects that need to be considered when enabling a legacy TCP-based application for iWARP/RDMA at the example of *rdistcc*, the distributed C/C++ compiler extension. In particular, we have demonstrated that, in most cases, there is no straightforward mapping from sockets to the verbs interface due to the explicit buffer management. The attempt to hide the RDMA API behind a socket abstraction annihilates some of the performance as was shown in the case of SDP because a socket application is not aware of the buffer registration constraints. Also, we have introduced the RDMA connection manager for reducing the connection establishment overhead. Last, we have presented an elegant and generally applicable way for making files accessible through RDMA. In terms of performance, we have seen that the use of Softiwarp can improve application performance when dedicating a core to network processing. However, this is only feasible as long as the memory bus is not congested.

Subsequently, we have focused on the applicability of RNICs for shipping large amounts of data. To that end, we have built an iWARP-based media server offering high-definition content on demand to a substantial number of clients. We could show a significantly improved scalability when using iWARP rather than TCP or UDP even when using the sendfile mechanism and a TCP-offload engine. The reasons for the improvement are the following:

- no control channel is needed: the one-sided RDMA Read operation allows for effective in-band VCR-like media control at minimum server load
- the server is stateless (apart from the connection management)
- copy avoidance not only on the sender but also on the receiver
- a single thread is sufficient to handle all clients; the connection multiplexing is performed at hardware level
- frequency of client interaction does not affect the server

The media server is a good example for demonstrating the advantages of one-sided operations because the protocol involves no synchronization points and only
a small number of buffer (re)advertisements (usually just one). The clients can autonomously read any amount of data from any position within the advertised buffer. Finally, we have also shown how the dissemination scheme can be easily transformed from video-on-demand to live streaming.

Last but no least, we have applied the iWARP technology to the database domain by building the Data Roundabout. Thanks to iWARP, we could leverage the high-speed network and with that exploit the available distributed compute resources. In essence, we traded an increased network load for a simple yet flexible communication scheme causing virtually no management overhead. The gain thanks to RDMA is many fold:

- leverage the available network bandwidth rather than trying to minimize the amount of data to be transferred
- save CPU cycles due to the reduced data management overhead which enables good scalability as well as effective utilization of the main memory and CPUs available across the network
- hide network latency by overlapping communication with computation
- scatter/gather buffers for separation of payload from control information; payload is not polluted with meta data which simplifies data processing
- exploit available bandwidth for sending access structures (e.g., hash tables) along with the data; amortize work invested in building the structures
- significant savings on the memory bus leading to more bandwidth being available for query execution
- the network is faster than disks; we can bring more data to the CPUs

The use of RNICs results in a significant reduction of the interrupt rate and thus in a lower cache pollution. Furthermore, the involvement of the CPUs in network I/O as well as the memory bus load are very low on the sending as well as on the receiving endpoints. These facts allow for heavy computation (as needed for query execution) in parallel with data exchanges. This is neither possible with TCP nor with Softiwp. Hence, we find that assigning many CPUs to network I/O is not a replacement for hardware-accelerated iWARP/RDMA—the reduction of the memory bus load thanks to the zero-copy mechanism offered by the RNICs is essential.
Alternatives to iWARP/RDMA

As we have documented, RDMA has a lot of advantages but also some drawbacks and limitations. The most severe issues are the need for explicit buffer management and the new interface which necessitate profound application changes. While kernel TCP is not an alternative to RDMA for excessive data transfers due to the high resulting CPU load, the memory bus traffic and the high interrupt rate, its performance can be improved by adding a TCP-offload engine (TOE). The advantages are that part of the work is offloaded to dedicated hardware while the application interface is preserved. However, the intermediate copying cannot be avoided which means that the memory bus traffic is still high. In most cases, the performance improvement over kernel TCP is not significant enough to justify the additional hardware.

As a second alternative, there is the sendfile mechanism provided by most recent Linux kernels. The advantages are that some of the intermediate copying is avoided on the transmit side and that no special hardware is required. Yet, the receive side still incurs the copy overhead. This is particularly problematic because the receive side faces the higher load due to the irregular nature of data arrival. Furthermore, the sendfile mechanism is limited to files.

We have seen at the example of the high-definition media server that a TOE in combination with sendfile can offer a significant improvement over plain TCP which might be sufficient in some situations. The added value of RDMA is thus not always large enough to compensate for the additional cost and development effort.

Summary

We conclude that an application profiting from full RDMA performance has the following characteristics: It lives in an environment where there is little or no churn (negligible connection setup costs), it can reuse its buffers (MRs) extensively and transfers a lot of data. Furthermore, it is able to overlap communication with computation (asynchronous interface) and can make use of one-sided operations (remote computer does not need to be notified; few synchronization points in the protocol). On the other hand, an application that faces a lot of churn, operates on unpredictable, highly varying buffer sizes and depends on a short time-to-first-byte might perform better by using plain TCP.

Hence, not every application can profit from RDMA but those that can profit, profit significantly. Table 8.1 summarizes our findings and strategies presented in this thesis which are key for realizing the potential of RDMA on the application level.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iWARP has a large setup delay.</td>
<td>RDMA is not suitable for applications which face a lot of churn. Keep RDMA connections open whenever possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a minimum total amount of data necessary for RDMA to pay off.</td>
<td>The application should transfer a large amount of data (at least 1 GB).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMA requires a minimum transfer unit size.</td>
<td>The data should be transferred in few large chunks rather than in many small ones to leverage the link capacity and keep the processing cost low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR (de-)registartion is costly.</td>
<td>Reuse buffers whenever possible. Overlap registration with protocol synchronization- or other idle time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR reuse is not always possible.</td>
<td>Copy small MRs and reregister large ones according to the critical buffer size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copying data causes CPU load and memory bus traffic.</td>
<td>Only copy small buffers for which reregistration would be more expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR reregistration necessitates buffer readvertisement.</td>
<td>Take cost (and feasibility) of readvertisement into account when designing the buffer management strategy and communication protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR registration causes page faults.</td>
<td>Register buffers whose pages are already resident: it is faster and we can leverage multicore systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered buffers block memory for other applications.</td>
<td>Reregister large buffers on demand and deregister them as early as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet ordering guarantee is lost when using a separate TCP channel for control messages.</td>
<td>Use RDMA also for small control traffic to avoid race conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMA provides an asynchronous interface.</td>
<td>Overlap communication with computation to hide network latency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>RDMA Read</em> and <em>RDMA Write</em> operations are one-sided. The remote application does not get notified about the data transfer completions.</td>
<td>These operations are of limited use for protocols with many synchronization points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-sided operations do not offer a better performance than two-sided ones.</td>
<td>Select the operation type which fits best semantically.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: RDMA limitations and consequences for the application developer.
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